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Description of each Restaurant

1   Ristoranti di Veronelli 

2   Ristoranti d’Italia del Gambero Rosso

3  Michelin la Guida Rossa

4  I Ristoranti d’Italia  - Le guide 

 de l’Espresso

5  Guida Touring Alberghi e Ristoranti 

 d’Italia

6  Mangiare e bere in Liguria

7  La Guida d’Italia BMW 

8  Osterie d’Italia 

9  I Ristoranti dell’Accademia 

10  Guida ai Ristoranti d’Italia - Panorama 

11  Alberghi e Ristoranti De Agostini

12  Dormire e mangiare meglio De Agostini

13  Circuito gastronomico Audi

14  Associazione Locali Storici

15  Ristoranti Piatto Ardesia

16  ORPI

17  Piatto del Buon Ricordo

18  Ristoranti Genova Gourmet

19  Mangiarozzo

20  TOP Restaurant - Guida Ristoranti 

 del Buon Mangiare

21  Dove

list of guidebooks that include the restaurant

City areas

AREA 1:  historical centre

AREA 2:  genoa City

AREA 3:  West

AREA 4:  East

Address (location on map)
Ph. and Fax 
Website 
E-mail
Indicated in guide books:  2  5  6   
Languages spoken: GB - F - ES
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type of bar/restaurant
Type of cuisine
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Daily closing times 
Holidays

Daily opening times
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  Information and services available (see list)

! Reservations

= Tourist menu

W Groups welcome

Y Credit cards accepted

B Air conditioning

M Car parking

? Outdoor dining area 

 or terrace

N Garden

P Disabled access

( Luncheon Voucher

X Play area

Foreign languages spoken:
GB  =  English
F  =  French
D  =  German
ES  =  Spanish
Other languages written 
in full
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To make this guide more practical, the 

restaurants have been categorised by their 

geographical location in the city. The city 

was divided into four areas:

AREA 1:  historical centre

AREA 2: genoa City 

 (from Piazza De Ferrari to 

Boccadasse to the East and

 Di Negro to the West. 

 Includes the districts of the 

Bisagno Valley: Staglieno, 

Molassana, Struppa, 

Sant’Eusebio, Fontanegli and 

Prato)

AREA 3:  Western genoa 

 (Sampierdarena, Cornigliano, 

Sestri Ponente, Borzoli, Pegli, 

Multedo, Prà, Palmaro, Voltri, 

Vesima and the districts of

 Polcevera Valley: Rivarolo, 

Certosa, Bolzaneto, Murta, San 

Quirico, Pontedecimo).

AREA 4:  Eastern genoa  

 (Sturla, Quarto, Quinto, Nervi, 

Sant’Ilario, Apparizione, 

 San Desiderio and Bavari).

Within each area, the restaurants have 

been divided into price bands and then 

listed in alphabetical order:  

• from 40 to 60 Euros

• from 20 to 40 Euros

• 20 Euros or less

prices are purely indicative

and do not include drinks. 

Information correct as of 10th January 2011.
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Information contained in this publication 

does not derive from the sale of 

advertising space. This edition has been 

produced with information supplied by the 

individual establishments in response to a 

questionnaire sent to all restaurants 

registered with the Genoa Chamber of 

Commerce. Furthermore, editors 

co-operated with business associations, 

who provided names and addresses that 

would have otherwise been difficult to find.

The responses received have not been 

modified before being included.

Despite the editors’ thorough research and 

contacting each establishment by 

telephone, it is possible that some 

businesses have been unintentionally 

overlooked in this edition. We invite any 

business owners who wish to be included 

in the next edition to send an e-mail to:

info@visitgenoa.it 

or to contact the editor at: 

info@mercomm.it

Editorial production:  
M&R Comunicazione – Genova

July 2011Edition Comune di Genova, 

Ufficio Sviluppo e Promozione del Turismo

Text and recipes produced by editing staff

Photographs: Archivio Comune di Genova 

(Ufficio Sviluppo e Promozione del 

Turismo); Archivio M&R; Alessandro Donelli

Cover photo: Grand Hotel Savoia (g.c.)

© 2011, M&R Comunicazione - Genova



Throughout history, Genoa was always 

viewed by outsiders as a closed city; 

quarrelsome and often hostile towards 

strangers, or ‘foresti’ as they called them. 

The Genoese poet Montale used the word 

‘stundaia’ to define the city. This word in 

the local dialect defies translation even 

into Italian, yet captures the idiosyncratic 

attitude of pride and timidity mixed with 

diffidence and “an inferiority complex 

towards others, balanced by a sense of 

moral superiority”...

Genoa hides away its most precious 

treasures, safe in its Palaces and Museums, 

churches and historic alleyways. Little by 

little, they are revealed only to those who 

know where to look, who dedicate the 

right time and pay close attention to their 

fascinating details.

But artistic and architectural treasures 

from centuries of history aren’t the only 

things to discover here. There’s something 

in every house...  and in every kitchen, as 

Genoa boasts some of the oldest culinary 

traditions in the Italian peninsula.

Unlike in many Italian cities, Genoese 

culinary customs didn’t arise in the royal 

palaces or noble courts, but in family 

kitchens, where over the centuries 

expert and imaginative housewives have 

developed flavoursome and elaborate 

dishes, often from the few common 

ingredients that were available to them. 

And it is for this very reason that it’s so 

difficult to draw up a definitive list of 

Genoese recipes: often versions of the 

recipe vary from family to family, each 

making it their own with secret ingredients, 

cherished and passed on from generation 

to generation. This means you’ll never 

taste the same pesto made by two different 

Genoese, or the same cima stuffed veal 

breast, or traditional sweetbread. 

It was Genoa’s port and the influx of 

merchants in the 16th century that allowed 

this tradition to develop into a true culinary 

art form, as recipes spread like whispers 

through the narrow streets that wind their 

way from the docks, through the steep and 

labyrinthine lanes known as creuze, into the 

hills beyond the city. The old town, cradled 

between the mountains and the sea, could 

never rely on farmers to supply it with 

agricultural products: modest quantities 

arrived from the vegetable gardens of 

the Bisagno Valley, whilst in the hills and 

around the coast they produced olives and 

a little wine, and the sea supplied them with 

enough fish and shellfish to get by, even 

though the Genoese have never been the 

great fishermen of the two Rivieras.

And so most of the traditional dishes 

evolved from an expert use of the spices 

that were unloaded by the merchants 

arriving from every corner of the 

Mediterranean, where the Republic of 

Genoa had warehouses, colonies and 

protectorates. Even fish arriving from the 

Nordic countries contributed a typically 

Genoese stockfish stew.

Even if you’re staying for just a few days, 

you’ll be pleasantly surprised by how the 

cuisine is deeply rooted in tradition, yet 

contemporary at the same time, thanks to 
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the unique marriage of flavour and delicacy, 

in what you could legitimately call the 

triumph of the Mediterranean diet, which 

has been recognised as Unesco World 

Heritage since 2010.

An unusual and fun way to get to know 

Genoa could be to follow the mouth-

watering aromas that drift through the 

streets, in search of the delicious titbits that 

each corner of the city offers.

The definitive itinerary must begin from 

Old Port, Porto Antico, perhaps towards 

late morning, when kitchens throughout 

the city come alive as lunch is prepared. As 

you approach the Ripa Maris, the ancient 

waterfront facing the sea, you can’t help 

but walk into a wall of spiced aromas, the 

delectable smell of fresh or fried fish, and 

the freshly baked smell of focaccia and 

bread. You’ll get to Sottoripa, beneath the 

oldest arcade in Italy and the heart of the 

city’s medieval market, where Genoese 

still come to do their shopping to this day, 

faithful to their favourite vendors, to find 

the first fruits of the season, spices sold in 

canvas sacks and everything they need to 

preserve the living memories of Ma’s home 

cooking.

Take a walk round the shops and yield to 

the temptation of the historic friggitorie, 

fried food bars with their copper pots in 

which their delicious products are fried 

and to the aromas emanating from original 

tile-covered ovens, or visit the traditional 

fishmongers with their marble counters.

If you don’t have much time in the city and 

you want to grab a bite without stealing 

time from seeing the museums or typical 

architecture, then you’ll be happy to 

know that Genoa can be considered the 

progenitor of fast food! In every street, on 

every corner, in every square, you’ll find 

somewhere you can buy a slice of focaccia 

still warm from the oven. Ask for it to take 

away and eat on the hoof as you explore 

the city further. Or you might fancy a light 

lunch of fresh fried small fish served in 

a traditional cone, called papé mattu… 

perhaps with a few pieces of fried panissa - 

a typical Ligurian chickpea puree.

Lose yourself in the sinuous streets and 

explore the main thoroughfare of via 

Canneto il Curto, still following the aromas 

of the bakeries, until a certain stretch where 

you’ll be overcome by scents of the Middle 

East: grocers, restaurants and butchers 

offering exotic products and dishes. Genoa, 

a city of tradition that can often appear 

unreceptive to change and innovation, is 

in fact a city that has proven time and time 

again that it welcomes the arrival of new 

peoples and cultures, creating an enticing 

fusion of ethnic and local cuisine.

If on the other hand you have a bit more 

time for a leisurely lunch, you might try 

one of the historic sciamadde restaurants 

around Piazza San Giorgio and in Via 

dei Giustiniani. In these informal local 

restaurants you can pull up a chair at a 

table to try the home made vegetable tarts, 

flat bread and stuffed vegetables that are 

served directly from the copper pans fresh 

from the oven.

Get around midday if you want to avoid the 

queues, amongst the occasional lucky tourist 

and above all the Genoese: youngsters, 

students, businessmen with serviettes 

stuffed down their shirts so they don’t ruin 

their suits, even elegant ladies taking a 
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break from shopping at the boutiques in 

the city centre, all contribute to an authentic 

experience that is not to be missed.

At any time of year, if it’s a nice day, the 

temperatures are mild and the Northerly 

winds aren’t blowing, why not take a picnic 

hamper to enjoy on one of the many 

benches along Via Molo Vecchio, or even 

sitting on a wall in the historic centre; a 

perfect way to see another side of Genoa 

and watch the world go by.

For those who prefer a more traditional 

lunch at the table, there’s plenty of choice 

around Piazza Fossatello, Via Cairoli, 

Piazza Caricamento, Via San Lorenzo 

or Via del Molo: in any part of the city, 

there’s no shortage of restaurants offering 

degustazione menus, which allow you 

to taste the typical dishes without being 

overwhelmed by too much food.

Just some of the traditional cuisine on offer 

includes: fish or vegetable starters, pasta 

courses such as trofie al pesto or pansoti, 
herb-stuffed ravioli in walnut sauce, main 

courses of meat or fish such as stuffed veal 

breast (cima), Ligurian fish or stockfish stew.

Whichever kind of eatery you choose, be it 

ristorante, friggitoria or sciamadda, don’t 

forget to accompany all that food with a 

good glass of wine: if you don’t want to 

overdo it you might like to allow yourself 

a Bianchetta Genovese, a young dry white 

wine to enjoy chilled.

Continuing your visit after lunch, perhaps 

after a stroll through the civic art galleries 

or along the main shopping streets, you 

might like to treat yourself to a little break 

with a sweet afternoon snack… perhaps the 

idea will have already entered your mind if 

you’ve caught some of the enticing aromas 

that drift out of some bars. They say that 

Genoa was the city in which the concept 

of sweets and desserts first appeared and 

for this reason it boasts an ancient sweet 

tradition that ranges from confectionary 

to candy, caramelised fruit to biscuits and 

cakes: sweetbread, canestrelli and Lagaccio 

biscuits, sacripantina - unique amongst the 

Genoese desserts, consisting of a type of 

cake filled with a delicious liquor cream.

You can try all these and more at the 

counter of the numerous pasticcerie (pastry 

shops), some of which also produce extra-

fine chocolate, which you’ll also find in the 

historic bars In Piazza Corvetto, Via Roma, 

Piazza Soziglia and Piazza Matteotti: If you 

take a seat in one of beautifully furnished 

bars, take a moment to look around and 

observe the lifestyle of the elegant Genoese 

women that today, just as they did in the 

19th century, meet with their friends to 

enjoy tea and treat themselves to a sweet.

For the sweet tooth, you can’t leave Genoa 

without trying an ice-cream, particularly 

on a warm day: the traditional gelaterie 

are everywhere and offer a range of 

typical flavours that adapt to the fruits of 

the season; the pànera is also a must… a 

unique creamy coffee ice-cream that you 

won’t find beyond the confines of the city.

In the evening the only problem is deciding 

where you want to indulge your taste buds 

with the delights of fine cuisine: the city 

of Genoa, covering an expanse of 32km 

of coastline about 4km wide, has over 400 

restaurants that cater for every taste. In 

the centre you’ll find refined restaurants, 
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informal restaurants called trattorie, pizzerie 

and ethnic restaurants that offer a whole 

range of dishes, both traditional and 

innovative.

If you want to get out of the city, the 

selection broadens still further: Genoa 

is long and narrow and the districts to 

the West unfold from Sampierdarena to 

Cornigliano until Sestri Ponente, Pegli and 

Voltri, to the East are Boccadasse, Sturla, 

Quarto, Quinto and Nervi.

In either direction you can taste exquisite 

seafood, perhaps watching the reflection of 

the moon glimmer on the waves, the ships 

at anchor and the Portofino Head on the 

horizon.

The seafood specialties are endless; fish 

soups, fried fish, ciuppin stew, buridda stew, 

capponada salad and buddego or angler 

fish soup. In a plate of mixed fried seafood 

you’ll find only locally caught fish: mullet, 

bogue, bream, squid, anchovies, sardines… 

all fried in fine olive oil.

Another option is to head towards the hill 

districts such as Coronata, Murta, Crevari, 

Sant’Eusebio, San Desiderio and Bavari, 

where the cuisine often has a more homely 

quality, closely linked to the traditions of 

inland Liguria, offering vegetable based 

dishes, mushrooms and meats. Two things 

that shouldn’t be passed up are cima, a 

stuffed veal breast, and tomaxelle, which 

are smaller stuffed veal rolls.

Here, just a few kilometres out of the city, 

you’ll instantly feel a hundred miles from 

the sea, as the salty perfume of the sea 

and rocks is overwhelmed by fragrances of 

chestnut trees, moss and forest.

gENoa aND its Fish

In traditional Genoese cuisine, 

surprisingly there aren’t that many recipes 

for fish. There are merely a few simple 

ways of preparing fish that catered for the 

needs of mariners that would provide 

them with nutritious meals with just a few 

ingredients, and that above all would be 

easy to preserve, at times producing 

unexpectedly wonderful combinations of 

ingredients from land and sea. 

A definitive representation of this custom 

is one dish in particular: stoccafisso alla 
genovese, the famous Genoese stockfish 

stew. It is prepared using dried cod (so 

that it can be preserved for long periods), 

which is then soaked and slowly cooked 

in a casserole dish with potatoes, 

taggiasca olives, pine kernels, a little 

tomato sauce and two salted anchovies. 

Other less known versions are bagnùn di 
acciughe, using fish and tomatoes, which 

can be served hot or cold according to 

preference (or necessity at sea), or the 

special cappon magro (see p.73). Those 

with little time to spend in the city must 

run to the nearest friggitoria in the 

historic centre and try the frisceu de 
gianchetti, fried baby fish enjoyed as a 

hot snack.

In the city’s finer restaurants, fish lovers 

can find a variety of fish dishes that move 

away from the ancient traditions to create 

delicious modern menus: lobster, mixed 

fried or grilled fish and the catch of the 

day from the rich and generous Ligurian 

Sea… tuna, sea bass, grouper… all 

prepared with creativity by the chefs.
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Basil

Say Genoa to an Italian and they’ll 

immediately think of pesto, and therefore 

basil! In fact in this terrain, this medicinal 

plant has plenty of light, a perfect climate 

and ideal ground. The Genoese say “our” 

basil; in fact it would be more accurate to 

say basil from Prà, the district to the West of 

Genoa where most of ‘their’ basil is grown. 

It is different from other varieties such as 

Neapolitan, Thai or smaller leaved varieties. 

In 2005 it obtained PDO status (Protected 

Denomination of Origin) and 2008 saw the 

foundation of a consortium for Genoese 

Basil PDO, with the task of controlling that 

the basil always has its uniquely soft and 

green, medium sized, oval and convex 

leaves, with a delicate aroma, with no trace 

of mint and that it has been cultivated on the 

Ligurian coast in greenhouses or open fields, 

and then sold in bunches of entire plants.

The Genoese regard basil (ocimum 
basilicum) as “theirs”, but in truth its origins 

lie far from the Ligurian coast. It is actually 

thought to have been brought over from 

India and Indonesia, where it was used as a 

medicinal herb as early as 500 B.C., whereas 

historians are almost certain it was used in 

the Middle East by the Egyptians and then 

the Greeks in the sacrificial rituals.

Its arrival in Genoa is linked to the crusades 

and the colonial expansion of the Republic. 

It is said that the encampments of the 

Genoese army and their trade settlements 

could be recognised from afar by the 

distinctive scent of basil that emanated 

from them. Their ships too would be loaded 

with large quantities for its medicinal 

properties that help combat infection, 

heal wounds and fend off insects. Legend 

or reality? Strangely, through almost the 

entire medieval period the plant was seen 

in a chilling light as people associated it 

with the basiliscus, a kind of poisonous 

monster reproduced on gothic cathedrals 

as grotesque gargoyles, and sometimes 

with the devil, as a symbol of evil and 

hatred. And so almost all traces of the 

plant disappeared in Genoa, at least in its 

kitchens, until the 19th century. 

Today basil is a strong symbol of Genoa 

and the whole region of Liguria: there’s 

no garden, terrace or window box without 

fresh black earth from which the tiny green 

shoots of basil spring forth as soon as the 

nights draw out, and which will be cared 

for and watered until the hot dry summer 

months. The elderly cooks pass on their 

experience to their children and explain 

that in the hottest months the basil turns 

minty, and therefore is no longer at its 

best. Basil is the main ingredient in pesto 

and in an important part of many Genoese 

soups. Yet perhaps the most surprising 

and creative uses are in mushroom based 

dishes, stuffed vegetables or for flavouring 

olive oil and even some digestive liquors.
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pEsto

Anyone coming to Genoa for the first time 

knows that they’ll find the simple green 

sauce known all over the world and will be 

anxious to try original pesto genovese, after 

perhaps hearing much about it or trying 

many imitations, but never having had the 

occasion to sample the authentic product. 

Pesto as we know it today has in fact a 

somewhat recent history, appearing in 

menus only in the mid-19th century in the 

cookbooks by Ratto and Rossi as “crushed 

garlic and basil”. Yet its origins seem to 

have begun much earlier, as far back as the 

12th century, when a sauce was made in 

other parts of Europe by crushing garlic and 

oil together in a mortar; a recipe that found 

its way to Genoa with the opening of the 

city’s first abattoir in Soziglia where the 

sauce was used specifically to preserve the 

offal, as well as to 

flavour the boiled 

and roasted meats or 

the bouillabaisse 

dish from nearby 

Provence.

It’s impossible to 

know who first had 

the idea of adding 

basil leaves to this 

historic sauce that 

had remained 

unchanged for 

centuries. Perhaps 

one day on a whim 

or as an 

experiment… whatever the reason, the 

sudden spread of pesto as the main 

condiment for pasta in Genoa can only be 

traced back to the 1840’s. Its name would 

come later, deriving from the method in 

which it is prepared, from ‘pestare’ which 

means to crush or grind. Traditionally the 

ingredients were crushed in a marble 

mortar with a wooden pestle.

At this point we come to discussing how it’s 

actually made and with a little luck in 

finding the right ingredients, and with a few 

authentic tips, anyone can make it at home.

The recipe below is the ‘official’ traditional 

version; although you should know that 

many Genoese families jealously guard 

their secret family ingredients and methods 

that make their homemade pesto unique, 

and even better for any lucky guests.
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ingredients 

•	 Four	bunches	of	basilico	genovese	PDO	
(60-70 g of leaves)

•	 45-60	g	of	parmesan	cheese	(seasoned	
parmigiano reggiano or grana padano)

•	 20-40	g	of	Sardinian	pecorino	cheese
•	 60-80	cc	of	Extra	Virgin	Olive	Oil	PDO	

from Liguria

•	 10	g	of	sea	salt
•	 30	g	of	pine	kernels	
 (from Pisa or the Mediterranean)
•	 One	or	two	cloves	of	garlic	
	 (Vessalico	garlic	is	best	for	its	delicate	

flavour)

thE “oFFiCial” RECipE

Wash the basil leaves, which must be soft and 

come from plants no more than 2 months old, 

and dry them carefully on a paper towel.

Place the garlic into a large marble mortar 

along with a few grains of salt and begin to 

crush with the pestle, which should be made 

of olive tree wood.

Add the pine kernels and continue to crush 

until you get quite a coarse pulp.

Add the basil leaves and continue to 

crush gently, then add the cheese and mix 

everything together.

Soften the mixture by adding olive oil, 

little by little, until it reaches a smooth and 

creamy consistency, then transfer to a mixing 

bowl and mix with the rest of the oil using a 

wooden spoon.

a few tips:

Never press the basil leaves too hard, but 

rotate the pestle gently along the sides of 

the mortar so that they tear without being 

crushed. The pesto should be made in 

mild temperatures and not take too long as 

oxidation with alter the taste and colour of 

the basil.

The amount of garlic you use can be altered 

to suit your personal taste, but leaving it out 

completely will alter the authentic flavour.

Some people, mostly from the Riviera, add a 

little curd or hazel nuts, which are acceptable 

additions. Whereas cashew nuts and parsley 

are an absolute no no!

Where practical, you should avoid using an 

electric blender as the steel blades and heat 

produced alter the flavour of the sauce.

Before adding to the pasta of choice - trofie, 
troffiette, trenette, mandilli de saea (mini 

lasagne), testaieu (testaroli) - a good tip is to 

dilute the sauce a little with the water drained 

from the pasta.

If you fancy it, you can also boil a few 

potatoes or string beans with the trenette 

pasta, to make trenette avvantaggiae, a 

complete and satisfying typical dish.

Finally, pesto can be preserved for a few days 

in the fridge by covering it with extra olive 

oil to avoid oxidation, which should then be 

drained when it comes to be used.
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Piazza di Sarzano 2 Ar - 16128   (D6)
Ph. and Fax +39 010 25 435 53 
benchriet1970@hotmail.it
Indicated in guide books: 6

Languages spoken: F - ES

!WYB

Piazza Invrea 3r - 16123   (c5)
Ph. +39 010 24 708 23 - Fax +39 010 24 708 59
www.squarciafico.it 
cantinesquarciafico@tiscali.it
Indicated in guide books: 2  5  6  12  
Languages spoken: GB - F - ES

!YB

Via D. Chiossone 20r - 16123   (c6)
Ph. and Fax +39 010 24 761 91
Indicated in guide books: 1  2  4  5  8  

Languages spoken: GB - F

!=WYBP

Molo Ponte Morosini Sud 19/20 - 16126   (b4)
Ph. +39 010 25 438 79 - Fax +39 010 25 175 81
www.Restaurantdatoto.it 
ristoto@tiscali.it
Indicated in guide books: 1
Languages spoken: GB

!YBM?P

Via della Marina 3r - 16128   (D5)
Ph. +39 010 25 117 65 / 4
www.rodizio2.it 
rodiziobrasileiro@libero.it

Languages spoken: GB - ES - Portuguese

!

typical restaurant 
Genoese, international 

and Mediterranean cuisine
Capacity: 60

monday
end of august

lunch / dinner

historic typical restaurant
Genoese, Italian 

and Mediterranean cuisine

two weeks in august

lunch / dinner

Elegant restaurant and on seafront
Mediterranean cuisine

Capacity: 50

sunday open on reservation only 
august

lunch / dinner

typical restaurant
Italian, international cuisine, 

Brazilian churrascaria 
Capacity: 200

tuesday
always open

dinner

Elegant restaurant 
Genoese, Italian, international, 
creative cuisine, celiac-friendly

Capacity: 70

saturday and sunday lunch 
august

lunch / dinner

area 1histoRiCal CENtRE
 PRICE RANGE 40/60 EUROS

CaNtiNE sqUaRCiaFiCo Restaurant

ChiChiBio Restaurant

Da toto al poRto aNtiCo Restaurant

RODIzIO BRASILEIRO 2 Ethnic restaurant / pizzeria

BElUga Restaurant

Vico Monachette 20r - 16126   (a4)
Ph. +39 010 26 70 36 - Fax +39 010 40 325 40
www.lupoanticatrattoria.it
info@anticatrattorialupo.it
Indicated in guide books: 3  5  15 18
Languages spoken: GB - F

!=WYB?P

Restaurant historic and romantic style ‘30s 
Traditional and creative Genoese cuisine

 Capacity: 50

wednesday
from 18th july to 7th aug / from 23th to 25th dec.

lunch / dinner / in summer only dinner

lUpo aNtiCa tRattoRia Restaurant / ligurian craft shop 
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 the tradition

 gENoEsE BREakFast
If you’re a morning person and you find yourselves strolling along the streets of Genoa before 9 a.m., 
notice the bars and coffee shops you pass… go inside or just take a glance through the windows… 
Chances are you won’t see people throwing back a quick coffee at the counter like in other Italian 
cities… but students, businessmen and women, and elderly ladies and gentlemen, intent on 
enjoying their breakfast. In Genoa, breakfast is more like a ritual to be performed without hurrying, 

in the tranquillity of one’s own kitchen or in company at the counter or table 
of your favourite bar. You’ll notice that almost everybody is going for a slice of 
focaccia, usually still warm from the oven, and some of the more uninhibited 
locals like to dip it in their cappuccino. In fact that’s just how the focaccia came 
to realise its many different flavours, changing completely when accompanied 
with sweet or savoury flavours. You’ll notice there are also those who prefer their 
breakfast a little sweeter, who might have a biscotto del lagaccio in their hand, a 
typical dry biscuit found only in Genoa and that takes its name from the district 
where they were originally produced or perhaps a caporale, a sugar-coated 
biscuit similar to sponge fingers that absorbs the caffelatte perfectly.

Via al Ponte Calvi 20r - 16124   (b5)
Ph. +39 010 86 925 48 - Fax +39 010 57 405 39
www.Restaurantsoho.it 
soho-pescheria@yahoo.it
Indicated in guide books: 2
Languages spoken: GB - D - F - ES - Russian

!=WYB?P

Archivolto Mongiardino 2r - 16123   (c5)
Ph. +39 010 24 776 10
www.archivoltomongiardino.it
Indicated in guide books: 1  4

Languages spoken: GB - D

!WYBP

Elegant and historic restaurant  
Italian, international cuisine, 

celiac-friendly

always open

lunch / dinner

historic typical restaurant
Genoese cuisine, celiac-friendly

Capacity: 30

from 15th august to 10th september

dinner

Mura delle Grazie 3r - 16128   (c5)
Ph. +39 010 24 664 75 - Fax +39 010 24 785 09
www.Restaurantdarina.it
info@Restaurantdarina.it
Indicated in guide books: 2  3  4  6  15 18
Languages spoken: GB - F - ES

!=WYBM

historic typical restaurant 
Genoese cuisine, celiac-friendly;

fish specialties
Capacity: 100

monday  
august

lunch / dinner

Corso Quadrio 4r - 16128   (D5)
Ph. +39 010 30 287 30
www.braceriasapori.com
sapori.e@hotmail.it

Languages spoken: GB - F

!YBMP(

Elegant restaurant 
International cuisine

Capacity: 40

always open 
august

lunch / dinner

area 1histoRiCal CENtRE
 PRICE RANGE 40/60 EUROS

soho Restaurant / Fish shop

tRattoRia aRChiVolto MoNgiaRDiNo trattoria

sapoRi E... Restaurant / steak 

tRattoRia Da RiNa Restaurant
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Vico degli Indoratori 47r - 16123   (c5)
Ph. and Fax +39 010 25 435 36 - 340 85 474 11
www.mentelocale.it
algiardinoindoratori@libero.it
Indicated in guide books: 19 
Languages spoken: GB - D - F

!YB?P(

Vico di Campopisano 15r - 16128   (D5)
Ph. +39 010 25 118 29
Indicated in guide books: 4 

Languages spoken: GB - F

!=WYB?P

Via Ponte Calvi 10r - 16129   (b5)
Ph. +39 010 24 657 73 - Fax +39 010 27 707 22
Indicated in guide books: 
1  2  3  4  5  9  11 12 15 16 18

Languages spoken: GB - D - F - ES

!=WYBP

Piazza della Nunziata 40r - 16124   (b5)
Ph. +39 010 24 710 39

Languages spoken: GB - F

!=WYB(

Salita San Gerolamo 6r - 16124   (b6)
Ph. +39 010 25 342 55
infotrattoria@gmail.com
Indicated in guide books: 2

Languages spoken: GB

=WYN

typical restaurant
Genoese, Italian, 

international and Mediterranean cuisine
Capacity: 25+16

sunday 
mid august

lunch / dinner

Elegant and historic restaurant 
Genoese, international 

and Mediterranean cuisine, celiac-friendly
Capacity: 50

sunday 
august and september

lunch / dinner

typical restaurant
Italian cuisine

Capacity: 110/120

saturday lunch
always open

lunch / dinner

typical restaurant
Genoese cuisine
Capacity: 55+60

sunday 
january

dinner

historic restaurant
Fish specialties

Capacity: 50

monday 
from 12th august to 12th september

lunch / dinner

Vico dietro il coro della Maddalena 26r - 16124   (b6)
Ph. +39 010 24 740 95 - Fax +39 010 24 740 42
www.itremerli.it
anticacantina@itremerli.it
Indicated in guide books: 3  4  5  10 11 15 18 
Languages spoken: GB - F

WYBP

Elegant and historic restaurant 
Genoese 

and international cuisine, celiac-friendly
Capacity: 100

sunday / saturday lunch
always open

lunch / dinner

area 1histoRiCal CENtRE
 PRICE RANGE 20/40 EUROS

al giaRDiNo DEgli iNDoRatoRi Restaurant / Bar

al tEatRo Di CaMpopisaNo Restaurant

al VEliERo Restaurant

aMaDEUs Restaurant / pizzeria

aNCioE BEllE DoNNE Restaurant

aNtiCa CaNtiNa i tRE MERli Restaurant / Wine bar with kitchen



Vico Palla 15r - 16128   (c4)
Ph. +39 010 24 665 75 - Fax +39 010 36 244 58
www.vicopalla.it
acap29@libero.it
Indicated in guide books: 2  3  4  6  10 18
Languages spoken: GB - F - ES

!YBP

typical restaurant
Genoese cuisine

Capacity: 80

monday 
two weeks in august

lunch / dinner

histoRiCal CENtRE     13

area 1histoRiCal CENtRE
 PRICE RANGE 20/40 EUROS

aNtiCa ostERia Di ViCo palla Restaurant / trattoria / tavern

Via del Portello 14r - 16124   (b6)
Ph. +39 010 24 809 53 - Fax +39 010 89 946 57
www.aucafe.it
info@aucafe.it

Languages spoken: GB - F

!YB

historic and elegant restaurant 
Genoese and Mediterranean cuisine

Capacity: 20

sunday 
august

lunch

aU CaFé Restaurant

Vico del Fieno 18r - 16123   (c6)
Ph. +39 010 24 761 70
www.bakari.it
info@bakari.it

Languages spoken: GB

YB

Restaurant decorated in art Nouveau 
Creative cuisine

Capacity: 60

sunday / saturday lunch 

lunch / dinner

BakaRi Restaurant

Vico dietro il coro di San Cosimo 6r - 16128   (c5)
Ph. +39 010 25 412 54
www.beautifulloser.it
info@beautifulloser.it

Languages spoken: GB - F

!WYB

historic and elegant restaurant 
International cuisine

Capacity: 50

monday 
from june to september

lunch / dinner

BEaUtiFUl losER Restaurant / steak

Via San Lorenzo 41r - 16123   (c5)
Ph. +39 010 25 413 90

Languages spoken: GB

typical restaurant
Genoese cuisine

Capacity: 75

always open

lunch / dinner

a-o VEgiU CaRUggio Restaurant / pizzeria

historic typical restaurant
Genoese cuisine

Capacity: 200

sunday evening / monday 
one week in february / two weeks in november

lunch / dinner

Piazza Caricamento 21/22r - 16123   (c5)
Ph. +39 010 24 618 45
e.marrosu@tin.it

Languages spoken: GB 

!YB?

aNtiCa tRattoRia MaRia DEl poRto trattoria



 the recipe

 FoCaCCia gENoVEsE (Fügassa)

The focaccia has a long history, thought to date back to the 11th century, but there are 

certainly mentions of it in documents from the 14th century. Today it’s Genoa’s typical 

finger-food, something you can eat on the hoof. Each bakery makes their own variety, 

it’s difficult to find two identical ones in the city, some are oilier, some thicker, but the 

important thing is that it has holes where the oil and salt gathers, and sends your taste 

buds crazy when you reach them… especially if you eat it “upside down”, with the crispy 

side on your tongue (try it and you’ll see)!

ingredients: 500 g soft wheat flour, 1 dl extra virgin olive oil, 30 g salt, 30 g yeast, water.

preparation: With the flour form a well on the work surface. Dissolve the yeast with a little 

warm water and add it to the flour and start kneading as you would when making bread. 

Let the mixture rise under a warm tea towel in a warm place for 2 hours. Take the mixture 

and add the remaining flour and oil and knead into a soft 

mix. Allow it to rise for another 2 hours. Then flatten out 

the mixture with your hands into a baking tray and make 

the indents where the oil will collect 

with your fingers. Sprinkle with salt 

and let it rest a little longer before 

placing in a pre-heated oven at 

200-230°C for about 30 minutes 

or until it becomes a nice golden 

colour.

area 1histoRiCal CENtRE
 PRICE RANGE 20/40 EUROS

Via Sottoripa 1r - 16124   (b5)
Ph. +39 010 24 768 36
Indicated in guide books: 2

Languages spoken: GB - ES

WYB?(

typical restaurant
Genoese and Italian cuisine

Capacity: 40

sunday
always open 

lunch / dinner (saturday dinner on reservation)

CaFFé poRto FRaNCo Restaurant / Bar

Vico Casana 76r - 16123   (c6)
Ph. +39 010 24 745 32

Languages spoken: GB - F

?(

historic restaurant; smoking room 
Genoese cuisine, sandwich shop 

Capacity: 80/90

sunday 
two weeks in august

lunch / dinner

BRitaNNia pUB Restaurant / pub

Area Porto Antico   (c4)
Via Magazzini del Cotone - Modulo 4 - 16128
Ph. +39 010 25 34 05
www.bicu.it
info@bicu.it - genova@bicu.it
Languages spoken: GB - D - F - ES

!=WYBM?P(

Restaurant on seafront
Recipes using beer cuisine,

celiac-friendly 
Capacity: 450

always open

lunch / dinner

BiCU trattoria / pub

14 histoRiCal CENtRE
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Calata Cattaneo 17 - 16128   (c5)
Ph. +39 010 24 644 16
Fax +39 010 24 654 66
www.itremerli.it - portoantico@itremerli.it
Indicated in guide books: 4  5  10 11 15 18
Languages spoken: GB - F - Russian - Polish - Latvian

WYB?P

scenic restaurant and on seafront
Genoese, international 

and Mediterranean cuisine, celiac-friendly; 
wood-burning oven and fresh fish  

Capacity: 160 + 80 in dehor

always open

lunch / dinner

area 1histoRiCal CENtRE
 PRICE RANGE 20/40 EUROS

Piazza Matteotti 11r - 16123   (c6)
Ph. +39 010 26 52 99
Mob. +39 320 14 239 56
Indicated in guide books: 2

Languages spoken: GB - F - ES - Russian

=WYB?(

international restaurant
Genoese and Italian cuisine

Capacity: 50 indoor and 30 outdoor

always open

lunch / dinner

CapitaN BaliaNo Restaurant / pizzeria / Bar / snack bar / take away restaurant

Via Ravecca 54r - 16128   (D6)
Ph. +39 010 25 125 91

Languages spoken: GB - F - ES

YB(

Friendly and informal restaurant 
Genoese, Italian, international 

and Mediterranean cuisine, celiac-friendly
meat specialties

sunday lunch
always open

lunch / dinner

E pRiE RossE Restaurant

Vico dell’Argento 13r - 16124   (b5)
Ph. and Fax +39 010 24 616 29

Languages spoken: GB - F

!WYB?(

typical restaurant 
Genoese and Italian cuisine

Capacity: 50 in winter and 80 in summer

sunday / saturday lunch  
one week in january / 4 weeks in july / august

lunch / dinner

gaia REstaURaNt Restaurant

Via Doria 4r - 16126   (a4)
Ph. +39 010 25 148 32
Indicated in guide books: 3

Languages spoken: GB - D - F - ES

YB

historic restaurant 
Italian cuisine

Capacity: 30

monday
always open

lunch / dinner

giNo Restaurant / pizzeria

Piazza Cavour 19/21r - 16128   (c5)
Ph. +39 010 24 68 510
Mob. +39 346 1812862

Languages spoken: GB - F

!WP

historic typical restaurant
Mediterranean cuisine

Capacity: 70

monday

lunch / dinner

gRotta azzURRa trattoria

i tRE MERli REstaURaNt poRto aNtiCo Restaurant
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Via dei Giustiniani 69 / 71r - 16123   (c5)
Ph. +39 010 25 184 45
www.crooner.it
info@crooner.it

Languages spoken: GB

!WYBP

swing club restaurant 
Ligurian cuisine

Capacity: 90

tuesday (except holiday eves)

dinner

Salita all’Arcivescovado 7/9r - 16123   (c6)
Ph. +39 010 24 732 33

Languages spoken: ES

!=WYBP(

historic restaurant
Genoese and Mediterranean cuisine

Capacity: 90

monday 
august

lunch / dinner

Vico al Campanile delle Vigne 17/19r - 16123   (c5)
Ph. +39 010 26 58 71

Languages spoken: GB - F - ES

!YB?

typical restaurant
Genoese, Italian and international cuisine

Capacity: 50/80

sunday 
15th august

lunch / dinner

Vico delle Vele 27r - 16128   (c5)
Ph. +39 010 24 722 93
Indicated in guide books: 6  9

Languages spoken: GB - F - Russian

!=WYBP

historic restaurant
Mediterranean cuisine, celiac-friendly 

Capacity: 45/50

always open
end of july

dinner

Vecchia Darsena - Edificio Cembalo   (b4)
Calata Andalò Dinegro 4 - 16126
Mob. +39 347 71 390 20
www.indarsena.it
Indicated in guide books: 6
Languages spoken: GB - F - ES

!YB?P

Restaurant on seafront
French cuisine 

Capacity: 35

tuesday
always open

 dinner

area 1histoRiCal CENtRE
 PRICE RANGE 20/40 EUROS

il NUoVo DUCalE Restaurant / pizzeria

il FaBBRo Restaurant

iN ViNo VERitas Restaurant / Risotteria

iNDaRsENa Restaurant / oyster bar

il CRooNER italiaNo sWiNg ClUB REstaURaNt Restaurant / live music

Via Calata Marinetta 18/20/22 - 16128   (c4)
Ph. +39 010 24 665 09
info@Restaurantilbaluardo.it

Languages spoken: GB - F - ES - Arabic

!=WYB?NPX

Elegant restaurant and on seafront
Italian, Ligurian cuisine and seafood 

Capacity: 120

monday / january

lunch / dinner

il BalUaRDo Restaurant / pizzeria
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Via Macelli di Soziglia 45r - 16123   (c6)
Ph. +39 010 40 755 55
berlocca.anna@libero.it
Indicated in guide books:
3  4  7  10 11 12 13
Languages spoken: GB - F - ES

!=WYB

historic typical restaurant
Genoese cuisine

Capacity: 27

monday  
two weeks between august and september

lunch (saturday and sunday on reservation) / dinner

Vico Colalanza 2r - 16123   (b5)
Ph. +39 010 27 592 48
www.locandadelgrillo.com
info@locandadelgrillo.com

Languages spoken: F

!=WYB(

historic restaurant 
Genoese cuisine

Capacity: 47

tuesday 
decided yearly 

lunch / dinner

historic restaurant 
Genoese and Mediterranean cuisine

Capacity: 45

monday evening
always open

lunch / dinner

Piazza Negri 5r - 16123   (D5)
Ph. +39 010 25 112 89
Indicated in guide books: 19

!Y?

Via San Bernardo 70r - 16123   (c5)
Ph. +39 010 25 189 37 - Fax +39 010 72 683 52
info@luagos.it

Languages spoken: GB - F - ES

!=YB(

historic typical restaurant 
Genoese and Mediterranean cuisine

Capacity: 90

august

lunch / dinner

Via di Porta Soprana 55/57r - 16123   (c6)
Ph. and Fax +39 010 24 759 59
www.Restaurantlatelier.it
info@Restaurantlatelier.it

Languages spoken: GB - F - ES

!YB(

Via di Sottoripa 101-103 r - 16124   (c5)
Ph. +39 010 89 920 28 
www.latorreanticadeigreci.it
info@latorreanticadeigreci.it

Languages spoken: GB - D - F

!=WYB?P

Elegant restaurant
Genoese and Mediterranean cuisine

Capacity: 45

sunday / saturday lunch  
august

lunch / dinner

Elegant restaurant 
Apulian cuisine, celiac-friendly 

and fish
Capacity: 200

always open

lunch / dinner

area 1histoRiCal CENtRE
 PRICE RANGE 20/40 EUROS

la BERloCCa Restaurant

la loCaNDa DEl gRillo trattoria

la FoRChEtta CURiosa tavern

la MaMa Restaurant / pizzeria

I

)

l’atEliER Restaurant

la toRRE aNtiCa DEi gRECi  Restaurant / pizzeria



Via del Molo 45/47r - 16128   (c5)
Ph. +39 010 25 56 46
www.lemaniinpasta.net
matcorre@libero.it

Languages spoken: GB - F

!WYBP(

Elegant historic restaurant 
Genoese cuisine, fish specialties

Capacity: 45

saturday lunch / tuesday evening
june

lunch / dinner

Via del Molo 57r - 16128   (c5)
Ph. +39 010 25 303 04
lemuradimalapaga@gmail.com

Languages spoken: GB

!YBM

Vico Domoculta 14r - 16123   (c6)
Ph. +39 010 59 49 51
info@Restaurantlerune.it
Indicated in guide books: 3  5

Languages spoken: GB - F

=WYBP(

historic restaurant
Italian cuisine and grilled meat specialties 

Capacity: 32

monday  
decided yearly

dinner

Elegant and historic typical restaurant 
Ligurian cuisine 

Capacity: 80

saturday and sunday lunch
always open

lunch / dinner

Piazza Matteotti 8r - 16123   (c6)
Ph. +39 010 58 86 00 - Fax +39 010 58 80 40
www.leterrazzedelducale.it
info@leterrazzedelducale.it

Languages spoken: GB - F

!=WYB?NP(

historic restaurant
Genoese and international cuisine

Capacity: 200

always open
two weeks in august

lunch / dinner

area 1histoRiCal CENtRE
 PRICE RANGE 20/40 EUROS

lE MaNi iN pasta Restaurant / Wine bar with kitchen

lE MURa Di Malapaga steak 

lE RUNE Restaurant

lE tERRazzE DEl DUCalE Restaurant

18 histoRiCal CENtRE

Piazza Campetto 8/A - 16123   (c6)
Ph. and Fax +39 010 24 649 56
www.lavignaimperiale.it
info@lavignaimperiale.it

Languages spoken: GB - F

!=WY(

historic restaurant 
Genoese and Italian cuisine

Capacity: 60

tuesday / monday lunch 
from 15th to 31th august

lunch / dinner

Restaurant on seafront
Genoese, Italian 

and Mediterranean cuisine
Capacity: 45

sunday

lunch

Ponte Andrea Doria Radice   (a3)
Terminal Crociere - 16126
Ph. +39 010 25 54 60

Languages spoken: F

=WM(

la VigNa iMpERialE Restaurant / trattoria

l’attRaCCo trattoria / snack bar 



 the recipe

 BisCotti DEl lagaCCio (lagaCCio BisCUits)

ingredients: 650 g of flour, 200 g of sugar, 150 g of butter, 50 g of yeast, 15 g of fennel 

seeds, salt

preparation: Make a well in 150 g of flour and add the yeast dissolved in a little warm 

water; knead until you get a soft and consistent mixture. Roll into a ball, adding a little 

flour, then cover with a tea towel and allow to rise until it more or less doubles in size. 

When ready, separately make another well with the remaining flour and add the salt, 

sugar, fennel seeds, butter and the ball of dough in the centre. 

Knead well, until the dough is well-mixed and consistent; let it rise as before. When the 

dough has again doubled in size, reduce it by beating it with your hands on a floured 

surface and work until it becomes soft, divide into four pieces 

and roll into cylinders. Grease a baking tray 

and arrange the four cylinders onto it. 

Let them rise for another 20 minutes 

then place them in the pre-heated oven 

at 200°C for 20 minutes. Take out of the 

oven and allow to rest for 24 hours. After the 

24 hours, cut the cylinders into about 

1 cm thick slices, place the slices back on 

the baking tray and bake for another 

20 minutes at 200°C.

Via di Porta Soprana 31r - 16123   (c6)
Ph. +39 010 97 510 52
www.osteriabischeri.com
info@osteriabischeri.com

Languages spoken: GB - D - F

!=WYBP(

Rustic restaurant
Genoese and Tuscan cuisine 

Capacity: 55

monday 
decided yearly

lunch / dinner

Via Garibaldi 18r - 16124   (b6)
Ph. +39 010 86 970 47
www.m-cafe.it
info@m-cafe.it

Languages spoken: GB - F

!=WY?NP(

historic typical restaurant
Mediterranean cuisine

Capacity: 40

sunday and monday evening 
25th december / 1st january 

lunch / dinner

Vico Vegetti 3r - 16123   (c5)
Ph. +39 010 25 305 01

Languages spoken: GB

B?

typical restaurant
Genoese cuisine and truffle specialties

Capacity: 20

sunday 
decided yearly

lunch / dinner

area 1histoRiCal CENtRE
 PRICE RANGE 20/40 EUROS

l’ostERia DEi BisChERi Restaurant

MCaFé palazzo Rosso Restaurant / self service / snack bar 

MaNgiaBUoNo trattoria
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Salita di S. Maria di Castello 32r - 16122   (D5)
Ph. +39 010 24 689 80

Languages spoken: GB

!=WY(

historic restaurant
Genoese and Italian cuisine

Capacity: 36

sunday and monday evening 
january

lunch / dinner

typical restaurant
Genoese and Mediterranean cuisine

Capacity: 45 + 35 in summer 

saturday and sunday lunch
from 15th to 31th august / from 1st to 7th january

lunch / dinner

Vico degli Indoratori 20r - 16123   (c5)
Ph. +39 010 27 576 08
Indicated in guide books: 2  5  6  11 18

Languages spoken: GB - F - ES

!Y?P(

 the recipe

 BisCotti CapoRali (CapoRali BisCUits)

ingredients: 6 egg yolks, 210 g of sugar, 140 g of flour, 7 egg whites, 40 g of potato 

starch, grated rind of 1 lemon, salt, icing sugar or vanilla.

preparation: In a mixing bowl, gently mix the egg yolks with 140 g of sugar until you get 

a clear, dense and risen cream. Whilst mixing, add 2 tablespoons of warm water. When 

the mixture is ready, add the flour sieved with the potato starch and add the lemon rind. 

Carefully work the mixture into a smooth dough. Set aside, then whisk the egg whites 

with a pinch of salt into a dense cream. When the whites begin to firm up, add the 

remaining 70 g of sugar and continue to whisk. 

Carefully knead together the two mixtures. 

Put the dough into a pastry bag with 

a smooth lip and squeeze into 

fingers arranged on a greased 

baking tray or grease proof 

paper. Place in a fan-oven 

at 160°C for about 20 

minutes, leaving the oven 

door slightly open. Allow 

to cool and sprinkle the 

biscuits with the icing 

sugar.

area 1histoRiCal CENtRE
 PRICE RANGE 20/40 EUROS

ostaja Do CastEllo trattoria

oMBRE RossE Restaurant

20 histoRiCal CENtRE

Marina Porto Antico - Ponte Morosini Nord 47/48 - 16126   (b4)
Ph. +39 010 24 696 25
www.oldport.it
info@oldport.it

Languages spoken: GB - F - Greek - Russian

!=WYB?P

 Restaurant on seafront 
Genoese cuisine

Capacity: 80 + 80 outside 

saturday 
two weeks in mid august

lunch / dinner

olD poRt BaR Restaurant / Bar



Via San Bernardo 7/9r - 16123   (c5)
Ph. +39 010 20 911 56
Mob. +39 348 92 592 18

Languages spoken: GB - ES

!=WY?

typical restaurant
Genoese cuisine,

serves historians almost forgotten
Capacity: 40

sunday evening and monday

lunch (only sunday from the end of september to mid june) / dinner

Vico Cicala 5r - 16124   (b5)
Ph. +39 010 27 581 88

Languages spoken: GB 

!=WYBP(

typical restaurant
Genoese and Mediterranean cuisine

Capacity: 28

monday 
august

lunch / dinner

area 1histoRiCal CENtRE
 PRICE RANGE 20/40 EUROS

ostERia saN BERNaRDo trattoria

ostERia sopRa il MaRE Restaurant / tavern

Via Lomellini 18/20r - 16124   (b5)
Ph. +39 010 27 590 14
www.pandemonio.biz
info@pandemonio.biz

Languages spoken: GB - F - ES

YB

Elegant historic restaurant 
Genoese and Mediterranean cuisine

Capacity: 40

sunday 
after january 6th

dinner

paNDEMoNio Restaurant

Piazza delle Erbe 5r - 16124   (c6)
Ph. and Fax +39 010 24 689 03
Restaurantpanson@underitalia.com
Indicated in guide books: 1  3  4  6

Languages spoken: GB - F - ES

!=WYB?

Elegant historic restaurant
Genoese cuisine

Capacity: 75

sunday evening 
from 8th to 22th august

lunch / dinner

paNsÖN DAL 1790 Restaurant

Via San Bernardo 68r - 16123   (c5)
Ph. +39 010 27 575 07
Indicated in guide books: 1  3  4  

Languages spoken: GB - F - ES

!WY

historic restaurant
Genoese and Sardinian cuisine

Capacity: 30

sunday and monday
first two weeks in september / Christmas Time

lunch / dinner

piNtoRi CiBi E ViNi pREgiati Restaurant

Vico dei Biscotti 4r - 16123   (c6)
Ph. +39 010 25 189 90
www.vicodeibiscotti.com
pizzeriadivicodeibiscotti@gmail.com

Languages spoken: GB - F - ES

!WYB?P(

typical restaurant with big screen 
for sporting events 

Ligurian cuisine
Capacity: 300

saturday and sunday lunch
always open

lunch / dinner

pizzERia Di ViCo DEi BisCotti Restaurant / pizzeria
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 the tradition

 EastER iN gENoa
Easter being the first celebration after a long period of abstinence and sacrifice, tradition 
dictates that it is celebrated by bringing a delicious and sumptuous lunch to the table. First 
thing in the morning an egg was offered to the head of the family as a wishing of prosperity 
and fertility, and this ingredient was then the protagonist of the menu. The starter was boiled 
eggs stuffed with olives and capers, over which an olive leave was placed, which had been 
blessed on the previous Sunday. The first course would then be leitughe pinn-e in bròddo 
(stuffed lettuce). For the main course they would serve cima, the traditional stuffed veal breast 
and an icon of Genoese cuisine, Easter tart, made with a filling of chard and prescinseua (a 
local curdled cheese), enclosed by thirty-three pastry leaves in remembrance of the age of 
Christ. For dessert they would often serve cavagnetti, baskets of sweet pastry containing a 
coloured egg. Easter Monday known as “lunedì de l’Angeo”, has always been dedicated to 
trips out to the hills: wicker hampers were filled with Sant’Olcese salami, freshly picked fava 
beans, fresh Sardinian cheese, fried artichoke and whatever was left over from lunch the day 
before, such as the boiled eggs and cima, also breaded and fried. And so with this feast the 
families spent a happy day out in the countryside.

Salita Pollaiuoli 22r - 16123   (c6)
Ph. +39 010 25 52 06

Languages spoken: GB - F

!YB(

typical restaurant
Genoese cuisine

Capacity: 35

always open

lunch / dinner

Vico Inferiore del Ferro 9r - 16124   (b6)
Ph. and Fax +39 010 24 742 09
www.maxela.it
genova@maxela.it
Indicated in guide books: 5  12
Languages spoken: GB - D

!YB(

Via Vallechiara 20r - 16125   (b5)
Ph. and Fax +39 010 27 593 37

Languages spoken: GB 

!=WYB

historic restaurant
Italian cuisine, specialty meat 

Capacity: 60

always open

lunch / dinner

Elegant restaurant 
Genoese cuisine

Capacity: 70

always open

lunch / dinner

area 1histoRiCal CENtRE
 PRICE RANGE 20/40 EUROS

RistoRaNtE il BalCoNE Restaurant

RistoRaNtE MaCEllERia MaxElà Restaurant

RistoRaNtE pERiCo Restaurant

Vico Falamonica 21r - 16123   (c6)
Ph. +39 010 24 761 14
www.arabonabil.it
nabil@arabonabil.it
Indicated in guide books: 2
Languages spoken: GB - Arabic

!=Y(

typical restaurant
Arabic cuisine 

Capacity: 50

saturday lunch / sunday and monday
from 15th august to 15th september

lunch / dinner

RistoRaNtE aRaBo NaBil Ethnic restaurant 
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Via dei Giustiniani 3r - 16123   (c5)
Ph. +39 010 25 415 30

Languages spoken: GB

!WYB(

typical restaurant
Genoese and Italian cuisine

Capacity: 70

always open

lunch / dinner

Via Balbi 157/159r - 16126   (a5)
Ph. +39 010 24 626 45

Languages spoken: GB - F

traditional restaurant
Italian cuisine

Capacity: 40

tuesday
always open

lunch / dinner

area 1histoRiCal CENtRE
 PRICE RANGE 20/40 EUROS

RistoRaNtE sottosopRa Restaurant

RistoRaNtE pizzERia tRiEstE Restaurant / pizzeria

Via dei Giustiniani 16r - 16123   (c5)
Ph. and Fax +39 010 24 683 36 
www.sapesta.it
info@sapesta.com
Indicated in guide books: 1  2  4  8  10
Languages spoken: GB - ES

!WP(

historic typical restaurant
Genoese and Italian cuisine

Capacity: 68

monday, tuesday and wednesday dinner / sunday
july and august

lunch / dinner

sa pEsta trattoria

Piazza San Matteo 6r - 16123   (c6)
Ph. and Fax +39 010 24 732 82
Indicated in guide books: 2

Languages spoken: GB - F - ES

WYB

typical restaurant
Genoese and Italian cuisine

Capacity: 50/60

sunday / monday lunch 
summertime

lunch / dinner

saN MattEo RistoRaNtE MigoNE Restaurant

Piazzetta San Carlo 1r - 16126   (a5)
Ph. and Fax +39 010 24 65 846
saporidicasa@yahoo.it

!=WY(

typical restaurant
Genoese cuisine, meat and fish specialties 

Capacity: 50

monday 
decided yearly

lunch / dinner

sapoRi Di Casa Restaurant

Piazza Valoria 1r - 16123   (c6)
Ph. +39 010 24 730 30 - Fax +39 010 81 33 66
www.sopranis.com
info@sopranis.com
Indicated in guide books: 6
Languages spoken: GB

!=WYB?P(

Elegant restaurant 
Mediterranean cuisine

Capacity: 60

monday evening / saturday and sunday lunch
20 days in august

lunch / dinner

 sopRaNis Restaurant / pizza wood stove
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Salita del Prione 53r - 16123   (c6)
Ph. +39 010 25 136 37
www.alleduetorri.com
prenotazioni@alleduetorri.com
Indicated in guide books: 6
Languages spoken: GB - ES

!WYB(

historic restaurant
Genoese cuisine, celiac-friendly

Capacity: 70

sunday / saturday lunch 
from 15th to 30th july

lunch / dinner

area 1histoRiCal CENtRE
 PRICE RANGE 20/40 EUROS

tRattoRia allE DUE toRRi Restaurant / trattoria

 the recipe

 lattUghE RipiENE iN BRoDo (stUFFED lEttUCE iN BRoth)
ingredients: 300 g of veal meat, 200 g of offal, 100 g butter, 1 onion, 
1 stalk of celery, 1 carrot and 1 clove of crushed garlic, a pinch of chopped parsley, fresh 
oregano, the soft part of a bread roll soaked in milk, 40 g of grated parmesan cheese, 4 eggs, 
flour, nutmeg, salt, 2 large lettuces.
preparation: Wash the lettuces, throwing away the hardest leaves. Boil them for a couple of 
minutes, drain and dry carefully on a paper towel. In a saucepan, melt the butter and fry the 
chopped celery, carrot, onion, garlic and parsley and flavour with a pinch of nutmeg and salt, 
then remove from the heat. Next add the veal and the other meat that has been diced, with 
a spoonful of flour, mix well and replace on the heat, allowing to cook gently for around 45 
minutes, adding a little stock when necessary.
When cooked, remove all the ingredients from the broth that has formed and chop everything, 
adding the soaked bread. Place the resulting mixture into a mixing bowl and add the eggs, 
cheese and oregano. Mix well and season with salt and pepper. At this stage stuff the cooked 
lettuce leaves with the mixture, wrapping it around itself to make bundles and securing them 
with a piece of string. Place the bundles into a pan and pour over the broth from the meat and 
cook for a further 10-15 minutes.

Vico del Fico 35r - 16128   (c6)
Ph. +39 010 25 64 79
www.tiflis.it
tiflis@tiflis.it
Indicated in guide books: 3
Languages spoken: GB - F

!=WYB?

Via di Canneto il Lungo 102r - 16122   (c5)
Ph. +39 010 86 028 75
www.synthesy.net
info@synthesy.net

Languages spoken: GB – ES and Japanese

!=WYBP(

historic restaurant
Mediterranean cuisine,

grilled meat and fish specialties
Capacity: 80

always open
from 15th to 22th august / 1st january

lunch / dinner

Elegant typical restaurant
Mediterranean and Japanese cuisine

Capacity: 45

sunday
august

lunch / dinner

Area Porto Antico - Galleria dell’Elica   (c4)
Via Magazzini del Cotone - Modulo 3 - 16128
Ph. +39 010 86 043 86
www.torosushi.it
torosushi@fastwebnet.it
Languages spoken: GB - F

!YBM?P

Elegant and lounge restaurant; smoking room 
Japanese cuisine, 

raw and cooked specialties
Capacity: 100
monday

always open

dinner

tiFlis Restaurant / Wine bar with kitchen

syNthEsy Restaurant

toRo sUshi & REstaURaNt Ethnic restaurant
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Vico Lepre 4/8r - 16123   (b5)
Ph. +39 010 24 744 73
Restaurantfranco@live.it
Indicated in guide books: 4  18

Languages spoken: GB - F - ES

!=WYBP(

historic typical restaurant
Genoese and Mediterranean cuisine

Capacity: 40

sunday / monday 
15 days in august

lunch / dinner

Piazza delle Erbe 8r - 16123   (c6)
Mob. +39 347 08 832 94 

Languages spoken: GB - F

!Y?

typical restaurant
Genoese, seafood and land cuisine 

Capacity: 60

always open

lunch / dinner

Vico Giannini 10r - 16124   (b5)
Ph. +39 010 27 591 38

Languages spoken: GB - D - Arabic

!=WYBP

historic restaurant and on seafront
Genoese and international cuisine

Capacity: 70

monday 
january

lunch / dinner

Via Ravasco 4/6/8r - 16128   (D6)
Ph. +39 010 25 112 66

Languages spoken: GB - F

!WYB

Marine-style restaurant
Genoese cuisine, fish specialties

Capacity: 35/40

sunday and monday 
august

lunch / dinner

Vico Caprettari 10/12r - 16123   (c5)
Ph. and Fax +39 010 24 688 77
www.trattoriadellaraibetta.it
Indicated in guide books: 2  4  6
Languages spoken: 
GB - D - F - Czechoslovakian  - Russian

!WYBP

historic restaurant
Genoese cuisine
Capacity: 40/45

monday
15 days in summer and 15 days in winter

lunch / dinner

Piazza del Serriglio 12 - 16123   (b5)
Ph. and Fax +39 010 25 111 31

Languages spoken: GB - F - ES

!=WY?N(

historic restaurant
Genoese and Italian cuisine

Capacity: 104

tuesday
decided yearly

lunch / dinner

area 1histoRiCal CENtRE
 PRICE RANGE 20/40 EUROS

tRattoRia FRaNCa Restaurant

tRattoRia DEllE ERBE  trattoria

tRattoRia aNtiCo galEoNE trattoria

tRattoRia Da FEDE Restaurant / trattoria

tRattoRia DElla RaiBEtta trattoria

tRattoRia EMMa trattoria / pizzeria



area 1histoRiCal CENtRE
 PRICE RANGE 20/40 EUROS

Salita del Fondaco 30r - 16121   (c6)
Ph. +39 010 25 104 75 - Mob. +39 339 83 015 24
www.trattoriarosmarino.it
info@trattoriarosmarino.it

Languages spoken: GB - D - F - ES

WYB?

similar to a restaurant bistro 
Genoese and Mediterranean cuisine

Capacity: 55

sunday lunch
decided yearly

lunch / dinner

Via David Chiossone 41/43r - 16123   (c6)
Ph. +39 010 25 342 94
www.trattoriasancarlo.it
info@trattoriasancarlo.it
Indicated in guide books: 3
Languages spoken: GB

!WYBP

typical restaurant
Genoese cuisine
Capacity: 35/40

sunday 
august

lunch / dinner

tRattoRia RosMaRiNo trattoria

tRattoRia saN CaRlo trattoria

26 histoRiCal CENtRE

Via San Bernardo 55r - 16123   (c5)
Ph. +39 010 24 684 22
Indicated in guide books: 3

!

typical restaurant
Genoese cuisine
Capacity: 45/50

sunday 
august

lunch / dinner

Vico degli Indoratori 1r - 16123   (c5)
Ph. and Fax +39 010 24 726 13
www.trattorialasanta.com
enrico.fiorenza@fastwebnet.it

!=WYB

historic typical restaurant
Genoese and Italian cuisine

Capacity: 40

monday
always open

lunch / dinner

Via di Ravecca 75r - 16128   (D6)
Ph. +39 010 25 305 18 - Mob. +39 347 01 021 32
osteubriaco@hotmail.it

Languages spoken: GB

!=WYBP(

Via del Molo 87/89r - 16128   (c4)
Ph. +39 010 24 666 33
www.illeudo.com
info@illeudo.com

Languages spoken: GB - ES

!=WY?(

typical restaurant
Genoese and Italian cuisine

Capacity: 60

tuesday 
from the end of august to mid september

lunch / dinner

historic restaurant
Genoese cuisine

Capacity: 37

from monday to thursday dinner / sunday 
august

from monday to thursday lunch
friday and saturday lunch and dinner

tRattoRia il galEoNE trattoria

tRattoRia la saNta Restaurant / trattoria

tRattoRia l’ostE UBRiaCo Restaurant / trattoria

tRattoRia il lEUDo trattoria / pizzeria



area 1histoRiCal CENtRE
 PRICE RANGE 20/40 EUROS
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Vico del Serriglio 13/15r - 16123   (b5)
Ph. +39 010 25 133 32

Languages spoken: GB - F

!WYB

historic restaurant
Genoese cuisine

Capacity: 70

sunday evening and monday 
august

lunch / dinner

VEgia zENa trattoria

Via di Ravecca 11/13r - 16128   (D6)
Ph. +39 010 27 707 28
www.trattoriascacciapensieri.it
info@trattoriascacciapensieri.it

Languages spoken: GB

!=(

historic typical restaurant
Genoese cuisine

fish specialties

sunday
always open

lunch / dinner

Vico del Fieno 33r - 16123   (c6)
Ph. and Fax +39 010 24 743 01
www.tristanoeisotta.com
info@tristanoeisotta.com

Languages spoken: GB - D - F - ES - Polish

!=WY(

historic typical restaurant
Genoese cuisine, porridge and cheese focaccia 

in the wood stove, celiac-friendly
Capacity: 200

monday 
august

lunch / dinner

tRattoRia sCaCCiapENsiERi trattoria

tRistaNo E isotta Restaurant / pizzeria

 the recipe

 CiMa (stUFFED VEal BREast)
With a reputation for being parsimonious or ‘tight’ with their money, urban myths in the city 
say that this dish was invented in the 16th century so that the Genoese could save money 
on meat, by filling plates with less expensive ingredients. Whether it’s true or not, the dish 
has become one of the richest in Genoese culinary tradition.
ingredients: 700 g of veal bacon, cut in a single thin piece, then sown into a bag with an 
opening at one end, half a brain, 200 g of offal, 200 g of lean veal meat, extra virgin olive oil, 
6 eggs, 100 g of grated parmesan, 30 g of pine kernels, 200 g of fresh peas, a few leaves of 
marjoram, 2 cloves of garlic, 1 onion, 1 stalk of celery, 1 carrot, salt and pepper.
preparation: Brown the diced veal meat and offal (previously boiled and with the 
membrane removed). Allow to cool then cut into very small pieces. Crack the eggs 
into a mixing bowl with the parmesan cheese and add the chopped 
garlic and marjoram, the pine kernels, boiled peas, pepper and salt. 
Mix well and fill two thirds of the meat sack. Then sew up the 
open end with thread suitable for cooking, wrap the cima 
in a white cloth and immerse in warm water that has been 
salted and flavoured with the carrot, onion and celery. 
Boil slowly for at least 2 hours, poking the cima with a 
needle every so often so that it doesn’t open. When 
cooked, drain and remove the sheet. Then place the 
cima between two plates, with a weight on top, and 

allow to cool for about 2 hours.



Via San Giorgio 14r - 16128   (c5)
Ph. +39 010 24 685 16
anticasciamadda@katamail.com
Indicated in guide books: 
2  4  6  10 14
Languages spoken: GB - D - F - ES - Portuguese

historic restaurant
Genoese cuisine

sunday 
july and august

lunch / dinner

Vico Chiuso Gelsa 8r - 16128   (c4)
Ph. +39 010 24 687 00
www.anticavetreriadelmolo.com
anticavetreriadelmolo@yahoo.it

Languages spoken: GB

WBP

historic typical restaurant
Genoese and Italian cuisine, periodic evening varied 

regional cuisine and international cuisine 
Capacity: 120

monday 
august

dinner

Area Porto Antico   (c5)
Testata Molo Embriaco - 16128
tsunami.banano@gmail.com

Languages spoken: GB

?P(

Restaurant on seafront
Italian cuisine
Capacity: 100

always open

lunch / dinner

aNtiCa sCiaMaDDa Friggitoria 

aNtiCa VEtRERia DEl Molo trattoria / tavern / pub

BaNaNo tsUNaMi snack bar 

area 1histoRiCal CENtRE
 PRICE RANGE UP tO 20 EUROS 

28 histoRiCal CENtRE

 the recipe

 toRta pasqUaliNa (EastER taRt)

Vegetable tarts are very popular in Liguria. They were probably invented due to the 

need to use up leftovers, mixing them with something that could make the unusual 

combinations of ingredients go together, therefore, almost any kind of vegetable is used. 

Yet the most well-known tart in Genoa is undoubtedly the Torta Pasqualina, now famous 

throughout Italy and beyond.

ingredients: for the pastry: 500 g of flour, two spoonful of extra virgin olive oil, warm water 

and salt.

For the filling: 1 kg of Swiss chard, 1 onion, two cloves of garlic, 8 eggs, 100 g of grated 

parmesan cheese, 400 g of prescinseua (curdled cheese), marjoram, extra virgin olive oil, 

salt and pepper.

preparation: Make a mound with the flour and make a well in the middle, pour in the olive 

oil, two pinches of salt, and enough warm water to make a soft and smooth dough.

After kneading it well, divide the dough into 33 equally 

sized balls and allow them to rest, after sprinkling with 

flour and covering with a tea towel. While the dough rests, 

clean the Swiss chard and boil them with a tiny amount 

of water. Allow them to drain, press out any excess water 

and chop. In a sauce pan, brown the chopped onion 

and garlic, add the chard and cook for 10 minutes. Pour 

into a large mixing bowl and mix with the eggs, 80 g of 

parmesan cheese and the chopped marjoram.

Continued	on	p.	30



area 1histoRiCal CENtRE
 PRICE RANGE UP tO 20 EUROS 
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Varco Ponte Parodi 6 - 16126   (a4)
Ph. +39 010 25 55 01

!WB?(

Piazza della Nunziata 28r - 16124   (b5)
Ph. +39 010 20 910 78

Languages spoken: GB

?(

typical restaurant
Genoese and Neapolitan cuisine

Capacity: 40

saturday and sunday during winter 
15 days in august

lunch

Genoese cuisine
Capacity: 40

sunday 
august

lunch

Area Porto Antico   (c5)
Piazza Cavour - Edificio Millo - 16128
Ph. +39 010 24 705 87

Languages spoken: GB

WYB?(

Elegant restaurant 
Genoese cuisine, 

fish specialties
Capacity: 150

always open

lunch / dinner

Bigo BaR Restaurant / pizzeria / snack bar

BaR E CaFFé REstaURaNt MaURo Rita Restaurant / Bar

BaR NUNziata snack bar 

Salita Pollaiuoli 43r - 16123   (c6)
Ph. +39 010 24 681 93
Indicated in guide books: 2

Languages spoken: GB

YB?(

Via Macelli di Soziglia 38r - 16124   (c6)
Mob. +39 346 18 298 53
myuliquidlab@gmail.com

Languages spoken: GB - F - ES

!WBP(

historic restaurant 
Liquid kitchen and mixology

Capacity: 15

monday 
august

dinner

historic restaurant
Genoese and Italian cuisine, celiac-friendly

Capacity: 40

sunday
always open

lunch

Salita San Paolo 28r - 16126   (a4)
Ph. +39 010 25 64 69

Languages spoken: GB - ES

=WYB(

typical restaurant
Traditional cuisine based on fish 

Capacity: 80

wednesday
august

lunch / dinner

CaFFé DEgli spECChi Restaurant

CoFFEE aRt & liqUiD laB Wine&Cocktail Bar 

CUCiNa CasaliNga Da MaRio trattoria

HIStORICAL CENtRE     29



area 1histoRiCal CENtRE
 PRICE RANGE UP tO 20 EUROS 

Via Sottoripa 113r - 16124   (c5)
Ph. +39 010 24 706 17
Indicated in guide books: 8

Languages spoken: GB - F

historic typical restaurant
Genoese cuisine

sunday and monday 
july

lunch

Via Sottoripa 27r - 16124   (c5)
Ph. +39 010 24 731 27
www.granristoro.com
Indicated in guide books: 2

Languages spoken: GB - F

B?(

historic typical restaurant
Italian cuisine

sunday / Christmas / Easter 
3 weeks during the summer

from 8.00 a.m. to 7.00 p.m. 

FRiggitoRia CaREga Friggitoria 

gRaN RistoRo sandwich shop 

Ponte Francesco Morosini 2 - 16126   (b5)
Ph. +39 010 24 610 30 
www.labanchina.it

Languages spoken: GB - F - ES

!WYBM?P

Restaurant on seafront
Genoese cuisine

Capacity: 300

monday / summer always open
25th december

lunch / dinner

il Molo Restaurant / pizzeria

30 histoRiCal CENtRE

 the recipe

 toRta pasqUaliNa (EastER taRt)

Continued.	from	p.	28

Drain the prescinseua well, mix with 2 spoonfuls of flour, 2 spoonfuls of oil, 20 g of grated 
parmesan cheese, then season with salt and pepper to taste.
Now that the ingredients for the filling are ready, prepare the base of the tart. Take 13 
balls of dough one at a time, and flatten with the mallet, making them as thin as possible, 
then make them thinner still by hammering with a greased fist until they become 
translucent. Grease the bottom of a tart pan and arrange the 13 leaves to form the base, 
brushing each with oil, except for the last one.
On top of this layer place the Swiss chard and cover with the curdled cheese.
Make six indents with a spoon and place an egg in each, with a little salt. Now flatten the 
remaining 20 balls of dough and arrange them over the top of the filling, greased on both 
sides, and try to keep them separate from each other by blowing air under them through 
a straw can help keep them apart. Ensure that the layers adhere well at the edges, and 
then roll inwards to make a crust round the edge.
Brush the surface with oil and place in a pre-heated oven at 180 - 200°C for about 50 
minutes until the tart appears golden with a crispy crust.
Other suggestions:
Another variation of the Torta Pasqualina is the Torta Cappuccina: this tart is prepared 
with the same ingredients, but instead of keeping the vegetables, eggs and cheese 
separate in the filling, they are all mixed together, If you want to experiment with different 
fillings, the Swiss chard can be replaced with artichokes, cut into thin slices and fried with 
oil and chopped onion, and ricotta can be used instead of prescinseua curdled cheese.



area 1histoRiCal CENtRE
 PRICE RANGE UP tO 20 EUROS 

Vico Doria 1r - 16123   (a4)
Ph. +39 010 25 138 01
www.Restaurantselfservicekilt2.com
kilt2@imca2000.it

Languages spoken: GB - F

!=WB(

typical restaurant
Genoese and Italian cuisine

Capacity: 150

always open
15th august / 25th december / 1st january

from 12.00 p.m. to 3.00 p.m.

kILt 2 Restaurant / self service

histoRiCal CENtRE     31

Via San Donato 13r - 16123   (c6)
Mob. +39 347 69 333 73
kitchengenova@gmail.com

Languages spoken: GB

YB(

typical restaurant
Italian cuisine

Capacity: 45

always open
august

lunch / dinner

kitChEN Restaurant / pub

Via San Sebastiano 34r - 16123   (c6)
Ph. +39 010 59 03 73

Languages spoken: GB - ES

!=WY(

typical restaurant
Genoese cuisine

Capacity: 60

sunday and monday 
august

lunch / dinner

la CaBottiNa tavern

Area Porto Antico - Galleria dell’Elica   (c4)
Via Magazzini del Cotone - Modulo 3 - 16128
Ph. +39 010 25 182 79
lagoletta@live.it

Languages spoken: GB - D - ES - Russian

WYB?P(

Bar on seafront
Genoese and Italian cuisine

Capacity: 60

monday evening
always open

lunch / dinner

la golEtta pub / snack bar 

Vico San Cosimo 2 - 16128   (c5)
Ph. +39 010 25 182 06 

Languages spoken: GB - F - ES

!W?P

typical restaurant
Genoese cuisine

Capacity: 60

lunch, excluding sunday 
 always open

lunch / dinner

la MaNDRagola Restaurant / trattoria / tavern with kitchen 

Via Boccanegra Marino 3 e 5r - 16126   (a4)
Ph. +39 010 86 061 19
www.ambasciatadirecco.it 

Languages spoken: GB 

!=WYM?P(

historic restaurant
Genoese cuisine
Capacity: 80/180

always open

lunch / dinner

l’aMBasCiata Di RECCo Restaurant / steak / Focaccia 
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area 1histoRiCal CENtRE
 PRICE RANGE UP tO 20 EUROS 

Via Canneto il Lungo 61r - 16123   (c5)
Ph. +39 010 20 916 56

Languages spoken: GB – F - ES

!=WB(

historic typical restaurant
Genoese, Mediterranean 

and Neapolitan cuisine, celiac-friendly
Capacity: 30

sunday 
august

lunch / dinner

MagMa ostaRia & stREEt FooD tavern / Wine bar with kitchen

Via Ponte Calvi 2r - 16124   (b5)
Ph. +39 010 24 655 03

Languages spoken: GB - F

=WYBP(

historic restaurant
Italian, international, Mediterranean and natural 

cuisine, meat and fish specialties 
Capacity: 60

sunday 
from 15th july to 10th august

lunch / dinner

lE MasChERE trattoria

Piazza Matteotti 5r - 16123   (c6)
Ph. +39 010 59 596 48
www.m-cafe.it
info@m-cafe.it

Languages spoken: GB - F

!=WYB?NP(

historic restaurant
Italian cuisine

Capacity: 70

always open
15th august / 25th december / 1st january 

lunch

MCaFé palazzo DUCalE Restaurant / self service / snack bar 

Via Balbi 8r - 16126   (a5)
Ph. +39 010 86 082 00
www.m-cafe.it
info@m-cafe.it

Languages spoken: GB - F

=WY

historic restaurant
Italian and Mediterranean cuisine

Capacity: 50

always open
august / 25th december / 1st january 

lunch

MCaFé palazzo REalE Restaurant / self service / snack bar

Via Sant’Agnese 59r - 16124   (a5)
Ph. +39 010 25 129 95

=WP(

typical restaurant
Genoese and Ligurian cuisine

Capacity: 25

saturday and sunday
always open

lunch

ostERia Dal piCColo FaBio tavern

Piazza del Portello 4Br - 16124   (b6)
Ph. +39 010 54 36 88

Languages spoken: GB

=WB(

Genoese and Italian cuisine
Capacity: 70

saturday and sunday 
august

lunch

poRtEllo pizzeria / self service 
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area 1histoRiCal CENtRE
 PRICE RANGE UP tO 20 EUROS 

Via Lomellini 15/17r - 16124   (b5)
Ph. +39 010 24 735 16

Languages spoken: GB 

!=WBP

historic restaurant
Italian and Indian cuisine 

Capacity: 85

always open

lunch / dinner

RistoRaNtE pizzERia MazziNi Restaurant / pizzeria / Fast Food

Via dei Giustiniani 11/13 - 16123   (c5)
Ph. +39 010 24 813 29 - Fax +39 010 40 456 22
dnjamila6@gmail.com

Languages spoken: F - Wolof

!=Y(

typical restaurant
Senegalese and Italian cuisine 

Capacity: 30

monday

lunch / dinner

RistoRaNtE jaMila Ethnic restaurant 

 the recipe

 CaVagNETTI BisCUits

ingredients: 450 g of flour, 300 g of butter, 150 g of 

sugar, 1 egg, grated rind of 1 lemon, 

6 boiled eggs with the shell

preparation: make a well in the mound of flour and break 

the egg into it and add the butter, sugar and lemon rind. 

Knead the ingredients together into a short pastry. Allow 

to rest and set in the fridge for about an hour, then roll out into 

a thickness of about 2 cm and cut out 6 circles. On top of each 

circle play a boiled egg and, as if caging it in, secure in place with 

crossed strips of pastry.

Place the cavagnetti on a baking tray and bake for 20 minutes at 

160°C.

Vico Superiore del Ferro 8r - 16123   (b6)
Ph. +39 010 27 592 25
www.taggiou.it
info@taggiou.it
Indicated in guide books: 4
Languages spoken: GB - F

!=YBP(

historic typical restaurant
Genoese cuisine

Capacity: 35

sunday
august

lunch / dinner

RistoRaNtE taggioU Restaurant / Wine bar with kitchen

Vico dietro il coro delle Vigne 15r - 16124   (c5)
Ph. +39 010 25 56 02

Languages spoken: GB - ES

!=WYB?P(

historic restaurant
Genoese, Sicilian 

and Calabrian cuisine, fish specialties
Capacity: 70

always open

lunch / dinner

tRattoRia Da giUlia trattoria / Wine bar with kitchen



area 1histoRiCal CENtRE
 PRICE RANGE UP tO 20 EUROS 

Via del Colle 52r - 16128   (D6)
Ph. +39 010 25 110 96

YB(

historic restaurant
Genoese and Italian cuisine

Capacity: 32

saturday and sunday 
15th august

lunch

tRattoRia DEaNNa trattoria

Via dei Giustiniani 86r - 16123   (c5)
Ph. +39 010 24 693 02
prosperino@gmail.com
Indicated in guide books: 8

Languages spoken: GB - F

!Y(

typical restaurant
Genoese cuisine

Capacity: 60

sunday and monday  
august and Christmas

lunch / dinner

tRattoRia Ugo trattoria

34 histoRiCal CENtRE

 the recipe

 FRittata Di CaRCioFi (aRtiChokE oMElEttE)

ingredients: 5 artichokes (the best are Albenga artichokes), 6 eggs, 50 g of grated 

parmesan cheese, the soft part of a bread roll soaked in milk, one onion, parsley, 

marjoram, extra virgin olive oil, salt and pepper.

preparation: clean the artichokes, removing the hard external leaves and spikes. Wash 

and cut in half, removing any fur inside, and cut into thin slices, starting from the tip. 

Brown the chopped onion and a handful of chopped parsley in a saucepan with three 

spoonfuls of olive oil, then add the artichokes, add salt and wait until cooked. Break the 

egg into another sauce pan, add the parmesan cheese and soaked bread, a spoonful of 

chopped marjoram, salt and pepper. Pour the mixture into the pan with the artichokes, 

stir and cook on a moderate heat for about 20 minutes; turn the omelette and 

finish cooking on the other side.

A	few	suggestions: if you’ve already cleaned and washed the 

artichokes prior to cooking your omelette, you can put them 

in a bowl of water with half a lemon to preserve them, as 

they’ll soon turn black in the air. To avoid your artichokes 

being too bitter, you can add a little milk when cooking them. 

The omelette can be served warm or at room temperature 

according to preference.
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Area 2gENoa City
 PRICE RANGE 40/60 EUROS

typical restaurant and on seafront
Genoese cuisine

always open
from 7th january to 7th february

lunch / dinner

Piazza Nettuno 11r   (b5 Eastern Genoa)
16146 - BOCCADASSE
Ph. +39 010 30 766 86
dindi11r@gmail.com

Languages spoken: GB - F - ES

!Y?NP

historic and typical restaurant
Italian cuisine

Capacity: 90

sunday
august

lunch / dinner

Galleria Mazzini 53r - 16121   (c6)
Ph. and fax +39 010 58 12 59 

Languages spoken: GB - F

Restaurant on seafront
Italian cuisine

menu for food intolerances
Capacity: 46

sunday e monday on lunch
second week of august and first week of january

lunch / dinner

Elegant restaurant
Genoese, 

Italian and Mediterranean cuisine
Capacity: 100

sunday 
decided each year

lunch / dinner

Elegant restaurant
Italian and Mediterranean cuisine,

celiac-friendly

saturday on lunch, sunday 
from 10th to 25th august

lunch / dinner

typical, elegant, historic and on seafront
Genoese, International and Mediterranean,

celiac-friendly / Fresh fish
Capacity: 70 + 70 in dehor

always open

lunch / dinner

Piazza Nettuno 2 - 16146 - BOCCADASSE   (b5 Eastern Genoa)
Ph. and fax +39 010 37 700 91
www.ristorantecreuzadema.it 
osteria-creuza-dema@libero.it
Indicated in guide books: 2  3  4  5  6  7
Languages spoken: GB - F

YB

Corso Italia 1r - 16145 - FOCE   (F9)
Ph. +39 010 31 10 41 - Fax +39 010 36 296 47
www.ristorantedagiacomo.it 
info@ristorantedagiacomo.it
Indicated in guide books: 1  3  4  5  
Languages spoken: GB - F - ES

!=WYBM?P

Viale Brigata Bisagno 69r - 16129   (D8)
Ph. +39 010 56 43 44 / 58 36 44 - Fax +39 010 56 43 44
grangotto@libero.it
Indicated in guide books: 1  3  4  5  6  7  9  10 17 

Languages spoken: GB - D - F - ES

WYBMP

Via Santa Chiara 69   (b5 Eastern Genoa)
16146 - BOCCADASSE
Ph. +39 010 37 700 81
www.caposantachiara.it
info@caposantachiara.com
Languages spoken: GB 

!YB?P

aNtiCa ostERia DiNDi Restaurant

BaR RistoRaNtE EURopa Restaurant / pizzeria / pub

CREUza DE MÄ Restaurant

Da giaCoMo Restaurant

gRaN gotto Restaurant

i tRE MERli - RistoRaNtE Capo saNta ChiaRa Restaurant

36 gENoa City
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Area 2gENoa City
 PRICE RANGE 40/60 EUROS

typical restaurant
Genoese and Mediterranean cuisine

Capacity: 50

saturday on lunch / sunday
from 1st to 6th january / from 15th to 30th august

lunch / dinner

Via alla Stazione per Casella 3 - 16122   (b9)
Ph. +39 010 83 113 62 - Fax +39 010 82 848 32
www.ilgenovino.it
ilgenovino@ilgenovino.it
Indicated in guide books: 1  2  4  5  15
Languages spoken: GB - F

!YB?

Elegant restaurant
Italian cuisine

Capacity: 60

saturday on lunch / sunday
two weeks in august

lunch / dinner

Elegant restaurant and on seafront
Mediterranean and innovative cuisine

Capacity: 46

sunday 
from 12th to 30th august

lunch / dinner

Via Macaggi 53r - 16121   (D7)
Ph. and fax +39 010 59 25 81
www.ristorantecicaleincittà.it
lecicale@gmail.it
Indicated in guide books: 2  4  5
Languages spoken: GB 

!YBP

Via Mascherpa 4r - 16129   (F8)
Ph. +39 010 58 85 51 - Fax +39 010 59 508 07
www.leperlage.com
info@leperlage.com
Indicated in guide books: 1  2  3  4  5  6  7  18
Languages spoken: GB - F - ES

!WYBM

historic and typical restaurant
Genoese and Italian cuisine

Mix of tradition and experimentation
Capacity: 80 + dehor

monday

dinner

Corso Galliera 97r cancello - 16142   (b10)
Ph. +39 010 52 994 55
m.mauce@hotmail.it

Languages spoken: GB - F - ES

!WYM?P

il gENoViNo CUCiNa E CaNtiNa Restaurant

lE pERlagE Restaurant

lE CiCalE iN Città Restaurant

lo sCaNtiNato Restaurant / pizzeria

gENoa City     37

typical and rustic restaurant
Ligurian cuisine / Fresh fish

Capacity: 25/30

monday e tuesday 
from 15th august to 15th september

lunch / dinner

Salita Cotella Giovanni Maria 47 
16138 - MOLASSANA
Ph. +39 010 83 533 90
rustichello@tin.it
Indicated in guide books: 4  

!WYBMP

ostERia DElla ColliNa Restaurant / tavern

typical tuscan and historic restaurant
Tuscan cuisine

Capacity: 50

sunday
august

lunch / dinner

Via Galata 70 - 16121   (c8)
Ph. +39 010 58 84 61
Indicated in guide books: 4  5  6

!=WYB?P

ostERia tipiCa tosCaNa tavern



Area 2gENoa City
 PRICE RANGE 40/60 EUROS

38 gENoa City

Elegant restaurant
Genoese and Italian cuisine

Capacity: 140

always open

lunch / dinner

Via Arsenale di Terra - 16126   (a4)
Ph. +39 010 27 728 58
www.grandhotelsavoia.it
Indicated in guide books: 2  5  

Languages spoken: GB - F

YBM?

RistoRaNtE NoVECENto - gRaND hotEl saVoia Restaurant

Elegant, discrete and romantic restaurant
Mediterranean cuisine

theme nights
Capacity: 40

sunday 
decided each year

lunch / dinner

Via Assarotti 60r - 16122   (b8)
Ph. and fax +39 010 83 120 46
www.voltalacartagenova.it
info@voltalacartagenova.it
Indicated in guide books: 3  5  6
Languages spoken: GB 

!YBP

VoltalaCaRta Restaurant

Elegant restaurant and on seafront
Genoese and Mediterranean cuisine

celiac-friendly (on request)
Capacity: 100

monday
january

lunch / dinner

Belvedere Edoardo Firpo 1   (b5 Eastern Genoa)
16146 - BOCCADASSE
Ph. +39 010 37 601 41 - Fax +39 010 37 601 47
www.vittorioalmare.it - vittorioalmare@libero.it
Indicated in guide books: 5
Languages spoken: GB - F - ES

!WYB?

VittoRio al MaRE Restaurant

Elegant and historic restaurant
Genoese, International and Mediterranean cuisine

celiac-friendly
Capacity: 140

always open

lunch / dinner

Via XX September 20 - 16121   (c7)
Ph. +39 010 59 19 90
www.zeffirino.com
info@zeffirino.com

Languages spoken: GB - D - F - ES

!=WYB

zEFFiRiNo Restaurant

 the tradition
 a sWEEt FoR EaCh saiNt
Genoese confectioners have always been regarded as the most inventive and creative. 
Historically they used honey, and the discovery of the Americas and importation of sugar 
only affirmed their position as master sweet makers further, while Genoese housewives 
always tried to invent some kind of dessert with the ingredients that were available at the 
different times of the year. Tradition dictated that these little treats should never be missing 
from a Genoese table during a holiday, and that the same speciality shouldn’t appear twice 
during the year. January, on the day of the Epiphany, began with anixin, biscuits made with 
flour, sugar and eggs flavoured with aniseed. The next month would see family dining tables 
and bakery windows fill with cubeletti, short pastry filled with marmalade on the occasion 
of the Saint Agatha’s fair. The sweets known as quaresimali were linked to Catholic rituals 
and the tradition of Lent. Legend has it they were invented in a convent by the nuns who 
wanted to create a dessert that didn’t contravene the strict rules of abstinence that had 
to be obeyed during the forty days before Easter: which meant no meat, dairy, eggs, lard 
or animal fats or wine. These sweets are in fact made from a simple pastry of water, sugar 
and almond paste, decorated with glaze and coloured confectionary. On the 19th March, 
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Area 2gENoa City
 PRICE RANGE 20/40 EUROS

gENoa City     39

ai DUE piNo Restaurant / pizzeria

historic typical restaurant
Genoese and Mediterranean cuisine

Capacity: 80

tuesday evening / saturday on lunch
always open

lunch / dinner

Via Canevari 185r - 16137   (b9)
Ph. and fax +39 010 81 09 34

Languages spoken: GB - F - ES

!=WYNP(

a DUE passi Dal MaRE   Restaurant 

Elegant restaurant
friendly and seafaring

Genoese and International cuisine
 Capacity: 45
monday

always open

dinner

Via Casaregis 52 r - 16129 - FOCE   (E9)
Ph. +39 010 58 85 43
www.aduepassidalmare.it
Indicated in guide books: 4  5  

Languages spoken: GB - F 

!WYBP

al CiClaMiNo trattoria / pizzeria

historic restaurant
Genoese, Italian 

and Mediterranean cuisine
Capacity: 50

monday
september

dinner

Via Fossato di Montesignano 13r 
16141 - SAN GOTTARDO
Ph. +39 010 83 611 56 / Mob. +39 347 58 938 13 
alciclamino@hotmail.it

Languages spoken: F - Arabic

!YBM?P

al RUstiChEtto Restaurant / trattoria / pizzeria

historic and typical restaurant
Genoese and International cuisine

Brazier for meat
Capacity: 100/120

tuesday evening
always open

lunch / dinner

Via Carpi 1 - 16138 - CARTAGENOVA
Ph. +39 010 83 656 27

Languages spoken: GB - F

!=WYBM(

the day of Saint Joseph, patron saint of carpenters, artisans used to offer passers-by, 
neighbours and friends home-made frisceu co-o zibibbo - pancakes made from water, 

flour, and raisins fried in boiling oil, which became a more regular feature 
in households with sweet-toothed children. At Easter, cavagnetti 

biscuits were a must to embellish the dining table, tiny baskets 
of short pastry containing colour boiled eggs. For All Saints 
day, the housewives and grandmothers prepared bacilli and 
baletti for the children, little sweets made to look like fava 

beans and chestnuts, made of flour, sugar, butter, almonds and 
pine kernels that were then turned golden over a fire to look 

like roasted vegetables. For Christmas, the final celebration of 
the year, and the most lavish celebratory meal, panduçe would 

be found in every house in the city, a sweetbread with raisins 
and other dried fruits, soft and spongy if made tall, or crispy if 
made flat… both delicious.



Area 2gENoa City
 PRICE RANGE 20/40 EUROS

typical restaurant
Genoese cuisine

Capacity: 30 + 30 (in summer)

monday (winter only) 
two weeks in november

winter: lunch from thurs. to sun. / dinner from tues. to sun. 
summer: lunch from satur. to sun. / dinner from mon. to sun.

Via della Casa 2r (b5 Eastern Genoa)
16146 - BOCCADASSE
Ph. +39 010 37 718 81
www.trattoriaosvaldo.com

Languages spoken: GB - F

!WYB?N

aNtiCa tRattoRia osValDo Restaurant / trattoria

typical restaurant
Genoese and Mediterranean cuisine

Capacity: 70 + 90 (the veranda)

monday / tuesday
from 7th to 23th january / from 1st to 20th september

lunch / dinner

Salita Bertora 5 - 16165 - STRUPPA
Ph. +39 010 80 23 04
Indicated in guide books: 2  4  5

!WY?NX

aNtiCa tRattoRia piRo Restaurant

40 gENoa City

aNtiCa tRattoRia DEi pEsCatoRi trattoria

historic restaurant
Genoese cuisine

Capacity: 50

sunday
august

lunch / dinner

Via dei Pescatori 8r - 16128 - FOCE   (F8)
Ph. +39 010 58 85 10
www.trattoriadeipescatori.com
info@trattoriadeipescatori.com

!WYB

aNtiCa ostERia DElla FoCE Restaurant / Focacceria

historic and typical restaurant
Genoese revisited cuisine

Capacity: 32

saturday on lunch / sunday
august

lunch / dinner

Via E. Ruspoli 72r - 16129 - FOCE   (E9)
Ph. +39 010 55 331 55 - Fax +39 010 91 631 178 
www.guidalocaligenova.it/osteriafoce

Languages spoken: GB - D

!WYM(

allE VoltE pub

historic restaurant
Genoese cuisine

Capacity: 100

saturday and sunday on lunch
always open

lunch / dinner

Piazza Manin 1Ar - 16122   (b8)
Ph. +39 010 81 22 98
www.allevolte.net
yaice@tiscalinet.it
Indicated in guide books: 6
Languages spoken: GB - ES

!=WYB?(

ANtICA HOStARIA PACEttI 1908 Restaurant

Elegant and historic restaurant
Genoese, Friulan,

and Mediterranean cuisine, celiac-friendly
Capacity: 50

saturday on lunch
from 2nd to 6th january / from 15th to 19th august

lunch / dinner

Via Borgo degli Incrociati 22r - 16137   (c9)
Ph. +39 010 83 928 48 / Mob. +39 347 24 838 57
www.ostariapacetti.com
info@ostariapacetti.com
Indicated in guide books: 5  15
Languages spoken: GB - F

!=WYB?P
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 the recipe

 FRisCEU Co-o ziBiBBo (saiNt josEph FRiED paNCakEs)
ingredients: 1/2 kg of flour, 25 g of yeast, ¼ l of milk, 150 g of sugar, 
the rind of one lemon, 150 g of raisins, salt, vanilla sugar.
preparation: Dissolve the yeast in a little warm milk. In a mixing bowl, mix the flour, milk, 
sugar, yeast, the lemon rind and a pinch of salt, mixing carefully and ensuring that no 
lumps form. Allow the mixture to rest for about two hours so it can rise.
In the meantime, soak the raisins in warm water. When the dough is ready, drain the 
raisins and add them to the mixture and heat an abundant amount of oil in a deep sauce 
pan. Drop balls of dough into the hot oil and leave until they expand and turn golden 
brown, then fish out the frisceu with a spoon and place them on a paper towel.
Serve warm sprinkled with the vanilla sugar.

A	few	suggestions: you can also soak the raisins in water and liquor for a fuller flavour, or 
you can replace the raisins with small pieces of apple. To help the dough rise well, one 
trick is to add a little cold sparkling water to the mix.

Salita Inf. Sant’Anna 13r - 16125   (b6)
Ph. +39 010 24 659 90
axilloge@alice.it
Indicated in guide books: 2  4  8

Languages spoken: GB

!YB

typical restaurant
Genoese and Ligurian cuisine

Capacity: 65

saturday and sunday on lunch 
three weeks in august

lunch / dinner

axillo tRattoRia iN gENoVa Restaurant / trattoria

I
)

Lungomare Lombardo 21 - 16145   (b4 Eastern Genoa)
Ph. +39 010 36 297 72

Languages spoken: GB - D

Y?

Restaurant on seafront
Genoese, home cooking cuisine

open only in summer

lunch

BagNi MaNgiNi Restaurant

GENOA CIty     41

I

)

historic bar
Genoese and Mediterranean cuisine

Capacity: 40

sunday
always open

lunch

Viale Brigate Partigiane 3Br - 16129 - FOCE   (E8)
Ph. and fax +39 010 55 363 59
clisonia@libero.it

Languages spoken: GB - F

=?(

BaR aUto trattoria / Wine bar

Tyrolean and Bavarian cuisine
Capacity: 95

saturday on lunch / sunday
the two middle weeks in august

lunch / dinner

Via Boccardo 5r - 16121   (c6)
Ph. +39 010 54 29 88
www.hbgenova.com
info@hbgenova.com
Indicated in guide books: 6
Languages spoken: GB - D - Russian

!WYB?P(

BiRRERia hoFBRÄUhaUs pub



Area 2gENoa City
 PRICE RANGE 20/40 EUROS

homely restaurant
Genoese cuisine

Capacity: 30

sunday 
always open

dinner

Corso De Stefanis 26r - 16142   (a10)
Ph. +39 010 86 062 04
www.trattoriadelcorso.it

Languages spoken: GB 

!WYB?NP

Ci VEDiaMo Da RoMoli trattoria

42 gENoa City

Relaxing and invigorating, rebalanced against 
electromagnetic fields restaurant

International and vegetarian cuisine
Capacity: 28

wednesday evening / sunday
from 15th to 30th august

lunch / dinner

Via Teodosia 9r - 16129   (D9)
Ph. +39 010 31 063 91 
Fax +39 010 86 305 84
www.blissblissbliss.com
mail@blissblissbliss.com
Languages spoken: GB - F - ES

!WYB(

Bliss VEgEtaRiaN REstaURaNt Restaurant

Elegant, on seafront, seafaring restaurant
Genoese cuisine

fish specialities
Capacity: 70+30

monday / lunch tuesday, wednesday, thursday
always open

lunch / dinner

Piazza Enrico Bassano 2   (b5 Eastern Genoa)
16146 - BOCCADASSE
Ph. +39 010 30 766 00  

Languages spoken: GB - F 

!WYB?

CaMBUsEtta  Restaurant / pizzeria

typical restaurant
Indian, vegetarian and vegan cuisine, celiac-friendly

Capacity: 70

saturday on lunch
monday evening

lunch / dinner

Via Caffa 7/9/11r - 16129   (D9)
Ph. +39 010 31 061 90
www.bombaypalace.it
bombay@libero.it

Languages spoken: GB - Hindi - Tamil

=WYBM

BoMBay palaCE RistoRaNtE iNDiaNo Ethnic Restaurant

Restaurant decorated art Nouveau
Genoese cuisine

and Ligurian fish specialities
Capacity: 45

sunday evening / monday on lunch
always open

lunch / dinner

Via Giordano Bruno 7a - 16146  (b4 Eastern Genoa)
Ph. +39 010 36 57 12 
www.cadudria.it
mikygarden@yahoo.it

Languages spoken: GB - F - ES

!WYB?P(

Cà DU DRia Restaurant

Elegant and characteristic bar
Genoese and Italian cuisine,

celiac-friendly, vegetarian dishes
Capacity: 45

sunday / ten days after Christmas 
two weeks in august

dinner

Via Guerrazzi 66r - 16146   (b4 Eastern Genoa)
Ph. +39 010 36 286 87
Indicated in guide books: 4

Languages spoken: GB - ES

!YBNP

BottEga DEl RE Restaurant / Wine bar
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Area 2gENoa City
 PRICE RANGE 20/40 EUROS

I

)

typical restaurant
Genoese and International cuisine, celiac-friendly

Capacity: 150

monday
always open

lunch / dinner

Piazza San Leonardo 3r - 16128   (D7)
Ph. +39 010 54 02 89
dadomenico@hotmail.it

Languages spoken: GB - D

!=WYN

Da DoMENiCo Restaurant

historic and typical restaurant
Genoese cuisine, celiac-friendly

Capacity: 60

sunday 
august

lunch / dinner

Salita San Leonardo 61r - 16128   (D7)
Ph. +39 010 58 84 63
hide1@virgilio.it

Languages spoken: 
GB - D - F - ES - Japanese

!=WYP(

Da gENio tavern

GENOA CIty     43

typical restaurant
Fish and mushrooms

Capacity: 90

sunday evening
september

lunch / dinner

Piazzale Marassi 5r 
16139 - STAGLIENO
Ph. +39 010 83 152 40
Indicated in guide books: 4  5

Languages spoken: GB - F - ES

!YB

Da MaRCEllo trattoria

typical restaurant
Genoese and Italian cuisine

Capacity: 80

saturday on lunch / sunday
from 10th to 20th august

lunch / dinner

Via Granello 27r - 16121   (D8)
Ph. and fax +39 010 54 15 40
www.datiziano.net
ristorantedatiziano2009@hotmail.it
Indicated in guide books: 3  6  18
Languages spoken: F

=WYB?P(

Da tiziaNo Restaurant

typical restaurant
Capacity: 18+20

always open

lunch / dinner

Via alla Stazione per Casella - 16122   (b9)
Mob. +39 380 31 319 64 
dautrenin@hotmail.com

Languages spoken: GB - F

!=WBM?P(

Da Ü tRENiN trattoria / tavern with kitchen

Elegant restaurant
Mediterranean, from Basilicata

and Apulia cuisine
Capacity: 40

always open

lunch / dinner

Via Montevideo 16 - 16129   (D10)
Mob. +39 347 09 163 01

Languages spoken: GB - F - ES

!=Y

Di...ViNo Restaurant



Area 2gENoa City
 PRICE RANGE 20/40 EUROS

historic and elegant  restaurant on seafront
Large garden, ideal for parties

Genoese, Italian and Mediterranean cuisine
Capacity: 80

tuesday (always open in summer)

lunch / dinner

Corso Italia 15 - 16146  (b4 Eastern Genoa)
Ph. +39 010 36 252 36 
Fax +39 010 36 252 64
www.ristovip.it
garden@ristovip.it
Languages spoken: GB - F - ES

!WYBNP(

gaRDEN pizza & gRill Restaurant / pizzeria

typical and elegant restaurant
Genoese, International, 

Mediterranean and creative cuisine, celiac-friendly
Capacity: 75

saturday on lunch / sunday
from 8th to 15th january

lunch / dinner

Piazza Alimonda 21r - 16129   (D10)
Ph. +39 010 31 35 48
info@gallettoalmattone.it
Indicated in guide books: 2  4  6  7
Languages spoken: 
GB - F - ES - Portuguese - Thai

!WYBM?P

gallEtto al MattoNE Restaurant

44 gENoa City

juvenile bar
Mediterranean cuisine

Capacity: 70

sunday 
last week of august

lunch / dinner

Via San Vincenzo 195r - 16121   (c8)
Mob. +39 346 85 874 80
imperia3666@hotmail.com

Languages spoken: GB - D - ES

WB(

DoMCaFFè snack bar

typical bar
Genoese cuisine

Capacity: 36

sunday / three weeks in august 
one week after New Year / one week in Easter

lunch / dinner

Via Macaggi 60/62/64r - 16121   (D7)
Ph. +39 010 57 032 50

Languages spoken: GB - F - ES

!YBP

ENotECa iNFERNotto Wine bar

Elegant restaurant
Genoese, Italian 

 and Mediterranean cuisine
Capacity: 40

sunday
august

lunch / dinner

Via Carlo Barabino 120r - 16129   (E9)
Ph. and fax +39 010 59 45 13
enotecasola@gmail.com
Indicated in guide books:
1  2  3  4  5  6  7  9  10 11 12 18
Languages spoken: GB - F

!WYBMP

ENotECa RistoRaNtE sola Restaurant

historic restaurant
Genoese and Mediterranean cuisine

Capacity: 40

sunday 
the week of 15th august

lunch / dinner

Salita Salvatore Viale 19r - 16121   (D7)
Ph. +39 010 57 045 59
ristorantecesira@hotmail.it

Languages spoken: GB

!WYB?

hostaRia Da CEsiRa Restaurant



RistoRaNtE RUstiChEllo Ristorante / pizzeria / locale tipico

paRaDoR Ristorante

paRaDoR Ristorante
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Area 2gENoa City
 PRICE RANGE 20/40 EUROS

 the tradition

 saNt’olCEsE salaMi

This salami has strong links with the land where it is produced, in the hills of the Polcevera 

valley, where the town of Sant’Olcese nestles since Roman times. It is the ideal setting for 

breeding the best pigs, thanks to the thick fruit-bearing woodland and the proximity to 

the Via	del	Sale, a commercial route along which salt was historically traded. The nearby 

breeding of cattle has also influenced the history of this product, making it a unique 

Italian salami.

It’s an extremely lean sausage, made of half pork and half beef, even if the precise 

percentages vary from producer to producer. Until the end of the 19th century there 

were around 50 such producers, but sadly today only two remain. Production begins with 

the preparation of the pork, the cubes of lard (not minced), and finally with the beef, 

prepared by hand. Only the lean cut of meat ends up in the meat mixture, which is then 

made into sausages and then dried in an oak-wood oven, before being seasoned for 

30-40 days. Sant’Olcese salami is distinctive for its delicate smoked aroma and should be 

consumed less seasoned than other salami products.

GENOA CIty     45

typical and elegant restaurant
Genoese, Italian and Mediterranean cuisine

saturday on lunch / sunday and holidays
august

lunch / dinner

Via Gropallo 1/3r - 16122   (c8)
Ph. +39 010 88 76 19
ilconvivio.genova@libero.it

Languages spoken: GB - F - ES

!=WYB

il CoNViVio Restaurant

typical restaurant
Genoese and Tuscan cuisine 

Capacity: 50

always open
three weeks in august 

dinner

Via Ruspoli 31r - 16129 - FOCE   (E9)
Ph. +39 010 58 84 02 

Languages spoken: GB

!WBP

il paMpiNo ViNo E CUCiNa Restaurant / trattoria

Genoese cuisine
Capacity: 50

sunday on lunch / monday 
august / one week on february

lunch / dinner

Via Don Luigi Orione 11 - 16142   (b10)
Ph. +39 010 51 23 25

Languages spoken: GB

!B(

il RistoRo trattoria / pizzeria

typical restaurant
Genoese and Mediterranean cuisine

Capacity: 50

sunday 
always open

lunch / dinner

Via Assarotti 63r - 16122   (b8)
Ph. +39 010 81 33 69

Languages spoken: GB 

!WYB

iNVExENDo pizzeria / tavern
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Area 2gENoa City
 PRICE RANGE 20/40 EUROS

Elegant restaurant
Mediterranean and Basilicata cuisine

Capacity: 35

monday evening / tuesday
from 1st to 20th august

lunch / dinner

Via della Libertà 112r - 16129 - FOCE   (E9)
Ph. and fax +39 010 54 00 63 
Mob. +39 392 98 157 87
Indicated in guide books: 1  2  4  5  6  

Languages spoken: GB - F

!YB(

l’aNgolo DElla lUCaNia Restaurant

juvenile restaurant
Italian cuisine
Capacity: 100

tuesday 
august

lunch / dinner

Via Giuseppe Casaregis 33r - 16127 - FOCE   (E9)
Ph. +39 010 31 24 19

Languages spoken: GB 

!WYBM?P(

kiss ME Restaurant / pizzeria / pub

Elegant bar
Genoese 

and Mediterranean cuisine

sunday / from 31st december to 14th january
from 10th to 20th august

lunch / dinner

Spianata Castelletto 6/8r - 16124   (b6)
Ph. +39 010 24 651 65
www.barcacciagenova.com
barcaccia.d@tiscalinet.it
Indicated in guide books: 7
Languages spoken: GB 

!=YBM?P

la BaRCaCCia Restaurant / Wine bar

Restaurant on seafront
Mediterranean cuisine

Capacity: 70 + 100 (terrace in summer)

monday
always open

lunch saturday and sunday / dinner

Corso Italia 21r - 16145   (b4 Eastern Genoa)
Ph. +39 010 31 75 43
www.marinettaosteria.it
info@lamarinettaosteria.it

Languages spoken: GB 

!WY?

la MaRiNEtta Restaurant

la BaRaCChEtta NEÜa   Restaurant 

typical restaurant
Only raw and cooked fish

Capacity: 70

sunday 
august

lunch / dinner

Viale Aspromonte 27r - 16128   (E7)
Mob. +39 349 66 880 98  

Languages spoken: GB

!W?NP

Characteristic restaurant decorated in wood
Genoese and Basilicata cuisine

Capacity: 130

saturday on lunch / sunday
two weeks in august

lunch / dinner

Viale Sauli 33n - 16121   (c8)
Ph. +39 010 58 84 70
www.isassi.com
i-sassi@libero.it
Indicated in guide books: 4  
Languages spoken: GB - F

!=WYBM?P(

i sassi Restaurant / pizzeria
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Area 2gENoa City
 PRICE RANGE 20/40 EUROS

typical restaurant
Genoese cuisine

even Sardinian and Tuscan recipes
Capacity: 40

sunday / saturday on lunch

lunch / dinner

Via Calatafimi 7/9 - 16123   (b7)
Ph. +39 010 87 70 28

Languages spoken: GB 

!Y

la piazzEtta tavern

typical restaurant
Mediterranean cuisine

Capacity: 90

monday
always open

lunch / dinner

Via della Libertà 104r - 16123 - FOCE   (E9)
Ph. +39 010 58 84 90
www.lasagola.it

Languages spoken: GB - F

!WYP(

la sagola Restaurant / pizzeria / cafè

Elegant restaurant
Meditteranean cuisine

Capacity: 50

saturday on lunch
from 10th to 30th august

lunch / dinner

Via Cravero 52r - 16129 - FOCE   (E9)
Ph. +39 010 56 52 57
Indicated in guide books:
1  2  3  4  6  7  9  

Languages spoken: F

!=WYBP

laMURi Restaurant

Elegant restaurant
contemporary art exhibition
Genoese and seafood cuisine

Capacity: 60

saturday on lunch / sunday
august

lunch / dinner

Via G. Alessi 1 c. - 16128   (D7)
Ph. and fax +39 010 59 32 72  
www.lefatearcafe.com 
osterialefate@fastwebnet.it

Languages spoken: GB - F - ES

!WYB?NP

lE FatE   tavern with kitchen

Elegant restaurant
Italian cuisine and celiac-friendly

grilled meat
Capacity: 60

sunday evening / monday
from 10th to 30th august / the last week of february

lunch / dinner

Via Gualco 82 - 16165 - STRUPPA
Ph. +39 010 80 27 72
www.ristorantelapineta.org
garden.m@libero.it
Indicated in guide books: 3  4  
Languages spoken: GB 

!YM?NP

la piNEta Restaurant

historic restaurant
Genoese cuisine

Capacity: 50

monday / tuesday 
end of january / first days of february

lunch / dinner

Via delle Baracche 2n - 16136 - RIGHI
Ph. and fax +39 010 27 253 13

 

!WM?

ostaia DE BaRaCChE tavern



Area 2gENoa City
 PRICE RANGE 20/40 EUROS

historic and rustic restaurant
Genoese cuisine

Capacity: 50

thursday 
15 days in november / february

lunch / dinner

Via del Peralto 3r - 16136 - RIGHI
Ph. +39 010 27 254 11

Languages spoken: GB 

!WY?

ostaia DU RiChEtto trattoria / Bar

typical and rustic restaurant
Genoese cuisine, home cooking (fresh pasta), 

specialties venison, snails and fried frogs
Capacity: 50

tuesday 
two weeks in july

lunch / dinner

Via Bavari 1r - 16165 - STRUPPA
Ph. +39 010 80 34 21

Languages spoken: GB - F

!=WM?

ostERia Da Ü VittoRio trattoria

typical restaurant
Genoese cuisine

Capacity: 100

always open

dinner

Via Boccadasse 57/61r   (b5 Eastern Genoa)
16146 - BOCCADASSE
Ph. +39 010 37 637 99
www.osteriadegliartisti.it

Languages spoken: GB - F

!YB?

ostERia DEgli aRtisti Restaurant / pizzeria

Restaurant on seafront
Genoese cuisine

Capacity: 70

always open

dinner

Via Lungomare Lombardo 27 - 16145   (b4 Eastern Genoa)
Ph. +39 010 31 58 37  
andrea_colombino@hotmail.it

Languages spoken: GB - F - ES

!WYBM?P

paNsa E staCCa tavern

48 gENoa City

historic restaurant
Genoese, Italian, 

Mediterranean and Campania cuisine
Wood stove 

Capacity: 230

always open

lunch / dinner

Piazza G. Savonarola 27r - 16129   (D9)
Ph. and fax +39 010 58 05 53
www.ristorantepiedigrotta.it
piedigrotta@ymail.com
Indicated in guide books: 6
Languages spoken: GB - ES

!WYB?(

piEDigRotta Restaurant / pizzeria

Restaurant on seafront
Genoese and Mediterranean cuisine

Typical cheese focaccia and pizzata
Capacity: 70

monday (always open in summer)

dinner

Corso Italia 13r - 16146   (b4 Eastern Genoa)
Ph. +39 010 31 46 18 - Fax +39 010 36 252 55
www.ristovip.it
info@ristovip.it

Languages spoken: GB - ES

!WYB?(

pizza liDo pizzeria



Area 2gENoa City
 PRICE RANGE 20/40 EUROS

 the tradition

 thE golD aND silVER oF thE RiViERa

On a beautiful sunny day in the immediate vicinity of Genoa, on the terraces looking out 

to sea and the gentle slopes of inland Liguria, you’ll be dazzled by the splendour of the 

olive trees that glisten with a silver sheen in the sunlight.

These glorious silver trees provide Liguria’s gold, a yellow-green olive oil with low acidity, 

a light fruity flavour, and a mature fruity smell. It’s not a strong and intense olive oil like 

those from the south of the Mediterranean, but light and delicate, particularly to the West 

where the olive groves are nurtured by a dry and mild climate. Thanks to these special 

characteristics, Ligurian oil is the perfect basic ingredient for many traditional recipes 

such as pesto, or a great condiment that can fuse and bring together different aromas. 

In 1997, Liguria’s extra virgin olive oil obtained the protected designation of origin 

(PDO), whereas specifically Genoese oil 

(called “Riviera di Levante”) is obtained 

by pressing olives from the Lavagnina, 

Razzola, Pignola and Frantoio varieties.

Other products to try, perhaps during an 

aperitif along the seafront, are the olives in 

brine and the delectable olive pâté, made 

by removing the stones from the olives 

and grinding the flesh into a paste - to 

be savoured on a fragrant piece of white 

bread.
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typical restaurant
Genoese cuisine and celiac-friendly

Grilled meat
Capacity: 60

monday 
three weeks in august

dinner

Via Fassolo 19r - 16126   (b2)
Ph. +39 010 24 623 55

Languages spoken: GB 

!Y

pizzERia tRattoRia Da MaRiEtto trattoria / pizzeria

typical restaurant and on seafront
Genoese, Italian 

 and Mediterranean cuisine
Capacity: 300

always open

lunch / dinner

Corso Italia 1 - 16145 - FOCE   (F9)
Ph. +39 010 36 292 15 - 36 234 68 
Fax +39 010 36 292 15
www.puntavagno.it
puntavagnoristorante@alice.it
Languages spoken: GB - F - Arabic

!WYM?P

pUNta VagNo Restaurant / pizzeria

Rustic restaurant
Genoese cuisine, Italian,

international and Mediterranean
Capacity: 50

always open
the end of july

lunch / dinner

Via Casata Centuriona 33/35r   (a10)
16139 - MARASSI
Ph. +39 010 83 942 80
grasso60@fastwebnet.it

Languages spoken: GB - ES

!YP(

RaMaloCh Restaurant / trattoria / pizzeria



Area 2gENoa City
 PRICE RANGE 20/40 EUROS

Friendly restaurant
Mediterranean cuisine

Capacity: 55

monday 
august

dinner

Via Palestro 54 r - 16122   (b7)
Ph. +39 010 83 189 93  
michela_simonetti@fastwebnet.it

Languages spoken: GB - F

!WYB

RistoRaNtE “FUoRi oRaRio”   Restaurant

Elegant restaurant
Italian cuisine
Capacity: 100

sunday evening / monday
two weeks in august

lunch / dinner

Corso De Stefanis 104r - 16139 - MARASSI   (a10)
Ph. +39 010 81 12 60
Indicated in guide books: 2  3  4  

Languages spoken: GB - F

!WYBMP

RistoRaNtE EDilio Restaurant

historic restaurant
Italian cuisine

Capacity: 40

always open

lunch / dinner

Via Albaro 21/23r - 16145   (a3 Eastern Genoa)
Ph. and fax +39 010 31 82 63
www.maxela.it
genovalbaro@maxela.it
Indicated in guide books: 5  12 
Languages spoken: GB - D

!YB(

RistoRaNtE MaCEllERia MaxElà Restaurant

50 gENoa City

 the tradition

 ligURiaN aNChioViEs UNDER sEa salt
The Genoese, and more generally the Ligurians, have always known that the fruitfulness 
of the sea can vary and meagre periods are inevitable. For this reason they understood 
the importance of preserving the food available during more fecund periods for when 
times were harder and also to be able to transport their catch to sell inland. And so 
“Ligurian Anchovies under Sea Salt” were invented, which obtained Protected 
Geographical Indication (PGI) in 2008. This means that all products bearing the name 
Acciughe sotto sale del Mar Ligure are subject to rigorous control throughout their 
production process.
The first rules in this delicate procedure relate back to the statutes of some medieval 
coastal towns. Today, only certain species of blue fish can be used in their production, 
characterised by a dense yet soft flesh and a particularly sharp taste. The catch must be 
put under salt no more than 12 hours after it was removed from the water. According to 
traditional recipes, the heads of the anchovies are removed and the fish is gutted without 
opening the underside; then it must be dried carefully and arranged radially in wooden 
barrels (or at home in glass jars), alternating layers of anchovies with layers of sea salt. 
Once the container is full, the barrel is sealed with a wooden disk and left to season for 
40-50 days. Perfect salting is achieved when the flesh becomes firm and has a colour that 
ranges from intense pink to brown.
There are many uses for anchovies under salt in the kitchen: as starters, in pasta courses 
or main courses.
One of the most typical recipes is “Ligurian anchovies”: the fillets are laid out, carefully 
de-salted under running cold water, then put in a jar with parsley, garlic and oregano and 

covered completely with olive oil.



Area 2gENoa City
 PRICE RANGE 20/40 EUROS

Elegant restaurant
Italian cuisine

 Egiptian cuisine (on reservation only)
Capacity: 135

monday
september

lunch / dinner

Via Struppa 102r - 16165 - STRUPPA
Ph. +39 010 80 33 64
nadiasamir@live.it

Languages spoken: GB - F - ES

!WYB?(

RistoRaNtE pizzERia Da sEM Ethnic Restaurant

typical restaurant
Genoese and Italian cuisine

Capacity: 200

tuesday 
january

lunch / dinner

Via Mura delle Chiappe 28/30r - 16136 - RIGHI
Ph. +39 010 21 96 73

Languages spoken: GB - F

!=WY?P(

RistoRaNtE MoNtallEgRo Restaurant / pizzeria

gENoa City     51

typical bar
Genoese and Italian cuisine
Capacity: 80 + 100 veranda

monday
always open

dinner

Salita San Nicolò 35 - 16136   (a5)
Ph. +39 010 21 14 38

Languages spoken: GB - ES

!Y?N

RistoRaNtE ostERia MaNiMaN Restaurant / Wine bar

typical and homely restaurant
Genoese and Mediterranean cuisine

Capacity: 50

monday (except holidays)
decided each year

lunch / dinner

Via Rimassa 150 - 16129 FOCE   (F9)
Ph. +39 010 59 552 05 - Fx +39 010 53 024 53
www.ristorantesangiorgiogenova.it
info@ristorantesangiorgiogenova.it
Indicated in guide books: 3  18 
Languages spoken: GB - ES - Portuguese

!=WYB

RistoRaNtE saN gioRgio Restaurant

Elegant restaurant
Italian and Mediterranean,

Piedmontese cuisine
Capacity: 40

saturday on lunch / sunday on lunch
decided each year

lunch / dinner

Via Assarotti 36r - 16122   (b7)
Ph. +39 010 88 68 97 - Fax +39 010 81 50 39
Indicated in guide books: 1  2  4  5  6  7  8  9

Languages spoken: GB - D - F

!=WYB?

RistoRaNtE saiNt CyR Restaurant

Elegant restaurant
International, Chinese, Japanese, Thai cuisine

Capacity: 100

monday 
one week in august / one week at Christmas

lunch / dinner

Via Ettore Vernazza 8 - 16121   (c6)
Ph. +39 010 57 023 27
www.ristoranteyuan.com
yuan@ristoranteyuan.com

Languages spoken: GB - Chinese

!YB(

RistoRaNtE yUaN Ethnic Restaurant



Area 2gENoa City
 PRICE RANGE 20/40 EUROS

Elegant restaurant
Italian, International

and Mediterranean cuisine, celiac-friendly

sunday
always open

lunch / dinner

Via San Vincenzo 95r - 16121   (c8)
Ph. and fax +39 010 57 405 39
www.ristorantesoho.it
fishbar@ristorantesoho.it
Indicated in guide books: 2
Languages spoken: GB - D - F - ES

!=WYBM?P(

soho Fish BaR E RistoRaNtE Restaurant

Elegant and typical restaurant 
drinkshopping, fishmonger’s

Japanese and Italian cuisine
Capacity: 30

sunday
from10th to 20th august - at Christmas time

lunch / dinner

Via XII October  272n - 16121   (c7)
Ph. +39 010 59 593 68 / Mob. +39 340 62 014 19
www.sushinside.it

Languages spoken: GB - Japanese

!YBP(

sUshi iNsiDE   Restaurant

Rustic restaurant
Genoese and Mediterranean cuisine

Capacity: 60 + 40 in dehor

from 1th to 7th january 
one week in august

lunch (monday-sunday) / dinner (friday-saturday on reservation only)

Passo Renato 1 - 16165 - STRUPPA
Ph. +39 010 40 457 01

Languages spoken: GB - F

!WM?

tRattoRia a NEUa CasEtta trattoria

Elegant restaurant
Japanese cuisine
Sushi and sashimi

Capacity: 70

monday and wednesday on lunch

lunch / dinner

Via Casaregis 9r - 16129 - FOCE   (F9)
Ph. +39 010 31 25 33
www.ristorantetakashi.it

Languages spoken: GB 

!YBM(

takashi sUshi REstaURaNt Ethnic Restaurant

historic and typical restaurant
Genoese cuisine, fish

Capacity: 65

sunday on dinner / monday
august

lunch / dinner

Via Trieste 9 cancello - 16145   (F9)
Ph. and fax +39 010 31 20 33
trattoriaandrea@hotmail.it
Indicated in guide books: 4  5  6  8  9  15 18

Languages spoken: GB - D - F

!YBMN

tRattoRia aNDREa Restaurant / trattoria

historic restaurant
Genoese cuisine

Capacity: 35 + 25 in dehor

monday
decided each year

lunch / dinner

Piazza Manin 16 - 16122   (b8)
Ph. +39 010 87 15 11
Indicated in guide books: 6

W?

tRattoRia aNtola trattoria

52 gENoa City



Area 2gENoa City
 PRICE RANGE 20/40 EUROS

 the recipe

 paNsoti pasta

Despite their national fame, this is a relatively recent addition to Genoese cuisine, 

invented as an alternative to the well-known ravioli. The name derives from the word 

‘pancia’ meaning belly, due to their ‘pot-belly’ shape, whilst in the Riviera they are also 

found in triangular and half-moon shapes.

Ingredients: for the dough: 450 g of flour, 1 glass of white wine, 1 egg, salt.

For the filling: 250 g of borage, 250 g of chards, 500 g of preboggion - a mixture of wild 

boiled greens, 200 g of prescinseua cheese, 20 g of butter, 50 g of grated parmesan 

cheese, 3 eggs, nutmeg, marjoram, salt.

Preparation: Arrange the flour into a mound and make a well in the middle. Pour in the 

egg, wine and salt. Knead until you get a smooth firm consistency, then flatten the dough 

with a mallet and leave it not thicker than 3 mm.

Allow the dough to rest under a tea towel while you prepare the filling.

Clean the vegetables and boil in an abundant amount of water, drain and chop finely. 

Place the chopped vegetables in a mixing bowl and add the prescinseua cheese, eggs, 

parmesan and melted butter and mix gently.

Finally flavour to taste with nutmeg, marjoram and salt.

Cut the dough roughly into 5 cm squares and place a spoonful of filling in the centre of 

each square: fold the dough over into small parcels, pressing on the edges to seal them.

A	few	suggestions:	the pansoti are cooked in 

salted boiling water for about 10 minutes and 

then drained with a skimmer; the traditional 

accompaniment is walnut sauce, but they also go 

well simply with butter and sage.

historic and typical restaurant, marine style
Ligurian and Italian cuisine, celiac-friendly

Farinata, focaccia with cheese, wood stove
Capacity: 50

wednesday 
from 1st to 20th july

lunch / dinner

Via Dante 54/56r - 16121   (c6)
Ph. +39 010 58 09 96
bedinristorante@libero.it
Indicated in guide books: 5  6  8  14 16 18

Languages spoken: GB - F - ES

!=WYBMP(

tRattoRia BEDiN Restaurant / trattoria / pizzeria

gENoa City     53

typical restaurant
Genoese cuisine

Capacity: 80

tuesday on dinner / wednesday
three weeks from 16th august

lunch / dinner

Salita Chiesa di Fontanegli 7r 
16165 - FONTANEGLI
Ph. +39 010 83 019 27
www.ristorantepaulin.eu

!M?(

tRattoRia Da paUliN trattoria



Area 2gENoa City
 PRICE RANGE 20/40 EUROS

Via Struppa 27 - 16165 - STRUPPA
Ph. +39 010 80 22 58
trattorialasosta@libero.it

Languages spoken: GB

!WBM?(

Rustic restaurant
Genoese cuisine

Capacity: 100

sunday 
august

lunch / dinner (friday e saturday)

tRattoRia la sosta trattoria

historic restaurant
Genoese, Italian

and Lombard cuisine
Capacity: 110

saturday on dinner / sunday 
august

lunch / dinner

Via Finocchiaro April 26r - 16129 - FOCE   (E8)
Ph. +39 010 59 46 29 - Fax +39 010 29 232 22
trattorialombarda@libero.it
Indicated in guide books: 6

Languages spoken: GB - D - F

!=WYB?NP(

tRattoRia loMBaRDa trattoria

typical restaurant
Genoese cuisine 

 

monday and tuesday
february / september

lunch / dinner

Salita Costa dei Ratti - 16144 - QUEZZI
Ph. +39 010 82 64 40

!Y?

tRattoRia pizzERia DRia trattoria / pizzeria

typical restaurant
Ligurian cuisine

Capacity: 80

monday 
january

lunch / dinner

Via ai Piani di Sant’Eusebio 4 - 16141 - SANT’EUSEBIO
Ph. +39 010 83 625 13

=YBMP(

tRattoRia REBEChECCo Restaurant / pizzeria

historic restaurant
Genoese cuisine

Capacity: 45

sunday
always open

lunch / dinner

Via Bernardo Castello 2r - 16121   (D7)
Ph. +39 010 54 00 32
Indicated in guide books: 2

!?P(

Ugo E Uga tavern

54 gENoa City

typical restaurant
Genoese and Mediterranean cuisine

Capacity: 50 + 80 in dehor

tuesday
first two weeks of september

lunch / dinner

Piazza alla Chiesa di Sant’Eusebio 2 
16141 - SANT’EUSEBIO
Ph. +39 010 83 528 00
mattegesi@hotmail.it
Indicated in guide books: 6
Languages spoken: Arabic

!=YBM?

tRattoRia gEsiNo trattoria



Area 2gENoa City
 PRICE RANGE UP tO 20 EUROS

 the recipe

 saRsa DE NOXI (WalNUt saUCE)

ingredients: 400 g of walnuts; 1 or 2 cloves of Vessalico garlic; the soft part of a bread roll 

soaked in milk, 100 g of parmesan cheese, 2 spoonfuls of prescinseua cheese, extra virgin 

olive oil, salt.

preparation: Immerse the walnuts in boiling water and remove the skin. Place the garlic 

and salt in a mortar (or blender) and gradually add the walnuts as you crush. When the 

resulting mixture is fine enough, transfer to a mixing 

bowl with the bread, prescinseua and parmesan 

cheese. Mix everything carefully. Mix in some oil to 

dilute the mixture to a creamy consistency.

A	few	suggestions: if the sauce is too dense, you can 

dilute it by adding some of the water the pasta was 

cooked in just before pouring over the pansoti.

Corso Podestà 33r - 16121   (D7)
Ph. and fax +39 010 54 12 00

Languages spoken: GB

YB?P(

typical bar
Genoese cuisine, home cooking

Capacity: 20

sunday 
second week of august 

lunch

al CoNViVio   Bar / snack bar

Piazza Marsala 5r - 16122   (b7)
Mob. +39 347 25 115 99
Indicated in guide books: 4

historic typical restaurant
Genoese cuisine

Capacity: 15

saturday e sunday 
summer

lunch / dinner

al 5 Rosso torte and farinata

typical restaurant on seafront
Capacity: 100

always open

dinner

Via Boccadasse 13 / 19 r   (b5 Eastern Genoa)
16146 - BOCCADASSE
Ph. +39 010 37 607 37  
www.anticoborgo.it 
bu.cc@hotmail.it
Languages spoken: GB 

WYBP

aNtiCo BoRgo   pizzeria / Focacceria / Farinata

historic restaurant
Farinata / Pizza Genoese tradition

Capacity: 70

wednesday 
august

dinner

Via Struppa 77r - 16165 - STRUPPA
Ph. +39 010 80 92 12

Languages spoken: GB - Russian

!=WYB

aNtiCo FoRNo Da MaRio pizzeria

gENoa City     55
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Rustic restaurant
Home cooking and celiac-friendly

Capacity: 60

monday
always open

lunch / dinner

Via di Creto 117r - 16165 - CRETO
Ph. and fax +39 010 83 012 01

!=WPN

BaRCaBà RistoRaNtE pizzERia Restaurant / pizzeria

Elegant restaurant
Italian and Mediterranean cuisine

Grilled meat specialties
Capacity: 65
sunday 

second week of august

lunch / dinner (in the theater season)

Corte Lambruschini 9 - 16129   (D9)
Ph. +39 010 57 044 07

Languages spoken: GB - F - ES - Romanian

WYB?P(

BaR DElla CoRtE Restaurant / Bar

Italian and International cuisine
Capacity: 15/20

always open
one week in august

lunch / dinner

Viale Brigata Bisagno 17r - 16129   (D8)
Ph. +39 010 58 03 36

Languages spoken: GB 

B?

BaR gioiEllo Restaurant / Bar

Home cooking
Capacity: 50

sunday
always open

lunch

Via Giovanni Torti 232r - 16143   (a4 Eastern Genoa)
Ph. +39 010 50 66 94

Languages spoken: GB - D - F - ES

=WB?(

BaR RiNo snack bar / Bar

56 gENoa City

Italian cuisine
Capacity: 50

monday on dinner 
decided each year

lunch / dinner

Piazza Savonarola 2r - 16129 - FOCE   (D9)
Ph. +39 010 59 602 70

Languages spoken: F

!=WYBM(

BaMBù trattoria / pizzeria

historic bar
Italian cuisine

Capacity: 15

always open

lunch

Piazza Manin 6r - 16122   (b8)
Mob. +39 348 90 460 37
gigen2@hotmail.com

Languages spoken: GB

=W

BaR BERtoli Wine bar / snack bar / Bar
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 the tradition

 PREBOggION

Legend has it that this mix of herbs was first made in Jerusalem during the First Crusade, 

when soldiers led by Godfrey of Bouillon, given their lack of food, went from door to door 

looking for herbs to make a soup (other versions say it was to make medicine) for their Lord. 

Whether or not there’s any truth to the legend, the custom of gathering wild herbs has 

been in Liguria for centuries; in the 19th century during the French siege, the women of the 

Bisagno Valley sold bundles of mixed herbs at the market called prebuggiun.

A true prebuggiun should be a mix of at least 7 wild 

herbs including: dandelions, lettuce, pimpernel, sow-

thistle, nettles, borage, wild chard, parsley, rampion, 

and early cabbages.

Genoese, home cooking and 
Mediterranean cuisine

Capacity: 70

sunday
15 days in august

lunch

Via Montevideo 39r - 16129   (D10)
Ph. +39 010 31 24 04 - Fax +39 010 86 911 52
www.barskipperge.it
info@barskipperge.it

Languages spoken: GB 

=B?(

BaR skippER RistoRazioNE trattoria

historic and typical bar
Genoese, Italian 

 and Mediterranean cuisine
Capacity: 40

always open
20 days in august

lunch / dinner (evenings only in the soccer championship)

Via Canevari 201/207A r - 16139   (b9)
Ph. +39 010 81 08 55 - Fax +39 010 85 967 04

Languages spoken: GB - ES

!=WM(

BaR toMoka trattoria / snack bar / Fast Food

Genoese and Italian cuisine
sandwiches craft

Capacity: 35

sunday
always open

lunch

Via XXV Aprile 26r - 16123   (c6)
Ph. +39 010 27 706 26

Languages spoken: GB - F

B(

BAR 25 snack bar / Bar

Via G. D’Annunzio 32n - 16121   (D6)
Ph. +39 010 59 35 57

Languages spoken: GB - ES

=WB

historic restaurant
Genoese and Italian cuisine

Capacity: 250

saturday / sunday
always open

lunch

Big ExpREss REstaURaNt Restaurant / pizzeria / self service

gENoa City     57
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 PRICE RANGE UP tO 20 EUROS

Elegant restaurant
Italian and Mediterranean cuisine

celiac-friendly
Capacity: 106

sunday on lunch 
always open

lunch / dinner

Via Innocenzo IV 7r - 16128   (D6)
Ph. +39 010 86 001 39
www.aperitifagenova.com
info@blancogenova.com

Languages spoken: GB - ES

!=WYBM?(

BlaNCo Restaurant / aperitif / Buffet 

historic bar
Genoese and Italian cuisine

Capacity: 80

sunday 
always open

lunch

Via Brigata Liguria 77r - 16121   (D8)
Ph. +39 010 57 057 17 - Fax +39 178 60 241 48
ceresa.srl@virgilio.it

Languages spoken: GB 

=YB?(

CaVo - BaR DEgli apERitiVi Restaurant / snack bar

historic restaurant
Genoese cuisine

Capacity: 50

sunday
august

lunch

Via Santa Zita 20r - 16129   (D9)
Ph. +39 010 58 07 98

Languages spoken: GB - F

=B(

El MERENDERo trattoria / Bar

typical home cooking restaurant
Genoese, Mediterranean and Neapolitan cuisine

Meat and fish grilled
Capacity: 400

wednesday on dinner
always open

lunch / dinner

Corso Gastaldi 191r - 16131   (a4 Eastern Genoa)
Ph. +39 010 52 201 71 - 52 217 61
www.fuorigrotta.net
info@fuorigrotta.net

!=WYBM?(

FUoRigRotta Restaurant / pizzeria

 the recipe

 CaNEstRElli
These sweets have been known in Genoa for centuries, so much so that they appear on 
coins of the genovini d’oro currency from 13th-century Genoa, in their classic 6 point shape.
The origin of these biscuits is claimed by Torriglia, an inland town on the outskirts of 
Genoa that celebrates the history of the biscuits each year with a special fair, yet many 
other varieties are found in towns and villages all over the province.
ingredients: 300 g of fine flour, 1 egg yolk, 250 g of butter, 100 g of sugar.
preparation: Make a mound with the flour with a well in the centre and add the egg yolk, 
soft butter and sugar. Knead the mixture well into a smooth consistency and leave to 
rest for a while. Then work the dough by hand to make an about 1 cm thick sheet. 
With a suitable 6 pointed pastry cutter, cut out the canestrelli shapes and brush 
with the leftover egg white before placing in the oven. Cook at 140°C for about 20 
minutes, until they have a golden brown colour. 
A	few	suggestions: a glass of liquor or grated lemon rind can be added to the 
mixture according to taste. To serve you can sprinkle with icing sugar or dip them 
in dark chocolate, then let them cool.
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typical bar

sunday

lunch / dinner

Via San Vincenzo 41r - 16121   (c8)
Ph. and fax +39 010 58 93 04
www.barettogallese.it
info@barettogallese.it

B(

il BaREtto gallEsE Fast Food

historic and typical restaurant
Genoese and Ligurian cuisine

Capacity: 50

 sunday
second week of august

lunch / dinner

Via Galata 35r - 16121   (c8)
Ph. +39 010 86 929 37 - Fax +39 010 50 32 39
www.ilgenovese.com
rossi.magazzino@fastwebnet.it
Indicated in guide books: 2  
Languages spoken: GB - F - ES

!WYBP(

il gENoVEsE trattoria

typical and rustic restaurant 

Italian cuisine

Capacity: 250

always open

dinner

Via Boccadasse 37 r   (b5 Eastern Genoa)
16146 - BOCCADASSE
Ph. +39 010 30 762 51  

Languages spoken: GB 

WYNP(

il gUsCio pizzeria / spaghetteria

Elegant and scenografic restaurant

Italian cuisine / aperitif

Capacity: 80

saturday e sunday on lunch
always open

lunch / dinner

Via XII October 196r - 16121   (c7)
Ph. +39 010 59 584 96 
www.ristoranteilguscio.it
info@ ristoranteilguscio.it

Languages spoken: GB 

YB

il gUsCio Restaurant

Japanese cuisine
Capacity: 50

monday / sunday on lunch
always open

lunch / dinner

Via Fiasella 70r - 16121   (D7)
Ph. +39 010 40 772 69

Languages spoken: GB - Japanese

YB(

italiaN & japaNEsE DiNiNg Ethnic Restaurant

practical and informal restaurant
Genoese, Italian and

Mediterranean cuisine, celiac-friendly
Capacity: 600

always open

lunch / dinner

Viale Brigata Bisagno 8/10r - 16129   (D8)
Ph. +39 010 58 02 11 - Fax +39 010 56 14 31
www.kilt-express.it
info@kilt-express.it

WYBP(

kilt ExpREss Restaurant / pizzeria / self service
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Elegant restaurant
Genoese and Italian cuisine

Capacity: 100

sunday
always open

lunch

Via XX September 274r - 16121   (c6)
Ph. and fax +39 010 55 391 38
laborsadiarlecchino@libero.it

Languages spoken: GB - F - ES

!=WB?P(

la BoRsa Di aRlECChiNo Restaurant

Genoese cuisine
Capacity: 60

monday / saturday and sunday on lunch
from 15th august to the 1st  week of september

lunch / dinner

Via Donghi 25r - 16132   (a4 Eastern Genoa)
Ph. +39 010 50 38 69

!=WY(

la ChioCCiola Restaurant / pizzeria

Rustic restaurant
Genoese, home cooking

and Italian cuisine
Capacity: 60

monday 
last three weeks of august

dinner

Piazza Martinez 43/44r - 16143   (a3 Eastern Genoa)
Ph. +39 010 50 33 52

Languages spoken: F

!YB

la CigalE Restaurant / pizzeria / Farinata

 the recipe

 saCRipaNtiNa
This sweet doesn’t have particularly ancient origins, but has certainly established itself as a 
symbol of the Genoese pastry-making. It was first invented in 1875, when the master baker 
Giovanni Preti had the idea and began making them. It’s not clear where the name came 
from, but a reasonable guess might be from the legendary hero Sacripante, a strong and 
merciful warrior from a poem by Ludovico Ariosto. With its mini dome shape, the sweet 
encloses layers of sponge cake soaked in liquor, coffee, cocoa and butter cream.
ingredients: one whole sponge cake, 6 egg yolks, 150 g sugar, 250 g of butter, 150 g of 
dark chocolate, dry marsala, maraschino, brandy, 200 g of icing sugar, 200 g of amaretto 
biscuits, a cup of coffee.
preparation: slice the sponge cake horizontally into 6 equal-sized circles. Remove the 
crust around the edge but save it to crumble with the amaretto biscuits later.
Mix the egg yolks, sugar and marsala in a water bath until you get a dense cream. Whilst 
this cools, sieve the icing sugar and mix with the butter using a wooden spoon, producing 
a creamy mixture, which you then add to the egg mixture. After mixing well, divide the 
resulting mixture in half: to one part add the espresso coffee, and to the other add the 
chocolate, broken into pieces. Cover a cake tin with kitchen foil, place a piece of sponge 
cake inside soaked with diluted maraschino, pour over some of the coffee cream mixture 
and cover with a second piece of sponge cake. Soak once again with the maraschino and 
spread the chocolate cream on top. Always spread the cream thicker in the centre than 
round the edges, so that the sponge cake gets a dome shape. Continue to alternate the 
sponge and layers of chocolate and coffee cream. Place the last piece of sponge on top 
and this time soak it with brandy, spread over the remaining cream and sprinkle the dome 
with the crumbs from the sponge cake and crushed amaretto biscuits; finally sprinkle with 
icing sugar. Allow the dessert to set in the fridge for at least 3 hours before serving.

A	few	suggestions: you can use cocoa powder instead of dark chocolate, and you can 
also try adding pieces of candied fruits.
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typical restaurant
Italian and home cooking cuisine

Capacity: 150

monday
always open

dinner

Via Costanzi 40 - 16135 - OREGINA   (a4)
Ph. +39 010 24 253 75

Languages spoken: GB 

!=WYM?NP

la Rosa NEl paRCo Restaurant / pizzeria

Modern bar
Genoese, Italian 

and Sardinian cuisine (on reservation only)
Capacity: 130

sunday
always open

lunch / dinner (on reservation only)

Via Pedullà 7 - 16165 - STRUPPA
Ph. +39 010 83 010 91

WB?P(

lollo BaR snack bar / Bar

typical restaurant
Pizza, focaccia, farinata

Capacity: 110

sunday 
august

dinner

Corso Magenta 29r - 16125   (b7)
Ph. +39 010 25 132 86
Indicated in guide books: 2

!YB

la FUNiColaRE pizzeria

Elegant restaurant 
suitable for work lunches

Genoese and Italian cuisine
Capacity: 50

saturday / sunday
always open

lunch

Via Gabriele D’Annunzio 4 - 16121   (D6)
Ph. +39 010 59 28 32
valter.pagano@alice.it
Indicated in guide books: 6

Languages spoken: GB 

=B?(

MasCaREt Restaurant

always open

lunch / dinner

Via Fiume 5r - 16121   (D8)
Ph. +39 010 58 14 95 - Fax +39 010 58 59 29
bordenave@tin.it
 

MC DoNalD’s Fast Food

always open

lunch / dinner

Via XX September 207r - 16121   (c7)
Ph. +39 010 58 56 22 - Fax +39 010 58 59 62
bordenave@tin.it
 

MC DoNalD’s Fast Food
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typical restaurant
Genoese cuisine

Capacity: 80

monday / tuesday
always open

dinner

Via di Pino 171r - 16138 - PINO SOPRANO
Ph. +39 010 83 585 75

Languages spoken: GB - D - F - ES

!WY?

MoNDo pizza pizzeria

typical restaurant
Genoese cuisine

Capacity: 40

tuesday
always open

lunch / dinner

Largo Merlo 269r/271r - 16144 - QUEZZI
Ph. +39 010 83 270 10

!?P

MoRDi E FUggi Restaurant / pizzeria

Genoese, Italian, International
and Mediterranean cuisine

Capacity: 80

always open

lunch

Largo XII October 47/51r - 16121   (c7)
Ph. +39 010 56 67 22 - Fax +39 010 59 40 53
www.moodytime.it
info@moodytime.it

Languages spoken: GB - D - F - ES

=WYBP(

MooDy Restaurant / self service / Cafè / pasticceria

always open

lunch / dinner

Piazzale dei Traghetti   (b2)
c/o Terminal Traghetti - 16126
Ph. +39 010 25 438 87 - Fax +39 010 25 438 08
bordenave@tin.it

M

MC DoNalD’s Fast Food

62 gENoa City

 the tradition

 WiNEs
There are only a few wines produced in the territory around Genoa, and they derive principally 
from the Albarola variety, also known as bianchetta genovese. The main area of production is the 
Polcevera valley to the West of the city, where the land has proved to be more suitable for this type 
of cultivation. Today, the few producers left have managed to achieve coveted awards: Valpolcevera 
and Valpolcevera	di	Coronata have both been assigned PDO, whilst Colline del Genovesato 
has Geographical Indication (GI). Valpolcevera	and	Colline	del	Genovesato can be red, white 
or rosé (from the union of bianchetta and dolcetto, sangiovese or ciliegiolo varieties), whereas 
Coronata, named after the hill overlooking Genoa, is only white. The white wines (mainly Albarola, 
with vermentino or lumassina grapes) are dry and come still and sparkling, with alcohol contents 
of between 11 and 12 per cent. They often offer scents of flowers, fruits and resin with a slightly 
sulphurous aftertaste: in the past this could have been a defect in the conservation in old wooden 
barrels, but today is an appreciated quality in a wine. All these wines, that are better consumed 
young, should be served chilled and go perfectly with the typical cuisine: from the first courses of 
pasta al pesto to the main courses of and fried fish, vegetable tarts and stuffed vegetables, to the 
grilled fish and, naturally, all types of focaccia.
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traditional bar
Home cooking

Capacity: 80

saturday / sunday
always open

lunch

Corso Europa 32/34 - 16126   (a4)
Ph. +39 010 86 867 54

Languages spoken: GB - F - ES 

?

NUoVo EURopEo Restaurant / Bar

Italian cuisine
Capacity: 40

sunday and holidays 
august

lunch

Via Ettore Vernazza 54 - 16121   (c6)
Ph. +39 010 56 50 13

Languages spoken: GB - D - F - Polish

B?(

MR CoFFEE Restaurant / Bar

historic and typical restaurant
Genoese cuisine

Capacity: 38

august

dinner

Via Piacenza 54r - 16138 - STAGLIENO
Ph. +39 010 83 581 93 - Fax +39 010 45 501 84
www.ostaja.it
info@ostaja.it
Indicated in guide books: 6  8
Languages spoken: GB - F - ES

!YB

ostaja tavern

Via San Vincenzo 64r - 16121   (c8)
Ph. and fax +39 010 56 57 65
Indicated in guide books: 8

Languages spoken: GB - ES

W(

historic and typical restaurant
Genoese cuisine

Capacity: 80

sunday 
august

lunch / dinner

ostaja saN ViNCENzo trattoria / Friggitoria

GENOA CIty     63

Modern restaurant
Genoese, Italian

and Mediterranean cuisine
Capacity: 30

always open

lunch / dinner

Via San Vincenzo 51r - 16121   (c8)
Ph. +39 010 56 28 60
pastawaysanvincenzo@gmail.com

Languages spoken: GB 

=BP(

pastaWay saN ViNCENzo snack bar / Fast Food / take away

Modern restaurant
Genoese, Italian, International

and Mediterranean cuisine
Hot and cold dishes, sandwiches and crepes

Capacity: 100

august

lunch

Via XII October 24r - 16121   (c7)
Ph. +39 010 56 23 50 - Fax +39 010 53 039 30
www.piatto-ricco.it
info@piatto-ricco.it

Languages spoken: GB 

=WYBP(

piatto RiCCo self service
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Rustic restaurant
Home cooking

Capacity: 60

monday on dinner
always open

lunch from monday to saturday / dinner (only pizza)

Largo San Francesco da Paola 4r - 16127   (a2)
Ph. +39 010 24 293 37

Languages spoken: GB 

WYB?P(

piCColo paRaDiso trattoria / pizzeria / Bar

typical restaurant
Genoese and Italian cuisine

monday

dinner

Via Brigata Salerno - STURLA   (a5 Eastern Genoa)
(inside the barracks “V. Veneto”) - 16147
Mob. +39 338 45 528 53
Indicated in guide books: 6

!WM?NP

pizzERia DEl CaRaBiNiERE pizzeria

typical restaurant on seafront
Genoese cuisine and celiac-friendly

Capacity: 100/160

monday
always open

dinner

Via Felice Cavallotti 1Ar   (b5 Eastern Genoa)
16145 - BOCCADASSE
Ph. +39 010 39 55 42
rostesrl@gmail.com

Languages spoken: GB 

!WYB?P

pizza Rò Restaurant / pizzeria

sober and classic restaurant
Chinese cuisine

Capacity: 45

always open

lunch / dinner

Via E. De Amicis 30/34r - 16122   (c8)
Ph. +39 010 58 90 87

Languages spoken: Chinese

=YBM(

RE Naja Ethnic Restaurant

historic restaurant
Chinese, Thai and sushi cuisine

Capacity: 100

always open

lunch / dinner

Via XX September 36/4 - 16121   (c6)
Ph. +39 010 54 02 84

Languages spoken: GB - F - Chinese

!=WYB(

RistoRaNtE CiNEsE paRigi Ethnic Restaurant

Easy restaurant
Chinese cuisine

Capacity: 70

monday on lunch
always open

lunch / dinner

Corso Torino 50/52/54r - 16129   (E9)
Ph. +39 010 58 84 56
Indicated in guide books: 18

Languages spoken: Chinese

Y(

RistoRaNtE CiNEsE DRago D’oRo Ethnic Restaurant
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Elegant restaurant
Italian cuisine

Capacity: 30

sunday on lunch
always open

lunch / dinner

Via XXV April 32r - 16123   (c6)
Ph. +39 010 83 919 24
www.sciusciaesciorbi.it

Languages spoken: GB - D - F - ES - Russian

BP

Rustic restaurant
Genoese and Italian cuisine

Capacity: 40

sunday
always open

lunch

Passo Ponte Carrega 3r - 16141 - STAGLIENO
Mob. +39 335 82 292 81

Languages spoken: F - Bulgarian - Russian - Hungarian

=MN

historic restaurant
Genoese cuisine

Capacity: 110

sunday 
august / from 25th december to 1st january

lunch / dinner (thursday and friday)

Vico Testadoro 14r - 16123   (c6)
Ph. +39 010 58 10 80
trattoria.damaria@alice.it
Indicated in guide books: 8

Languages spoken: GB - F

!=WY(

Genoese cuisine
Capacity: 50

monday 
august

lunch / dinner

Via Tortosa 56/58r - 16139 - MARASSI   (a10)
Ph. +39 010 83 950 16

 

YBP(

RistoRaNtE pizzERia 58R Restaurant / pizzeria

Chinese cuisine
Capacity: 50

monday 
august

lunch / dinner

Corso Sardegna 304r - 16142   (c10)
Ph. +39 010 83 139 26

Languages spoken: Dutch - Chinese

!B(

RistoRaNtE NUoVa CiNa Ethnic Restaurant

Elegant restaurant
Genoese, Italian 

Mediterranean and Calabrian cuisine
Capacity: 60

always open 
metà august

lunch  

Piazza Rossetti 16 r - 16129 - FOCE   (a8)
Ph. +39 010 58 05 59  
bagpipes@fastwebnet.it

Languages spoken: GB 

!=WB?(

sails & BagpipEs   Easy Restaurant

sCiUsCià E sCioRBì pizzeria

tRattoRia al BiVaCCo trattoria

tRattoRia Da MaRia trattoria / tavern
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typical restaurant
Genoese, Italian

and Mediterranean cuisine
Capacity: 25

monday 
august

lunch / dinner (friday and saturday)

Via Tortosa 55r - 16139 - MARASSI   (a10)

Languages spoken: F

!=WBP(

typical restaurant
Genoese, Italian, International

and South American cuisine
Capacity: 120

monday on dinner
always open

lunch / dinner

Via Finocchiaro April 34 - 16129 - FOCE   (E8)
Ph. +39 010 59 37 06

Languages spoken: GB - D - F - ES - Arabic

!=WYBP(

Piazza Terralba 34r - 16143   (a3 Eastern Genoa)
Mob. +39 335 52 739 23 / +39 347 84 402 28
trattoriavegiaterralba@gmail.com

Languages spoken: GB - ES

=WB

historic and typical restaurant
Genoese and Mediterranean cuisine

Capacity: 70

sunday

lunch / dinner (friday and saturday)

historic restaurant
Genoese cuisine

Capacity: 40

sunday 
august

lunch / dinner (friday and saturday)

Via Geirato 36 - 16138 - CARTAGENOVA
Ph. +39 010 83 602 77 / Mob. +39 348 41 687 61
www.trattoriaipiloin.it
bisio.maurizio@tiscali.it

Languages spoken: GB - F

!=?(

Via Cesarea 78r / 84r - 16121   (D8)
Ph. +39 010 53 01 99 
zenazuena@gmail.com

Languages spoken: GB

!YB?(

typical restaurant
Genoese cuisine

Capacity: 100

sunday
always open

lunch / dinner

typical restaurant
Chinese and Thai cuisine

also Take-away
Capacity: 60

monday
decided each year

lunch / dinner

Via Maddaloni 5r - 16129 - FOCE   (E8)
Ph. +39 010 54 24 35

Languages spoken: GB - Chinese

!=YB(

tRattoRia Ugo il piRata trattoria / pizzeria

tRattoRia VEgia tERRalBa trattoria / snack bar

VEgia ostaja i piloiN trattoria

zENa zUENa pizzeria / tavern

tRattoRia Da tRigliEtta trattoria

zEN RistoRaNtE Wo Ethnic Restaurant
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Marina Genova Aeroporto - SESTRI PONENTE  (b8 Western Genoa)
Via Pionieri e Aviatori d’Italia 44 - 16154
Ph. +39 010 65 491 - Fax +39 010 65 490 55
www.sheratongenova.com - direzione@sheratongenova.com
Indicated in guide books: 2  3
Languages spoken: GB - D - F - ES

!WYBM?P

Via F. Rolla 36r   (b10 Western Genoa)
16152 - CORNIGLIANO
Ph. +39 010 65 188 91
Indicated in guide books: 1  3  5  6  7  8  9  18

Languages spoken: GB

!WYBM

historic restaurant
Ligurian cuisine
Capacity: 45/50

saturday and sunday 
august

lunch / dinner

Elegant restaurant
Genoese, Italian,

and Mediterranean cuisine, celiac-friendly
Capacity: 80

always open

lunch / dinner

BistRot alBatRos C/o hotEl shERatoN Restaurant

Da MaRiNo Restaurant

Via Cerusa 63r - 16158 
VOLTRI   (a1 Western Genoa)
Ph. and Fax +39 010 61 018 89
www.lavogliamatta.org - info@lavogliamatta.org
Indicated in guide books: 1  3  10
Languages spoken: GB - F

!YBP

Elegant, modern and minimalist restaurant
Innovative cuisine of fish 

Capacity: 30

sunday dinner and monday 
decided yearly

lunch / dinner

la Voglia Matta Restaurant

Piazza A. Sciesa 24r   (a2 Western Genoa)
16157 - PRà
Ph. +39 010 66 23 34

Languages spoken: GB

WYB

typical restaurant
Italian cuisine

Capacity: 65

tuesday / wednesday 
always open

lunch / dinner

RistoRaNtE saVio Restaurant

Via Pionieri ed Aviatori d’Italia   (b8 Western Genoa)
16154 - SESTRI PONENTE
Ph. +39 010 65 940 50
www.marinaplace.it
info@marinaplace.it
Languages spoken: GB - F

!=WYBM?P

Elegant restaurant and on seafront
Ligurian and Mediterranean cuisine, 

celiac-friendly 
Capacity: 80+10

sunday dinner / monday 
from 10th to 20th august 

lunch / dinner

MaRiNaplaCE REstaURaNt Restaurant

Piazza Pontedecimo 28r 16164 - PONTEDECIMO
Ph. +39 010 78 552 18
www.Restaurantscalvinipontedecimo.com

Languages spoken: GB - F

!=WYBP

Elegant restaurant
Italian, Mediterranean, 

seafood and seasonal cuisine 
Capacity: 35/40

tuesday / saturday lunch 
january

lunch / dinner

RistoRaNtE sCalViNi Restaurant
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Viale G. Modugno 33r   (a5 Western Genoa)
16156 - PEGLI
Ph. +39 010 69 693 51

Languages spoken: GB - D - F - ES

!=YB

historic restaurant
Genoese cuisine

Capacity: 40

friday 
august / september

lunch / dinner

RistoRaNtE tRattoRia MiRo trattoria

Piazza Lido di Pegli 5r   (a6 Western Genoa)
16156 - PEGLI
Ph. +39 010 69 737 74 - Fax +39 010 66 710 84
www.Restaurantteresa.it
Restaurant.teresa@libero.it
Languages spoken: GB

!WYBP

Elegant restaurant
Italian and Mediterranean cuisine, 

celiac-friendly
Capacity: 45/50

sunday dinner and monday lunch 
 decided yearly

lunch / dinner

RistoRaNtE tEREsa “sapERE Di sapoRi” Restaurant

Via Camozzini 142r   (a1 Western Genoa)
16153 - VOLTRI
Ph. +39 010 61 318 24
www.trattorialemerle.it
paololemerle@gmail.com
Languages spoken: GB - F - ES

!YP

Restaurant on seafront
Mediterranean cuisine

Capacity: 45

monday

lunch / dinner

tRattoRia lE MERlE Restaurant

Via Sampierdarena 261r   (b11 Western Genoa)
16149 - SAMPIERDARENA
Ph. +39 010 41 29 03 - Mob. +39 347 35 431 16
www.trattoriaserra.it
info@trattoriaserra.it - enricotrucco01@libero.it
Languages spoken: GB - F - ES

!YBM

historic typical restaurant
Genoese cuisine,

cooking fish 
Capacity: 35/40

always open

lunch / dinner

tRattoRia sERRa Restaurant / trattoria
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 the tradition

 ChRistMas lUNCh

If you happen to be in Genoa at Christmas, look for a restaurant that serves the city’s traditional 

Christmas lunch. In days gone by, lunch would begin in the afternoon with maccheroni in 

chicken broth. The boiled chicken would then be served with sweet pickles, today often 

substituted with a parsley sauce. In harder times, the creative housewives adapted this dish 

to use dried bread, small fish and vegetables to replace the costly meat; today this dish is a 

popular delicacy, using quality fish and garnished with shellfish and lobster. From the 16th 

century, roast turkey with potatoes appeared on Genoese tables. For dessert, sweet fried milk, 

fresh, dried and candied fruit, chocolates, pandolce (sweet bread) that should contain a sprig of 

laurel leaves in the centre for good luck. The honour of cutting the portions was of the eldest at 

the table, u baccan (the head of the family in the local dialect) and two portions had to be set 

aside: one for the first passer-by to come to the door and the other for Saint Blaise, patron saint 

of the throat, to be eaten later to protect you from getting a sore throat. The traditional wine 

would be Coronata white, whilst the sweets were served with Sciacchetrà, a local and prestigious 

dessert wine.
Continued on p. 70
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Rustic restaurant
Genoese and Piedmontese cuisine

Capacity: 100

two weeks later on 6th January
two weeks later on 15th August 

friday and saturday lunch and dinner / sunday
lunch / weekdays by reservation 

Via Pegli 2Ar - 16156 - PEGLI   (a5 Western Genoa)
Ph. +39 010 94 154 76
spiaggiadoria@tiscali.it

Languages spoken: GB - D - F

!WY?P

Via Superiore dell’Olba 41 
16158 - CREVARI
Ph. +39 010 61 014 35
www.anticaosteriacampenave.it

!=WYBMNPX

Piazza Nostra Signora del Gazzo 3r 
16154 - SESTRI PONENTE
Mob. +39 338 44 001 87
www.osteriadelgazzo.it
Languages spoken: 
GB - D - F - ES - Dutch

!=WMP

Rustic and green restaurant
Genoese cuisine, celiac-friendly

 and barbecue
Capacity: 80 + 200 outdoors 

monday / tuesday / wednesday / thursday 
always open

lunch / dinner

Restaurant on seafront
Mediterranean cuisine

Capacity: 40 + 50 summer terrace
monday 

from november to march

lunch / dinner

Via Siracusa 2r   (a7 Western Genoa)
16154 - SESTRI PONENTE
Ph. +39 010 60 498 63
Indicated in guide books: 8

Languages spoken: ES

!WYB?N

typical restaurant
Ligurian cuisine, fresh seafood specialties

Capacity: 40/50 - 65/70 in summer

sunday / monday 
august / Christmas period

lunch / dinner

aNDREa DoRia “pizza & REstaURaNt” Restaurant / pizzeria

aNtiCa ostERia CaMpENaVE tavern with kitchen

aNtiCa ostERia DEl gazzo tavern with kitchen

aNtiCa tRattoRia BaRisoNE Restaurant / trattoria

70 WEstERN gENoa

 the tradution

 ChRistMas lUNCh
The day after, to celebrate Saint Stephen, the traditional menu that is still enjoyed by many 
families in Genoa, would typically include:
Meat ravioli with tocco (a flavoursome sauce made by slow cooking the meat with 
tomatoes); tocco (the meat left after the cooking of the sauce); fried vegetables, fresh fruit 
(especially mandarins) and dried fruits and walnuts; pandolce.
End of year celebrations, too, were associated with a special menu, when on New Year’s Eve 
tripe was prepared, reputed to be a good omen for the coming year, and on New Year’s 
Day corzetti	della	Valpolcevera were served, a typical disk-shaped pasta with roast pork 
sauce. The customary dessert was a serving of grapes that were allowed to dry after being 
harvested, also thought to bring in good luck and prosperity for the New Year.
A saying among the Genoese goes “Epifania bianca lasagna”, so on the 6th of January to 
celebrate Epiphany and the first special celebration of the year, it was strict custom to serve 
lasagne, white like the angel, and anicini biscuits for dessert.

Continued. from p. 69
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Corso Martinetti 317r   (b1 Western Genoa)
16149 - SAMPIERDARENA
Ph. +39 010 46 73 82

!WY?

Via R.A. Vigna 70r   (a8 Western Genoa)
16154 - SESTRI PONENTE
Ph. +39 010 60 498 60
www.trattoriaceraunavolta.it - info@trattoriaceraunavolta.it
Indicated in guide books: 6
Languages spoken: GB - F

!=Y(

historic and typical restaurant
Genoese and ancient Ligurian cuisine 

Capacity: 40

monday dinner

lunch / dinner

typical restaurant
Genoese cuisine

Capacity: 60

monday dinner / tuesday  
july / august

lunch / dinner

Via B. Ghiglione 35r   (b11 Western Genoa)
16149 - SAMPIERDARENA
Ph. +39 010 64 293 82 - Mob. +39 347 36 441 73
www.dammideltugenova.it
info@dammideltugenova.it
Languages spoken: GB - F - ES

!=WYB?(

Marina Genova Aeroporto    (b8 Western Genoa)
Via Pionieri e Aviatori d’Italia 195 
16154 - SESTRI PONENTE
Ph. +39 010 61 488 51 - Fax +39 65 226 49
goods.ge@gmail.com
Languages spoken: GB - F

!WYBM?P

homely restaurant
Italian, vegetarian and vegan cuisine

Capacity: 35

always open
All Saints / Christmas / Easter

lunch / dinner

Elegant restaurant and on seafront
Genoese and Mediterranean cuisine

Capacity: 120

monday
always open

lunch / dinner

aNtiCa tRattoRia DEi CaCCiatoRi trattoria

C’ERa UNa Volta... trattoria

DaMMiDEltU Restaurant / Wine bar and pub with kitchen / appetizers / Breakfast

gooDs Restaurant
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 the recipe

 salsa VERDE gENoVEsE (gENOEsE PaRsLEY saUCE)
This sauce, also called bagnetto, should not be confused with the salsa verde of 
Piedmont, as the Genoese salsa verde is more fragrant, delicate and more easily 
digestible. It is perfect for accompanying boiled meats (such as cappone at Christmas), 
cima or even with fish - in fact it’s one of the basic ingredients in capponmagro.
ingredients: 1 large bunch of parsley, 1 clove of garlic, 5 green olives with the stones 
removed, 30 g of capers, the soft part of a bread roll soaked in vinegar, a handful of pine 
kernels, 1 salted anchovy, 1 boiled egg yolk, extra virgin olive oil, lemon juice, coarse salt, 
pepper.
preparation: Crush the garlic with the salt, pine kernels and olives 
using a pestle and mortar (or a blender), then add the finely 
chopped parsley. Mix the ingredients well adding the olive oil 
little by little until you get a smooth and creamy consistency. 
Finally add the lemon juice and season with salt and pepper to 
taste.
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72 WEstERN gENoa

Piazza Giovanni Antonio Aprosio   (a8 Western Genoa)
16154 - SESTRI PONENTE
Ph. +39 010 61 439 52
stefania.brenda@tiscali.it
Indicated in guide books: 6
Languages spoken: GB

!WYB?(

historic restaurant
Italian cuisine
Capacity: 100

sunday
always open

lunch / dinner

Via Pegli 19 - 16156 - PEGLI  (a5 Western Genoa)
Ph. +39 010 69 679 50

!YB

Lungomare di Pegli 79r  (a6 Western Genoa)
16155 - PEGLI
Ph. +39 010 40 741 56
www.laroseentable.it - info@laroseentable.it
Indicated in guide books: 15 18
Languages spoken: GB (menu GB - F)

!=WYBMP(

Restaurant on seafront and provencal-style 
Genoese cuisine, celiac-friendly,
with seasonal and local products

Capacity: 25/30

monday 
a few days in september and in january

sunday and holidays lunch and dinner / dinner

Rustic restaurant
Ligurian cuisine, fish and meat specialties

Capacity: 50

wednesday  
first and second week of September 

lunch only sunday / dinner

typical restaurant
Genoese and Mediterranean cuisine

Capacity: 120

sunday 
from 1st to 7th january / from 12th to 20th august

lunch / dinner

Via G.B. Carpaneto 18r   (a11 Western Genoa)
16149 - SAMPIERDARENA
Ph. and Fax +39 010 64 389 25

Languages spoken: 
GB - D - F - ES - Arabic

!=WYBMNP(

Piazza Montano 24r   (b10 Western Genoa)
16151 - SAMPIERDARENA
Ph. +39 010 46 56 07 - Fax +39 010 64 695 69
Indicated in guide books: 4  5  6

Languages spoken: GB - F

!=WYB

Elegant, historic and typical restaurant;
smoking room 

Genoese, Tuscan, Italian 
and Mediterranean cuisine, celiac-friendly 

Capacity: 60

always open

lunch / dinner

iN sCia Ciassa Restaurant / pizzeria

la pigNatta Restaurant / pizzeria

la RosE EN taBlE ViNo E DEsiNaRE Restaurant

lE sCUDERiE DEll’astRoNaUta Restaurant / pizzeria

la toRRE DEl MaNgia Restaurant

Via Prà 122 - 16157 - PRà   (a2 Western Genoa)
Ph. +39 010 66 62 48

Languages spoken: F

!WYBMP

typical restaurant
Genoese and Italian cuisine

Capacity: 90

wednesday  
august

dinner

il gUFo Restaurant / pizzeria / Wine bar with kitchen
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Via Pietro Paolo Rubens 15/16r - 16158 - VOLTRI
Ph. +39 010 61 375 60

Languages spoken: GB - F - Arabic

!WYB

Restaurant on seafront
Mediterranean cuisine, celiac-friendly

Capacity: 40

monday 
november  

lunch / dinner

Via Chiaravagna 35r   (a8 Western Genoa)
16153 - SESTRI PONENTE
Ph. +39 010 60 406 26

!BP(

Via A. Cantore   (b11 Western Genoa)
16126 - SAMPIERDARENA
Ph. +39 010 64 841 - Fax +39 010 64 848 44
www.accorhotels.com - h1709-re@accor.com
Indicated in guide books: 6  11
Languages spoken: GB - D - F - ES

=WYBMP

Elegant restaurant
Italian cuisine, celiac-friendly 

Capacity: 130

always open

lunch / dinner

typical restaurant
Mediterranean cuisine

Capacity: 50

monday
always open

dinner

lo sCRigNo Restaurant

MURalE Restaurant / pizzeria

NoVotEl gENoVa oVEst Restaurant

 the recipe

 CappoNMagRo
This masterpiece of Genoese cuisine is a dish with a list of ingredients as long as the 
preparation time, and perhaps for this reason it only appears at Christmas time.
ingredients: 3 large potatoes, 1 red beetroot, 1 small cauliflower, 4 Albenga artichokes, 8 
carrots, 350 g of scorzonera, 1 white fish of about 1 kg (sea bass, sea bream, capon, hake or 
other), 250 g of Gallette del Marinaio (dried biscuits), extra virgin olive oil, salt, white wine 
vinegar, 1 lemon, salsa verde. For garnish: 1 lobster, shellfish and molluscs according to 
preference (recommended are the red prawns from Santa Margherita Ligure), 2 boiled eggs, 
black or green olives (as preferred).
preparation: Prepare the salsa verde the day before you want to cook the capponmagro 
(making it slightly runnier than usual), so that it can rest in the fridge for 24 hours. Boil the 
cleaned fish in salted water, drain and remove the flesh from the bones, taking care to 
eliminate any small bones that may remain. Flavour with oil, salt and a little lemon juice and 
set aside. Whilst boiling the eggs, prepare the vegetables as follows: peel, wash and boil 
each of the vegetables separately in salted water until they’re al dente. Drain and cut into 
sliced or cubes, and season with oil, salt and a little vinegar. Put the vegetables aside and 
begin preparing the shellfish for the garnish, again separately. Drain and set aside.
Now you have to create a sequence of layers alternated with salsa verde: lay the base 
with the dried biscuits soaked in water and vinegar with the fish laid on top. Try to lay the 
vegetables to that they are in some way colour-coded to add to the overall aesthetics of the 
dish. Once you’ve laid all the layers (be careful not to make it too high as it might tumble 
down) cover the last layer with salsa verde and garnish the dish as you wish, placing the 
lobster in the centre. Now put the dish in the fridge to rest until you’re ready to serve (at 
least 12 hours before).

A	few	suggestions: take care not to over-boil the fish or vegetables, as they’ll lose their colour 
and they won’t be firm enough to support the other layers. Drain all the ingredients carefully, 
and don’t overdo it with the condiments. Custom forbids the use of mayonnaise or gelatine.
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typical restaurant
Genoese cuisine - Capacity: 40

monday and tuesday 
from 15th to 30th sept. / 25th december / 30th january

lunch (wednesday and sunday)
dinner (autumn / winter only friday and saturday

wednesday and thursday summer also)

Via Santuario delle Grazie 33r  (a1 Western Genoa)
16158 - VOLTRI
Ph. +39 010 61 304 77
Indicated in guide books:
3  4  5  7  8  9  18 
Languages spoken: F

!YM?N

typical restaurant
Genoese and Italian cuisine

Capacity: 45/50

sunday and monday
fifteen days in january / variable period in summer 

dinner

Via alla Chiesa di Murta 10r - 16162 - MURTA
Ph. +39 010 74 085 79
www.osteriadaocolla.com
osteriadaocolla@alice.it
Indicated in guide books: 8

!

ostaia Da U saNtU tavern with kitchen

ostERia Da o Colla Restaurant

74 WEstERN gENoa

 the recipe

 RaVioli Di CaRNE (MEaT RaVIOLI)
This dish that today is regarded as somewhat of a ‘luxury meal’, eaten on special 
occasions, was in fact traditionally eaten the day after the celebrations, as ravioli were 
invented as a way of using up leftovers that would end up in the filling.
ingredients: for the dough: 500 g of flour, 2 eggs.
For the filling: 2 endives, 2 bunches of borage, 200 g of lean veal, 100 g of meat, 100 g of 
brains, 50 g of offal, a handful of dried mushrooms, mixed spices, 3 eggs, half a bread roll 
soaked in milk, grated parmesan, marjoram, a clove of garlic, 1 onion, extra virgin olive oil, 
dry white wine, salt.
preparation: knead the flour and eggs together adding water a little at a time until you 
reach a soft and even consistency. Cover with one damp and one dry tea towel and leave 
to rest for an hour. Peel and boil the vegetables for 10 minutes in lightly salted water, 
drain and chop finely. Transfer the chopped vegetables into a mixing bowl and add the 
remaining ingredients. Put the mushrooms to soak in warm water. In a casserole dish, 
heat a little oil and add the chopped onion and mushrooms; add the meats and turn until 
browned all over. Add a little white wine and allow it to evaporate. Add salt and finish 
cooking. Now par-boil the brains and offal and remove the membrane, then chop finely 
and add to the other meats.  Add the meats to the vegetables in the mixing bowl, add 
the eggs, marjoram and chopped garlic, a handful of parmesan cheese, the soaked bread 
and then mix everything together seasoning with salt, pepper and the mixed spices. 

Now take the dough and roll out two identical thin layers, until 
they are almost translucent. Spoon the filling into evenly 

spaced small piles about 3 cm apart, then cover with the 
other layer of dough, pressing it together in the spaces 
between the fillings. Separate the ravioli with a roller 
cutter and cook in salted boiling water. When they float 
to the surface of the water they are ready. Serve with 

tocco sauce.

Via Teodoro II di Monferrato 4r   (a5 Western Genoa)
16156 - PEGLI
Ph. +39 010 69 691 30
Indicated in guide books: 6

Languages spoken: GB - D - F - ES - Russian

!=WY(

historic restaurant
Genoese, celiac-friendly, 
meat and fish specialties 

Capacity: 40

wednesday 
always open

lunch / dinner

NUoVa saNta lUCia Risterante / pizzeria
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Via Vesima 1r - 16159 - VESIMA
Ph. +39 010 61 996 24

Languages spoken: GB

!=WYBM?N

historic restaurant and on seafront
Genoese and creative cuisine 

Capacity: 100

monday
always open

lunch / dinner

Via Martiri della Libertà 63r  (a5 Western Genoa)
16156 - PEGLI
Ph. and Fax +39 010 66 46 65
www.anticaviaventi.it
info@anticaviaventi.it
Indicated in guide books: 6

YBNP(

Rustic restaurant and provencal-style
Genoese and from Campania cuisine, 

celiac-friendly

Capacity: 35/40

monday

lunch / dinner

Via Lemerle 12r - 16158 - VOLTRI   (a1 Western Genoa)
Ph. +39 010 61 326 68
info@Restaurantilgigante.it
Indicated in guide books: 3

Languages spoken: GB

!=WYBP

Elegant restaurant
Genoese and Mediterranean cuisine

Capacity: 60

sunday dinner / monday
two weeks later on 15th august 

lunch / dinner

Vico Schiaffino 14r   (a8 Western Genoa)
16154 - SESTRI PONENTE
Ph. and Fax +39 010 65 211 35
www.Restaurantilvicolo.eu
Restaurantilvicolo@tiscali.it
Languages spoken: GB - F

!=WYNP(

typical restaurant
Genoese, Italian and Mediterranean cuisine

Capacity: 110 in winter and 150 in spring / summer 

saturday / sunday lunch
always open

lunch / dinner

Viale Modugno 62   (a5 Western Genoa)
16156 - PEGLI
Ph. and Fax +39 010 69 700 66
www.Restaurantlavettagenova.com

Languages spoken: GB - D - F - ES

!WYM?N

Elegant and historic restaurant
Genoese cuisine

Capacity: 120

monday 
ten days in january

lunch / dinner

Via Prà Arenile - 35r   (a4 Western Genoa)
16157 - PRà
Ph. +39 010 66 19 13

Languages spoken: GB - F

!=WYM?P

Genoese and Italian cuisine
Capacity: 95

monday 
mid february

lunch / dinner

RistoRaNtE al CaMpEsiNo Restaurant

RistoRaNtE aNtiCa Via VENti Restaurant / trattoria

RistoRaNtE il gigaNtE Restaurant

RistoRaNtE il ViColo Restaurant / pizzeria / Wine bar with kitchen

RistoRaNtE la VEtta Restaurant / pizzeria

RistoRaNtE pizzERia saN piEtRo Restaurant / pizzeria
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Via Don Giovanni Verità 4r   (a1 Western Genoa)
16158 - VOLTRI
Ph. +39 010 61 017 87 - Fax +39 010 61 224 97
www.sirenella.it
reception@sirenella.it
Languages spoken: GB - D - F - ES

!=WYBM?NP

Via Teodoro II di Monferrato 1   (a5 Western Genoa)
16156 - PEGLI
Ph. +39 010 69 740 50
Restauranttorreantica@gmail.com

Languages spoken: GB

=WYBM

Via Giro del Vento 56 - 16162 - BOLZANETO
Ph. +39 010 74 544 66
www.Restaurantagnese.wordpress.com

Languages spoken: GB - F

!=WYBM

typical restaurant
Genoese cuisine
Capacity: 45/50

sunday 
15th august

lunch (from monday to saturday by reservation only)
dinner (from thursday to saturday)

typical restaurant
Genoese and Italian cuisine, 

celiac-friendly
Capacity: 60

sunday

dinner

Elegant and typical restaurant on seafront
Genoese cuisine

Capacity: 150

sunday dinner / monday

lunch / dinner

siRENElla Restaurant

toRRE aNtiCa Restaurant

tRattoRia agNEsE trattoria

76 WEstERN gENoa

 the recipe

 salsa Di piNoli (PINE KERNEL saUCE)

ingredients: 180 g of pine kernels from Pisa, 2 cloves of Vessalico garlic, half a bread roll 
soaked in milk and drained, 30 g of parmesan cheese, 1 spoonful of prescinseua (curdled 
cheese), fresh leaves of two sprigs of 
marjoram, extra virgin olive oil and coarse 
grain salt.
preparation: Crush the garlic with a pinch 
of salt in a mortar, add the pine kernels and 
continue to crush until you obtain a dense 
consistency. Rotating the pestle around 
the mortar, add the marjoram and another 
pinch of salt, the soaked bread, prescinseua 
and parmesan. Mix together and add a 
drop of oil until you get a perfect creamy 
consistency. 

Via G. Opisso 95n   (a6 Western Genoa)
16155 - PEGLI
Mob. +39 327 02 036 02
senzatantemusse@libero.it

Languages spoken: GB - ES

!WBN(

typical restaurant
Genoese and Mediterranean cuisine

Capacity: 30

always open

lunch / dinner

sENza taNtE MUssE trattoria
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Vico Sinope 11r - 16156 - PEGLI   (a6 Western Genoa)
Ph. +39 010 69 622 70

!=WYBP

Restaurant on seafront
seafood cuisine 
Capacity: 30/35

sunday dinner / monday 
after 15th august

lunch / dinner

tRattoRia Da FRaNCo Restaurant / trattoria

Piazza N. Barabino 18r   (b2 Western Genoa)
16149 - SAMPIERDARENA
Ph. +39 010 41 36 11
Indicated in guide books: 2  5  6  10

!WYB

historic restaurant
Genoese and Piedmontese cuisine 

Capacity: 40

sunday  
august / from 31th december to 6th january

lunch / dinner

tRattoRia “Da MUNsù” trattoria

Via Benedetto Zaccaria 12r   (a6 Western Genoa)
16156 - MULTEDO
Ph. +39 010 69 750 12
www.trattoriadananni.it

Languages spoken: GB

!WY

historic restaurant and on seafront
Italian cuisine, celiac-friendly

Capacity: 70

tuesday / october  
fifteen days in january 

lunch / dinner

tRattoRia Da NaNNi trattoria

Via G. Jori 194/196/198r - 16159 - CERTOSA
Ph. and Fax +39 010 64 237 44
panda-eatwell@hotmail.it

Languages spoken: GB - F

!=WYMNP(

typical restaurant
Genoese, Italian, Mediterranean and vegetarian 

cuisine, celiac-friendly 
Capacity: 60

sunday

lunch / dinner

tRattoRia il paNDa Restaurant / trattoria

Via Borzoli 139n - 16153 - BORZOLI
Ph. +39 010 74 502 77
www.trovavetrine.it/la-baracchetta
labaracchetta2005@libero.it

!=WYM?NP(

historic restaurant
Genoese and Italian cuisine

Capacity: 55

saturday lunch/ from monday to friday dinner  
from 13th august to 1st september 

lunch / dinner only saturday 

tRattoRia la BaRaCChEtta Restaurant / trattoria
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Via Cremeno 31A - 16162 - BOLZANETO
Ph. and Fax +39 010 71 700 01
Mob. +39 348 25 999 04
Indicated in guide books: 6  8  9

Languages spoken: GB - F - ES

!WYBMP

typical restaurant
Genoese, international 

and Mediterranean cuisine, celiac-friendly
Capacity: 80/100

tuesday / monday, thursday and sunday dinner
august and / or the first days of september 

lunch / dinner

tRattoRia aRVigo Restaurant / trattoria



area 3WEstERN gENoa
 PRICE RANGE 20/40 EUROS

Via Lungomare di Pegli 1r   (a6 Western Genoa)
16155 - PEGLI
Ph. and Fax +39 010 69 752 65
Indicated in guide books: 6

Languages spoken: GB - ES

!YB

Restaurant on seafront
Italian and Mediterranean cuisine

Capacity: 38

sunday

lunch / dinner

tRattoRia lUNgoMaRE Restaurant / trattoria

Via G. Jori 124r - 16159 - CERTOSA
Ph. +39 010 64 430 71 
Mob. +39 347 77 678 76
www.trattoriatharros.it
trattoria.tharros@fastwebnet.it
Languages spoken: GB - F

!=Y

historic and typical restaurant
Genoese and Sardinian cuisine 

Capacity: 38

tuesday  
october 

lunch / dinner

tRattoRia thaRRos Restaurant / trattoria

Via Rostan 4r   (a6 Western Genoa)
16155 - PEGLI
Ph. +39 010 66 714 17
trianon.Restaurant@gmail.it

Languages spoken: GB - ES

!=WYB?(

Elegant restaurant
Mediterranean cuisine

Capacity: 80 + 40 in summer

monday 
from 10th to 31th august

lunch / dinner

tRiaNoN Restaurant / pizzeria

78 WEstERN gENoa

Via Parma 21r   (a5 Western Genoa)
16155 - PEGLI
Ph. +39 010 69 810 60

Languages spoken: GB - ES

!WYBP(

typical restaurant
Genoese cuisine

Capacity: 50

saturday lunch / sunday and monday dinner
august

lunch / dinner

UNo Di Noi Restaurant / trattoria / pizzeria / pub

Via Cerusa 1b - 16158 - VOLTRI   (a1 Western Genoa)
Ph. +39 010 61 364 55
veximà@libero.it

Languages spoken: GB

!YB

typical restaurant
Genoese cuisine and farinata

Capacity: 70

sunday and monday 
july and august

dinner

VExiMÁ Restaurant / Farinateria

Piazza N. Barabino 25/27r   (b2 Western Genoa)
16149 - SAMPIERDARENA
Ph. +39 010 64 680 12

Languages spoken: GB - F - ES

!=WYBP(

historic restaurant
Genoese and Italian cuisine

Capacity: 75

saturday lunch / sunday dinner 
from 15th august to 1st september 

lunch / dinner

tRattoRia la laNtERNa trattoria



area 3WEstERN gENoa
 PRICE RANGE UP tO 20 EUROS 

Via Opisso 266   (a6 Western Genoa)
16155 - PEGLI
Ph. +39 010 69 841 84

Languages spoken: GB

!=WYBM(

typical restaurant
Sardinian cuisine

Capacity: 60

monday 
always open

lunch / dinner

agoRà Restaurant

Via Perlasca 101r 
16159 - CERTOSA
Ph. +39 010 74 118 57
Mob. +39 335 68 176 92

Languages spoken: GB - F

=WYBM?P(

typical and homely restaurant
Genoese, Italian, 

Mediterranean, Calabrian, Sardinian and Sicilian cuisine
Capacity: 60

sunday (dinner by reservation only) 
from 14th to 21th august

lunch / dinner

agip CaFè Restaurant / trattoria / Bar / snack bar

Via di Francia 1   (b11 Western Genoa)
16149 - SAMPIERDARENA
Ph. +39 010 46 48 96
info@almatitone.com

WBP(

Modern restaurant
Italian cuisine 
Capacity: 500

saturday, sunday and holidays 
always open 

lunch

al MatitoNE pizzeria / self service 

WEstERN gENoa     79

 the recipe

 paNDolCE (sWEETBREaD)
If you didn’t have the time or chance to buy a real pandolce Genovese, you can try 
making it at home… however, you need to come well equipped with plenty of courage, 
patience and an alarm clock!
ingredients: for the yeast: 20 g of yeast; 300 g of flour.
For the sweetbread: 500 g of flour, 100 g of butter, 250 g of sugar, 200 ml of water with 
orange blossom water, 100 g of sultanas, 100 g of muscatel raisins, 100 g of pine kernels, 
100 g of candied citrus fruit, 50 g of fennel seeds, a pinch of salt.
preparation: Make a well in the 300g of flour and add the yeast dissolved in warm water; 
knead carefully until you get a firm and stretchy dough (add more water if needed). 
Leave the dough to rise overnight in a mixing bowl covered with a cloth in a warm 
place. The next day put the sultanas and raisins to soak in warm water and cut the citrus 
fruits into small pieces. Create a well in the 500 g of flour and add the melted butter, 
orange blossom water, sugar and salt. Start to work the mixture, then add the dough 
you made the day before. Carefully knead the whole mixture ensuring that it has an even 
consistency and is soft, adding water if necessary.
Now add the raisins, sultanas, citrus fruit, pine kernels and fennel 
seeds and knead hard for at least 15 minutes. Divide the 
dough into two equal parts and lace them on two baking 
trays, shaping them into a dome shape and drawing a 
triangle at the top. Tie a clean cloth around the base so 
the dough doesn’t lose its shape whilst rising. Cover 
with a cloth and keep in a warm place for another 
12 hours. After this second rising period, put the 
dough in the oven at 180°C for about an hour or 
until it turns a golden brown colour.



area 3WEstERN gENoa
 PRICE RANGE UP tO 20 EUROS 

Centro Commerciale Fiumara - Locale 114  (b10 Western Genoa)
16153 - SAMPIERDARENA
Mob. +39 348 90 460 37
gigen2@hotmail.com

Languages spoken: GB

=WBM

Italian cuisine
Capacity: 30

always open

lunch

CoFFEE BREak snack bar / Bar / ice-cream shop 

Via Paolo Anfossi 156r - 16164 - PONTEDECIMO
Ph. +39 010 71 43 62
www.facebook.com/trattoriadapupi
trattoriadapupi@yahoo.it

Languages spoken: GB - F - ES

!=W

typical restaurant
Genoese and Mediterranean cuisine

Capacity: 35

always open

lunch / dinner (saturday and by reservation on other nights )

BaR tRattoRia Da pUpi trattoria

Via Operai - Centro Commerciale Fiumara  (b10 Western Genoa)
16149 - SAMPIERDARENA
Ph. and Fax +39 010 46 49 31
www.fiumara.net  
ferrara.sergio@fastwebnet.it
Languages spoken: GB

BM?P(

Café 
processed coffee

Capacity: 40

25th december / 1st may  
always open

lunch

CAffEttERIA OREfICI 6 snack bar / gastronomy 

Vico Schiaffino 27Ar   (a8 Western Genoa)
16154 - SESTRI PONENTE
Ph. +39 010 61 436 50 - Fax +39 010 65 054 62
www.chaplinvideopub.com
chaplinvideopub@alice.it
Languages spoken: GB - ES

!=WBP(

Elegant restaurant with karaoke
and entertainment 

Mediterranean cuisine
Capacity: 86

monday 
august

lunch / dinner

ChapliN ViDEopUB pub with kitchen / snack bar

Centro Commerciale Fiumara   (b10 Western Genoa)
Piano 1 Multisala
16149 - SAMPIERDARENA
Ph. and Fax +39 010 41 97 07
www.cibiamo.it
Languages spoken: GB

Italian cuisine with pizza, 
focaccia and farinata

Capacity: 56

always open

lunch / dinner

CiBiaMo snack bar / Fast food / Focacceria / Bruschetteria

80 WEstERN gENoa

Corso Magellano 10r   (b11 Western Genoa)
16149 - SAMPIERDARENA
Ph. +39 010 64 663 89

Languages spoken: F

!WB(

Italian cuisine 
Capacity: 28

sunday 
august

lunch

BaR kENt Bar / snack bar



area 3WEstERN gENoa
 PRICE RANGE UP tO 20 EUROS 

 the recipe
 paNDolCE Basso (FLaT sWEETBREaD)
This version of the traditional pandolce is also called “antica Genova”, even though it is 
in fact a more recent variation of the sweet that originated in the West of the city. It suits 
those who prefer more aromatic sweets to soft and spongy cakes, and for those who 
need a simpler version than the 2 day preparation needed for the ‘tall’ pandolce.
ingredients: 1 kg of flour, 400 g of sugar, 400 g of butter, 4 eggs, milk, orange blossom 
water, 100 g of pine kernels, 300 g of raisins, 300 g of candied citrus fruits, grated rind of 1 
lemon, vanillin, two packets of yeast powder.
preparation: Before preparing the dough, soften the butter at room temperature and 
soak the raisins in warm water and rum. Mix the flour, sugar and butter 
and work together without squeezing. Add the eggs, milk and 
orange blossom water (enough to produce a soft and even 
consistency). When the dough is soft and elastic, add the 
pine kernels, raisins and citrus fruit. Divide the dough 
into two parts, make into a spherical shape and draw 
a cross on the top. Now put in a pre-heated oven at 
200°C and bake until it turns golden brown. 

Via Palazzo della Fortezza 33r   (b11 Western Genoa)
16149 - SAMPIERDARENA
Mob. +39 340 05 403 84

Languages spoken: GB - ES

typical restaurant
Ecuadorian cuisine

Capacity: 30

monday

lunch / dinner

El ENCUENtRo Ethnic restaurant 

Via E. Degola 4r   (b10 Western Genoa)
16149 - SAMPIERDARENA
Ph. +39 010 49 949 23
www.crazybullgenova.com - crazybullgenova@email.it
Indicated in guide books: 10
Languages spoken: GB

!WYBM?NP(

Elegant american-style restaurant
international cuisine, celiac-friendly 

always open

lunch / dinner

CRazy BUll CaFé Fast food

Via San Quirico 5r - 16163 - SAN QUIRICO
Ph. +39 010 71 32 37
skakkomattosrl@libero.it

Languages spoken: GB

!=WYBM?(

traditional restaurant
Genoese, Italian and American cuisine

Capacity: 70

saturday lunch/ sunday 
always open

lunch / dinner

Da RoCCa pizzeria / tavern with kitchen

Piazza San Teodoro 2r   (b2)
16126 - SAN TEODORO 
Ph. +39 010 26 75 13

Languages spoken: GB

!=WBP(

Characteristic restaurant
Genoese and Ligurian cuisine 

Capacity: 20

sunday 
always open

lunch

il lUpo BioNDo trattoria / Bar
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82 WEstERN gENoa

 PRICE RANGE UP tO 20 EUROS 

Via P. Chiesa 50r   (b10 Western Genoa)
16149 - SAMPIERDARENA
Ph. +39 010 46 04 78

Languages spoken: GB - F - ES

!YBP

typical restaurant
Genoese cuisine

Capacity: 34

saturday and sunday 
two or three weeks in August

lunch / dinner

OStERIA mARIA DAL 1943 tavern with kitchen

Via Vado 8/10r   (a7 Western Genoa)
16154 - SESTRI PONENTE
Ph. +39 010 86 806 21

Languages spoken: GB

!WYB(

Genoese and Mediterranean cuisine,
celiac-friendly

Capacity: 30

sunday 
from 10th to 17th august / from 24th december to 1st january

lunch / dinner

pizza E pasta Restaurant / pizzeria

Piazza Arimondi 1r - 16164 - PONTEDECIMO
Ph. +39 010 72 618 47

Languages spoken: GB

!YBM?P

typical restaurant
Ligurian and Italian cuisine

Capacity: 70

monday / tuesday 
always open

dinner

pizzERia il toRChio pizzeria

Via Martiri della Libertà 4r   (a5 Western Genoa)
16156 - PEGLI
Mob. +39 393 30 011 04
mike.pizzette@gmail.com

Languages spoken: GB - D - F - ES

?

historic restaurant
Mediterranean cuisine

Capacity: 40

thursday / first two weeks of september 
last two weeks of december

dinner

pizzERia lEo pizzeria

Via G. Scriba 3n   (a6 Western Genoa)
16155 - MULTEDO
Ph. and Fax +010 69 808 56
pizzerialascaletta@alice.it

Languages spoken: GB - F - ES

!=Y?P(

Genoese, Mediterranean, farinata and grill
Capacity: 60

tuesday 

lunch / dinner

la sCalEtta Restaurant / trattoria / pizzeria

Via Fusinato 12r - 16157 - PRà   (a4 Western Genoa)
Ph. +39 010 66 22 43 - Mob. +39 329 25 448 21
www.lacucinadielly.com
lacucinadielly@gmail.com

!WYBP(

typical restaurant
Genoese and Italian cuisine

Capacity: 50

sunday and holidays 
always open

dinner open by reservation only

la CUCiNa Di Elly Restaurant / trattoria
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 PRICE RANGE UP tO 20 EUROS 

Calata Giovanni Bettolo - Zona Porto   (D2)
16126 - SAMPIERDARENA
Ph. +39 010 25 50 78

Languages spoken: GB

WBM(

Ligurian cuisine 
Capacity: 20

sunday
decided yearly

lunch

taRaMasChi trattoria / Bar

Via Fiorino 11r 
16158 - VOLTRI / LOCALITà FIORINO
Ph. +39 010 63 92 90
trattoria_acadodria@alice.it

Languages spoken: GB - F

!WM?(

typical restaurant
Genoese cuisine

Capacity: 50

sunday (open by reservation only) 
first half of september 

lunch / dinner (by reservation only)

tRattoRia “a Ca Do DRia” trattoria

Via Borzoli 119Ar - 16153 - BORZOLI
Mob. +39 347 01 826 52

Languages spoken: F - ES

N(

Easy restaurant
Genoese and Italian cuisine

Capacity: 35 + 25 outside

saturday / sunday 
always open

lunch

tRattoRia Da giaNNa trattoria

Via R. Parodi 9r   (a11 Western Genoa)
16151 - SAMPIERDARENA
Ph. +39 010 41 17 17 - Fax +39 010 46 79 13
www.ai2g.it

!=WYBP(

historic typical restaurant
Genoese, Mediterranean 

and Sardinian cuisine
Capacity: 80
monday 

always open

lunch / dinner

RIStORANtE PIzzERIA AI 2G trattoria / pizzeria / tavern with kitchen

Via Mamiani 7/9r   (b10 Western Genoa)
16151 - SAMPIERDARENA
Ph. +39 010 41 36 72

Languages spoken: GB - Chinese

!=W(

Chinese style restaurant 
International and Chinese cuisine 

Capacity: 60/70

always open
mid august 

lunch / dinner

RistoRaNtE hUa-Da-li Ethnic restaurant 

Via Campi 15r - 16159 - CAMPI   (a11 Western Genoa)
Ph. +39 010 64 550 97

Languages spoken: GB 

typical restaurant
Capacity: 40

tuesday 
february 

dinner

pizzERia saN FRaNCEsCo pizzeria
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Via A. Pacinotti 3r   (b11 Western Genoa)
16151 - SAMPIERDARENA
Ph. +39 010 41 25 57
ilgalletto@fastwebnet.it

typical restaurant
Genoese and Italian cuisine,

celiac-friendly
Capacity: 35

saturday dinner / sunday

lunch / dinner

tRattoRia il gallEtto trattoria

Via R. Pieragostini 7/9   (b10 Western Genoa)
16151 - SAMPIERDARENA
Ph. and Fax +39 010 41 85 20

!=WYBP(

traditional restaurant
Genoese and Italian cuisine

Capacity: 55

sunday 
first week of january

lunch / dinner

tRattoRia pizzERia la CRoCERa trattoria / pizzeria

Via Prà 18r - 16157 - PRà   (a4 Western Genoa)
Mob. +39 338 80 953 67

Languages spoken: GB - F

!=

typical restaurant
Genoese and Aosta Valley cuisine

Capacity: 35

sunday 
august

lunch / dinner

VEgia ostaja DE pRa trattoria

84 WEstERN gENoa

Via A. Pacinotti 32/34r   (b11 Western Genoa)
16151 - SAMPIERDARENA
Ph. +39 010 46 00 55

Languages spoken: GB - F - ES - Ukrainian

!=WYB(

typical restaurant
Genoese and Italian cuisine

Capacity: 60

sunday and holidays
always open

lunch / dinner (by reservation only)

tRattoRia Di alE trattoria

Via Filippo Bettini 13r - 16162 - BOLZANETO
Ph. +39 010 74 073 49

!=WYBP(

traditional restaurant 
Genoese cuisine

Capacity: 70

saturday  
always open

lunch / dinner (by reservation only)

tRattoRia Da lUCiaNa trattoria

Via G. Biancheri 32r   (a8 Western Genoa)
16154 - SESTRI PONENTE
Ph. and Fax +39 010 60 490 88

Languages spoken: GB - F - ES

=WY?(

Genoese cuisine
Capacity: 50

sunday 
fifteen days in february / fifteen days in september

lunch / dinner

tRattoRia Da Rita trattoria
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 PRICE RANGE 40/60 EUROS

Via Quarto 12 - 16148 - QUARTO DEI MILLE   (b7 Est)
Ph. +39 010 38 74 78
www.osteriadelbai.it - info@osteriadelbai.it
Indicated in guide books:
1  2  4  5  7  9  10 11 13 14 16 17 18
Languages spoken: GB - F

!WYB?P

Via Romana della Castagna 20r - 16148 - QUARTO DEI MILLE   (b7 Est)
Ph. +39 010 39 902 65 - Fax +39 010 40 400 43
osteriadellacastagna@virgilio.it
Indicated in guide books: 
4  9  15 18 
Languages spoken: GB - ES

!YB?P

Via Sup. del Boscasso 10 - 16148 - QUARTO DEI MILLE   (a6 Est)
Ph. +39 010 37 304 39
labigoncia@libero.it
Indicated in guide books: 
2  4  6  18
Languages spoken: GB - D - F - ES

!YBM?N

Via Marco Sala 13r   (c10 Eastern Genoa)
16167 - NERVI
Ph. +39 010 37 260 35
www.manue.it
info@manue.it
Languages spoken: GB - ES

!YBN

Via G. Oberdan 157/159 - 16167 - NERVI   (c9 Eastern Genoa)
Ph. +39 010 32 38 97
Indicated in guide books: 
5  16 17

Languages spoken: GB - F

!WYB

Via Marco Sala 77/79r - 16167 - NERVI   (c10 Eastern Genoa)
Ph. +39 010 32 029 52
www.thecook.it
info@thecook.it
Indicated in guide books: 3  4  5  6  18
Languages spoken: GB - F

!WYBP

Elegant restaurant
International cuisine, celiac-friendly

Capacity: 40

always open
decided yearly

dinner

Elegant restaurant
Mediterranean cuisine and celiac-friendly

Capacity: 60

monday and tuesday a lunch 
decided yearly

lunch / dinner

Elegant, historic and typical restaurant
Genoese and Italian cuisine

Capacity: 35

monday 
august

dinner

typical restaurant
Genoese and 

Italian cuisine, celiac-friendly
Capacity: 80/100

sunday evening / monday
three weeks after 15th august

lunch / dinner

Elegant and historic restaurant on seafront
Genoese, Italian and 

Mediterranean cuisine, celiac-friendly
Capacity: 60

monday 
two weeks in august

lunch / dinner

Elegant and typical restaurant
Italian cuisine

Capacity: 40

tuesday / last week of august 
first two weeks of september

lunch (only sunday and holydays) / dinner

aNtiCa ostERia DEl Bai Restaurant

aNtiCa ostERia DElla CastagNa Restaurant

la BigoNCia Restaurant

MaNUE Restaurant

pataN Restaurant

RistoRaNtE thE Cook Restaurant
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Salita Sella 198 - 16133 - BAVARI
Ph. +39 010 34 503 91

Languages spoken: GB

!WYM?N

historic and typical restaurant
Genoese cuisine, celiac-friendly on request 

and contemporary dishes
Capacity: 80

monday 
august / 1st week of february

lunch (from thursday to sunday) / dinner

 the recipe

 toCCo (MEat iN toMato saUCE)

This is a delicious sauce that derives its name from the fact that it is supposed to 

be prepared with a single piece of meat (toccu in local dialect), and this is the main 

difference that sets it apart from traditional ragù alla Bolognese, made with minced 

meat. It is perfect for serving with ravioli, but it's also excellent with mandilli de saea 
(traditional thin lasagne).

Once the pasta has been served with the sauce, the meat and remaining sauce is an 

excellent second course served piping hot.

ingredients: 1/2 kg of beef, extra virgin olive oil, 2 spoonfuls of tomato puree, 1 onion, 

1 stalk of celery, parsley, garlic, 1 carrot.

preparation: Stir-fry the chopped vegetables in a large terracotta pot with extra virgin 

olive oil and add the piece of meat whole, browning on all sides.

Put the parsley, rosemary and pine kernels in the pot and add a little white wine until it 

evaporates.

Add the tomato puree diluted in a little stock. Allow to cook for at least 2 hours on 

low heat and with the cover on, 

turning the piece of meat every so 

often to ensure even cooking, and 

adding stock when needed so it 

doesn’t become dry.

tRattoRia DU RUsCiN trattoria
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 the recipe

 CoRzEtti pasta

Although it shares its name with the pasta from the Riviera di Levante, this historic variety 

of pasta from the Polcevera Valley differs in its characteristic 8 shape and the smaller 

dimensions. With expert skill and dexterity, these tiny bows of pasta, just 1 cm long, are 

made by hand, stretched out with the fingers.

ingredients: 500 g of soft wheat flour, 3 eggs, salt, warm water.

preparation: Make a well in the mound of flour, add the egg and salt and mix into a firm 

and elastic dough, adding warm water when necessary. When at the right consistency, 

cover with a dry cloth and leave to rest for at least half an hour. Next pull off  tiny pieces 

about the size of a chickpea, roll into a ball, stretch out sideways then pinch it in the 

middle to make a tiny 8 shapes. Allow them to dry, then cook as normal in boiling salted 

water.

The perfect condiment for corzetti, which are 

traditionally eaten dry, is the pine kernel 

sauce, although they're also 

excellent with the toccu meat 

sauce or mushrooms.

Via alla Costa di Bavari 3 - 16133 - BAVARI
Ph. +39 010 80 47 58

!M?N

historic restaurant
Genoese cuisine

Capacity: 30

friday 
august

lunch (from monday to saturday on reservation only)

aNtiCa ostERia DEl giallo tavern with kitchen

Via Romana della Castagna 27r   (b7 Eastern Genoa)
16148 - QUARTO DEI MILLE
Ph. +39 010 37 720 80
www.osteriagigino.com - osteriagigino@tin.it
Indicated in guide books: 1  15
Languages spoken: GB - ES

!WYB

historic and typical restaurant
Tuscan cuisine, celiac-friendly

Capacity: 40/50

monday 
august

lunch / dinner

aNtiCa ostERia gigiNo Restaurant / tavern with kitchen

Via Quarto 14a   (b6 Eastern Genoa)
16148 - QUARTO DEI MILLE
Ph. +39 010 30 766 30 - Fax +39 010 37 728 62
www.ristorantealbikokka.it 

Languages spoken: GB 

!=WYBM?P

Elegant restaurant and on seafront
Italian cuisine
Capacity: 200

monday 
always open

dinner

alBikokka Restaurant / pizzeria
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Via V Maggio 30r - 16147 - PRIARUGGIA   (b6 Eastern Genoa)
Ph. +39 010 38 06 66 - Fax +39 010 30 715 29
www.ristovip.it
calamare.calamare@ristovip.it

Languages spoken: GB - ES

!WYB?(

Restaurant on seafront
Genoese, Italian 

and Mediterranean cuisine
Capacity: 60

tuesday 
always open during the summer

lunch / dinner

CalaMaRè - El gaUCho            Restaurant / pizzeria / steak meat and fish

Via G. Oberdan 6r   (c9 Eastern Genoa)
16167 - NERVI 
Mob. +39 347 26 947 26

Languages spoken: GB - F - ES - Portuguese

!B

Elegant restaurant and on seafront
Mediterranean cuisine 
and tapas of local fish

Capacity: 20

monday

lunch / dinner

CalUCla CaFé Café with tapas

Via Sturla 99r   (b5 Eastern Genoa)
16131 - STURLA
Ph. +39 010 37 303 69

!=WYBMP(

historic restaurant
Italian cuisine
Capacity: 100

monday evening 
fifteen days in august

lunch / dinner

CaVE DE Roi pizzeria / steak

Via Redipuglia 52r   (b6 Eastern Genoa)
16147 - STURLA
Ph. +39 010 38 92 52
www.daraimondo.net
ristoranteraimondo@fastwebnet.it
Languages spoken: GB - F

!=WYN(

historic and typical restaurant
Genoese and Mediterranean cuisine

Capacity: 120

monday

lunch / dinner

Da RaiMoNDo Restaurant / pizzeria with wood stove

Via V Maggio 20n   (b6 Eastern Genoa)
16147 - QUARTO DEI MILLE
Ph. +39 010 37 733 13
pizzeriafocone@libero.it
Indicated in guide books: 6
Languages spoken: GB - Portuguese

!WY?(

Restaurant on seafront
Genoese and Italian cuisine, celiac-friendly

Capacity: 250

always open

lunch (saturday, sunday and holydays) / dinner

il FoCoNE Restaurant / pizzeria

Via delle Casette 21/23   (a5 Eastern Genoa)
16132 - STURLA
Ph. +39 010 37 776 40 - Mob. +39 338 12 854 94

!=YB?NP(

typical restaurant
Genoese cuisine

Capacity: 60

monday 
always open

dinner

il giRoNE DEi Folli trattoria / pizzeria
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Via Quinto 14 cancello   (b7 Eastern Genoa)
16166 - QUINTO
Ph. +39 010 32 028 17
www.laolapizzeria.it
info@laolapizzeria.it
Languages spoken: GB - ES

!=Y?(

Restaurant on seafront
Genoese and Mediterranean cuisine,

pizza, celiac-friendly on evening
Capacity: 45

monday
january

lunch / dinner

la ola Restaurant / pizzeria / Bar

Via Marco Sala 14   (c10 Eastern Genoa)
16167 - NERVI
Ph. +39 010 37 263 94
www.pizzerialaspiga.it

Languages spoken: GB - F

!WYB

homely restaurant
Italian cuisine

Capacity: 80

sunday (only pizzeria) 
always open

dinner

la spiga Restaurant / pizzeria

Piazza Luigi Pitto 4r - 16133 - APPARIZIONE
Ph. +39 010 39 17 11
www.laterrazzadimilly.net
millymauro@gmail.com

!WYB

typical restaurant in the hills 
sea view

Genoese cuisine
Capacity: 90

monday

lunch / dinner

la tERRazza Di Milly trattoria / pizzeria

Via Gorizia 13 - 16147 - STURLA   (a5 Eastern Genoa)
Ph. +39 010 39 06 39
Indicated in guide books: 
4  6

Languages spoken: GB

!=WB?P

Rustic restaurant
Mediterranean cuisine

Argentine specialties thread 
Capacity: 80 + 40 in summer

monday 
week of mid august

dinner

NUVolE Di piNtE Restaurant / pizzeria

Via Serra di Bavari 15 - 16133 - BAVARI
Ph. e fax +39 010 34 503 23
www.osteriadeicacciatori.it
ost.cacciatori@tin.it

Languages spoken: GB - D - F - ES

!WYMP

typical restaurant
Genoese cuisine, celiac-friendly

Capacity: 160

tuesday and wednesday
july

lunch / dinner

ostERia DEi CaCCiatoRi Restaurant / pizzeria

90 EastERN gENoa

Via del Commercio 27   (b9 Eastern Genoa)
16167 - NERVI
Ph. +39 010 32 37 61

!=WYBMP(

typical restaurant
Italian, Mediterranean and homely cuisine,

fish specialties
Capacity: 150

sunday evening 
last week of august

lunch

la Baita Restaurant / pizzeria
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PRICE RANGE 20/40 EUROS

Via Aurelia 31r   (c11 Eastern Genoa)
16167 - CAPOLUNGO
Ph. +39 010 32 29 94
www.ristorantedalina.com

Languages spoken: GB

!WYNP

Elegant restaurant
Mediterranean cuisine

Capacity: 150 + 250 outside 

monday

lunch / dinner

RistoRaNtE Da liNa Restaurant

Via Giovanni Romero 5r  (c11 Eastern Genoa)
16167 - NERVI
Ph. +39 010 32 15 64

Indicated in guide books: 4  5
Languages spoken: GB - ES

!WY?

historic and typical restaurant on seafront
Genoese cuisine, cooking with beer 

Capacity: 100

tuesday
november 

dinner

pUB DEl DUCa Restaurant / pub with kitchen

Via Murcarolo 67/69r   (c9 Eastern Genoa)
16167 - NERVI
Ph. +39 010 32 02 71

Languages spoken: GB

!WYB

typical restaurant 
and on seafront

Genoese cuisine, fish specialties

monday 
september

lunch / dinner

RistoRaNtE Da piERo Restaurant

Via Vernazza 38r   (a5 Eastern Genoa)
16131 - SAN MARTINO D’ALBARO
Ph. +39 010 30 753 98
lasacrestiagenova@alice.it

Languages spoken: GB - D - F

!=YB?

Elegant restaurant
Genoese cuisine

Capacity: 30

saturday lunch / sunday

lunch / dinner

RistoRaNtE la saCREstia Restaurant

Via Gianelli 36r   (b8 Eastern Genoa)
16166 - QUINTO AL MARE
Ph. +39 010 32 003 54

Languages spoken:
GB - ES - Romanian - Albanian - Arabic

!=WYBMP

Restaurant on seafront
Genoese cuisine, Mediterranean, 

celiac-friendly on reservation;
pizza only at dinner

Capacity: 50

tuesday dinner 
september

lunch / dinner

RistoRaNtE pizzERia jR Ex Da MaRio Restaurant / pizzeria

EastERN gENoa     91

Via V Maggio 2   (b6 Eastern Genoa)
16147 - STURLA
Ph. +39 010 38 92 69
www.ristorantelaterrazzage-sturla.it

Languages spoken: GB

!=WYB?P

Restaurant on seafront
Italia cuisine

Capacity: 120

monday dinner 
from 1st to 15th october

lunch / dinner

RistoRaNtE pizzERia la tERRazza Restaurant / pizzeria
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PRICE RANGE 20/40 EUROS

Via G. Oberdan 22/24r - 16167 - NERVI   (c9 Eastern Genoa)
Ph. +39 010 32 15 25 - Mob. +39 340 42 108 90
www.ristorantesoraya.com
info@ristorantesoraya.com

Languages spoken: GB - F - ES - Persian

!YB

typical restaurant
Persian and  

International cuisine, celiac-friendly
Capacity: 42
sunday 

always open

dinner

RistoRaNtE soRaya  Ethnic restaurant

Via Caboto 8r - 16167 - NERVI  (c9 Eastern Genoa)
Ph. e fax +39 010 37 263 95
ristpinonervi@tiscali.it

Languages spoken: 
GB - D - F - Norwegian - Russian

!WY?

historic and typical restaurant on seafront
Genoese cuisine

and fish specialties
Capacity: 70 in winter and 140 in summer 

thursday 
always open

lunch / dinner

RistoRaNtE tRattoRia Da piNo trattoria

Piazza A. Pittaluga 12/13r   (c9 Eastern Genoa)
16167 - NERVI
Ph. +39 010 32 007 13

Languages spoken: GB - D - F

!=YB(

Elegant restaurant
Italian and japanese cuisine

Capacity: 40

always open

lunch / dinner

sakER sUshi RistoRaNtE Restaurant / Bar

Passeggiata A. Garibaldi 28/33/34r - 16167 - NERVI   (c10 Lev)
Ph. +39 010 37 244 65 (restaurant)
Ph. +39 010 32 092 69 (pizzeria) 
Mob. +39 335 78 162 63
www.ristorantethermopolium.it
Languages spoken: GB - F

!YB?

Restaurant on seafront
Genoese and Italian cuisine

wednesday (restaurant) / thursday (pizzeria)
decided yearly

lunch (winter) / dinner (summer)

thERMopoliUM Restaurant / pizzeria

Via F. Mignone 8 - 16133 - SAN DESIDERIO
Ph. +39 010 34 514 29
www.bruxaboschi.com - info@bruxaboschi.com
Indicated in guide books: 1  2  3  5  8  9  10 
14 16 
Languages spoken: GB - F

!WYM?

historic and typical restaurant
Genoese cuisine

and specialty mushrooms
Capacity: 130

sunday dinner / monday 
august / Christmas period

lunch (on reservation only) / dinner

tRAttORIA DEttA DEL BRUxABOSCHI 1862 Restaurant / trattoria

Via Livello 21 - 16133 - BAVARI
Ph. +39 010 34 503 14
Fax +39 010 34 530 54

!M?(

historic restaurant
Genoese cuisine

Capacity: 100

monday / from tuesday to thursday and sunday dinner 
last two weeks of july and 1st week of august

lunch

tRattoRia CRista trattoria

92 EastERN gENoa
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 the recipe

 aNiCiNi BisCUits

ingredients: 500 g of sugar, 400 g of flour, 10 eggs, orange blossom water, 1 spoonful of 

aniseed, butter for greasing.

preparation: Place 10 egg yolks into a mixing bowl and mix with the sugar until smooth. 

Separately beat the 10 egg whites until firm, then add to the yolk and sugar mixture along 

with the aniseed and orange blossom water. Mix gently and then add the flour a little at a 

time whilst continuing to mix in order to avoid the formation of lumps. When the mixture 

is smooth, allow to rest for a few minutes. In the meantime, grease the edges of an about 

10 cm large mould, then pour the mixture in it, taking care to level out the surface. Place 

in a pre-heated oven at 170 - 180°C for about 20 minutes. When baked, take out of the 

oven and allow to cool. Cut the cake into about 2 cm thick slices and arrange on a baking 

tray and bake for another 20 

minutes to make the biscuits. 

Serve the anicini biscuits cold, 

possibly with a sprinkling of 

icing sugar.

Via Monte Fasce 91 - 16133 - APPARIZIONE
Ph. +39 010 39 52 48
www.trattoriadelliberale.com
info@trattoriadelliberale.com
Indicated in guide books: 5  6  7
Languages spoken: GB

!WM?NP

historic and typical restaurant
Genoese and Mediterranean cuisine

Capacity: 100

monday / tuesday 
january 

dinner

tRattoRia DEl liBERalE trattoria

Via G. Oberdan 215r   (c9 Eastern Genoa)
16167 - NERVI
Ph. +39 010 37 260 27 - Fax +39 010 37 549 61
www.trattorialaruota.com - info@trattorialaruota.com
Indicated in guide books: 4  6  
Languages spoken: GB

!=YB

Elegant, historic and typical restaurant,
Genoese, Italian 

and Mediterranean cuisine
Capacity: 40
monday 

always open

lunch / dinner

tRattoRia la RUota Restaurant / trattoria

Via Antica Romana 11B r   (b8 Eastern Genoa)
16166 - NERVI
Ph. +39 010 40 405 96

 
Languages spoken: GB - D - F 

!WYB?

historic and typical restaurant
Genoese, ligurian and seafood cuisine, 

celiac-friendly  

Capacity: 30
sunday, monday, tuesday

from 16th august to 10th september

dinner

tURNa U poli tavern with kitchen

EastERN gENoa     93
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 PRICE RANGE UP tO 20 EUROS 

Piazza Rotonda 7r - 16133 - BORGORATTI
Ph. +39 010 30 759 07

Languages spoken: GB - F

=W?(

Via Sturla 100/102r   (b5 Eastern Genoa)
16131 - STURLA
Mob. +39 339 39 280 06
pellegrino77@yahoo.it

Languages spoken: F

BP(

Viale Amm. Giorgio Des Geneys 1C r  (b7 Eastern Genoa)
16148 - QUARTO DEI MILLE
Ph. +39 010 39 49 18

Languages spoken: GB

WBP

typical, quiet and homely restaurant 
Genoese and Italian cuisine

Capacity: 20

saturday and sunday 
august

lunch

Genoese and Italian cuisine
Capacity: 35

always open

lunch

typical restaurant and on seafront
Mediterranean cuisine

Capacity: 60

sunday 
fifteen days in august

dinner

BaR MiDa Bar / snack bar

il CaFFè DEl liCEo snack bar

il galEoNE pizzeria / pub with kitchen / snack bar / sandwich bar

 the recipe

 lattE BRUsCo

This dish was traditionally served as a starter and was always included as part of the 

Genoese mixed fried dish. Today, however, it has been substituted by a more popular 

sweet version.

ingredients: 1 small onion, a bunch of parsley, 10 spoonfuls of flower, 1 litre of milk, a 

notch of butter, 3 eggs and 2 egg yolks, salt.

preparation: Heat the chopped onion and parsley with the butter in a deep saucepan 

for a few minutes. Take off the heat and add the flour one spoonful at a time, mixing 

as you do so. Add the milk and salt. Bring to the boil and allow to cook for 15 minutes, 

reducing the heat a little and stirring every so often. After 15 minutes, remove from the 

heat and add the three whole eggs and two yolks. When the mixture becomes dense but 

not hard, and it detaches easily from sides of the pan when mixing, it is ready. Grease a 

flat serving plate with an at least 2 cm high rim, pour in the mixture 

so that it remains about 2 cm deep and leave to 

rest for 24 hours. Use a greased knife to cut the 

solidified mixture lengthways into diamonds, 

and fry the pieces in plenty of hot oil after 

dipping them in beaten eggs and then 

breadcrumbs.
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Via Stefano Türr 32   (a6 Eastern Genoa)
16147 - QUARTO DEI MILLE
Ph. 39 010 37 410 47

Languages spoken: GB

WY?P(

Via Bolzano 23r   (b8 Eastern Genoa)
16166 - QUINTO AL MARE
Ph. e Fax +39 010 32 004 37 - Mob. +39 348 74 426 32
www.irishpubgenova.com 
info@irishpubgenova.com
Languages spoken: GB

!WB

Decorated in irish style
Sandwiches, Snack bar,

bruschette, grilled meat
Capacity: 100

sunday 
always open

dinner

Rustic restaurant
Homely cuisine and pizza

Capacity: 200

monday 
always open

lunch / dinner

Via Santorre De Rossi di Santarosa 2   (c9 Eastern Genoa)
16167 - NERVI
Ph. +39 010 32 10 53
magnoalex@libero.it

!=WYB(

historic restaurant
Genoese and International cuisine

Capacity: 230

monday

lunch / dinner

il tRaliCCio Restaurant / pizzeria

iRish pUB pub with kitchen

la toRChia Restaurant / pizzeria

Via S. Schiaffino   (b7 Eastern Genoa)
16148 - QUARTO DEI MILLE
Ph. +39 010 40 757 95
pazziperlapizza@libero.it

Languages spoken: GB

!WYB?P

Elegant and typical restaurant
International cuisine

Capacity: 75

always open

dinner

Via Tabarca 64r - 16147 - STURLA   (b5 Eastern Genoa)
Ph. +39 010 99 903 37
www.eataly.it
a.alessandri@eataly.it

Languages spoken: GB - F

WY?NP

typical restaurant
Genoese and italian cuisine

pizza with natural rising agents
Capacity: 130

monday 
always open

dinner

pazzi pER la pizza pizzeria

piUMa Restaurant / pizzeria



A DUE PASSI DAL MARE 39

AGIPCAFÈ 79

AGORà 79

AI DUE PINO 39

AL 5 ROSSO 55

AL CICLAMINO 39

AL CONVIVIO 55

AL GIARDINO DEGLI INDORATORI  12

AL MATITONE 79

AL RUSTICHETTO 39

AL TEATRO DI CAMPOPISANO  12

AL VELIERO  12

ALBIKOKKA 88

ALLE VOLTE 40

AMADEUS  12

ANCIOE BELLE DONNE  12

ANDREA DORIA “PIZZA & RESTAURANT” 70

ANTICA CANTINA I TRE MERLI   12

ANTICA HOSTARIA PACETTI 1908 40

ANTICA OSTERIA CAMPENAVE 70

ANTICA OSTERIA DEL BAI 86

ANTICA OSTERIA DEL GAZZO 70

ANTICA OSTERIA DEL GIALLO 88

ANTICA OSTERIA DELLA CASTAGNA 86

ANTICA OSTERIA DELLA FOCE 40

ANTICA OSTERIA DI VICO PALLA  13

ANTICA OSTERIA DINDI 36

ANTICA OSTERIA GIGINO 88

ANTICA SCIAMADDA  28 

ANTICA TRATTORIA BARISONE 70

ANTICA TRATTORIA DEI CACCIATORI 71

ANTICA TRATTORIA DEI PESCATORI 40

ANTICA TRATTORIA MARIA DEL PORTO 13

ANTICA TRATTORIA OSVALDO 40

ANTICA TRATTORIA PIRO 40

ANTICA VETRERIA DEL MOLO  28

ANTICO BORGO 55

ANTICO FORNO DA MARIO 55

A-O VEGIU CARUGGIO  13

AU CAFé  13

AXILLO TRATTORIA IN GENOVA 41

BAGNI MANGINI 41

BAKARI  13

BAMBÙ 56

BANANO TSUNAMI  28

BAR 25 57

BAR AUTO 41

BAR BERTOLI 56

BAR DELLA CORTE 56

BAR E CAFFé RISTORANTE MAURO RITA  29

BAR GIOIELLO 56

BAR KENT 80

BAR MIDA 94

BAR NUNZIATA  29

BAR RINO 56

BAR RISTORANTE EUROPA 36

BAR SKIPPER RISTORAZIONE 57

BAR TOMOKA 57

BAR TRATTORIA DA PUPI 80

BARCABà RISTORANTE PIZZERIA 56

BEAUTIFUL LOSER  13

BELUGA  10

BICU   14 

BIG EXPRESS RESTAURANT 57

BIGO BAR  29

BIRRERIA HOFBRÄUHAUS 41

BISTROT ALBATROS 

   C/O HOTEL SHERATON 68

BLANCO 58

BLISS VEGETARIAN RESTAURANT 42

BOMBAY PALACE RISTORANTE INDIANO 42

BOTTEGA DEL RE 42

BRITANNIA PUB  14

Cà DU DRIA 42

iNDEx oF REstaURaNts
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CAFFé DEGLI SPECCHI  29

CAFFé PORTO FRANCO  14

CAFFETTERIA OREFICI 6 80

CALAMARÈ - EL GAUCHO 89

CALUCLA CAFé 89

CAMBUSETTA 42

CANTINE SQUARCIAFICO RISTORANTE  10

CAPITAN BALIANO  15

CAVE DE ROI 89

CAVO - BAR DEGLI APERITIVI 58

C’ERA UNA VOLTA... 71

CHAPLIN VIDEOPUB 80

CHICHIBIO  10

CI VEDIAMO DA ROMOLI 42

CIBIAMO 80

COFFEE ART & LIQUID LAB  29

COFFEE BREAK 80

CRAZY BULL CAFé 81

CREUZA DE MÄ 36

CUCINA CASALINGA DA MARIO  29 

DA DOMENICO 43

DA GENIO 43

DA GIACOMO 36

DA MARCELLO 43

DA MARINO 68

DA RAIMONDO 89

DA ROCCA 81

DA TIZIANO 43

DA TOTO AL PORTO ANTICO  10

DA Ü TRENIN 43

DAMMIDELTU 71

DI...VINO 43

DOMCAFFÈ 44

E PRIE ROSSE  15

EL ENCUENTRO 81

EL MERENDERO 58

ENOTECA INFERNOTTO 44

ENOTECA RISTORANTE SOLA 44

FRIGGITORIA CAREGA  30

FUORIGROTTA 58

GAIA  15

GALLETTO AL MATTONE 44

GARDEN PIZZA & GRILL 44

GINO  15

GOODS 71

GRAN GOTTO 36

GRAN RISTORO  30

GROTTA AZZURRA  15

HOSTARIA DA CESIRA  44

I SASSI 46

I TRE MERLI - 

  RISTORANTE CAPO SANTA CHIARA 36

I TRE MERLI 

  RISTORANTE PORTO ANTICO  15 

IL BALUARDO  16

IL BARETTO GALLESE 59

IL CAFFÈ DEL LICEO 94

IL CONVIVIO 45

IL CROONER ITALIANO 

  SWING CLUB RESTAURANT  16

IL FABBRO  16

IL FOCONE 89

IL GALEONE 94

IL GENOVESE 59

IL GENOVINO CUCINA E CANTINA 37

IL GIRONE DEI FOLLI 89

IL GUFO 72

IL GUSCIO 59

IL GUSCIO 59

IL LUPO BIONDO 81

IL MOLO  30

IL NUOVO DUCALE  16

IL PAMPINO VINO E CUCINA 45

IL RISTORO 45
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IL TRALICCIO 95

IN SCIA CIASSA 72

IN VINO VERITAS  16

INDARSENA  16

INVEXENDO 45

IRISH PUB 95

ITALIAN& JAPANESE DINING 59

KILT 2  31

KILT EXPRESS 59

KISS ME 46

KITCHEN  31

L’AMBASCIATA DI RECCO  31

L’ANGOLO DELLA LUCANIA 46

L’ATELIER  17

L’ATTRACCO  18

L’OSTERIA DEI BISCHERI  19

LA BAITA 90

LA BARACCHETTA NEÜA 46

LA BARCACCIA 46

LA BERLOCCA RISTORANTE  17

LA BIGONCIA 86

LA BORSA DI ARLECCHINO 60

LA CABOTTINA  31

LA CHIOCCIOLA 60

LA CIGALE 60

LA CUCINA DI ELLY 82

LA FORCHETTA CURIOSA  17

LA FUNICOLARE 61

LA GOLETTA  31

LA LOCANDA DEL GRILLO  17

LA MAMA  17

LA MANDRAGOLA  31

LA MARINETTA 46

LA OLA 90

LA PIAZZETTA 47

LA PIGNATTA 72

LA PINETA 47

LA ROSA NEL PARCO 61

LA ROSE EN TABLE VINO E DESINARE 72

LA SAGOLA 47

LA SCALETTA 82

LA SPIGA 90

LA TERRAZZA DI MILLY 90

LA TORCHIA 95

LA TORRE DEL MANGIA 72

LA VIGNA IMPERIALE  18

LA VOGLIA MATTA 68

LAMURI 47

LE CICALE IN CITTà 37

LE FATE  47

LE MANI IN PASTA  18

LE MASCHERE TRATTORIA  32

LE MURA DI MALAPAGA  18

LE PERLAGE 37

LE RUNE  18

LE SCUDERIE DELL’ASTRONAUTA 72

LE TERRAZZE DEL DUCALE  18

LO SCANTINATO 37

LO SCRIGNO 73

LOLLO BAR 61

LUPO ANTICA TRATTORIA  10

MAGMA OSTARIA & STREET FOOD  32

MANGIABUONO  19

MANUE 86

MARINAPLACE RESTAURANT 68

MASCARET 61

MC DONALD’S 61

MC DONALD’S 61

MC DONALD’S 62

MCAFé PALAZZO DUCALE  32

MCAFé PALAZZO REALE  32

MCAFé PALAZZO ROSSO  19

MONDO PIZZA 62

MOODY 62

MORDI E FUGGI 62

MR COFFEE 63

MURALE 73

NOVOTEL GENOVA OVEST 73

NUOVA SANTA LUCIA 74

NUOVO EUROPEO 63
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NUVOLE DI PINTE 90

OLD PORT BAR RISTORANTE  20

OMBRE ROSSE  20

OSTAIA DA U SANTU 74

OSTAIA DE BARACCHE 47

OSTAIA DU RICHETTO 48

OSTAJA DO CASTELLO  20

OSTAJA SAN VINCENZO 63

OSTAJA 63

OSTERIA DA O COLLA 74

OSTERIA DA Ü VITTORIO 48

OSTERIA DAL PICCOLO FABIO  32

OSTERIA DEGLI ARTISTI 48

OSTERIA DEI CACCIATORI 90

OSTERIA DELLA COLLINA 37

OSTERIA MARIA DAL 1943 82

OSTERIA SAN BERNARDO  21

OSTERIA SOPRA IL MARE  21

OSTERIA TIPICA TOSCANA 37

PANDEMONIO  21

PANSA E STACCA 48

PANSöN DAL 1790  21

PASTAWAY SAN VINCENZO 63

PATAN 86

PAZZI PER LA PIZZA 95

PIATTO RICCO 63

PICCOLO PARADISO 64

PIEDIGROTTA 48

PINTORI CIBI E VINI PREGIATI  21

PIUMA 95

PIZZA E PASTA 82

PIZZA LIDO 48

PIZZA RÒ 64

PIZZERIA DEL CARABINIERE 64

PIZZERIA DI VICO DEI BISCOTTI  21 

PIZZERIA IL TORCHIO 82

PIZZERIA LEO 82

PIZZERIA SAN FRANCESCO 83

PIZZERIA TRATTORIA DA MARIETTO 49

PORTELLO  32 

PUB DEL DUCA 91

PUNTA VAGNO 49

RAMALOCH 49

RE NAJA 64

RISTORANTE “FUORI ORARIO”  50

RISTORANTE AL CAMPESINO 75

RISTORANTE ANTICA VIA VENTI 75

RISTORANTE ARABO NABIL  22

RISTORANTE CINESE DRAGO D’ORO 64

RISTORANTE CINESE PARIGI 64

RISTORANTE DA LINA 91

RISTORANTE DA PIERO 91

RISTORANTE EDILIO 50

RISTORANTE HUA-DA-LI 83

RISTORANTE IL BALCONE  22

RISTORANTE IL GIGANTE 75

RISTORANTE IL VICOLO 75

RISTORANTE JAMILA  33 

RISTORANTE LA SACRESTIA 91

RISTORANTE LA VETTA 75

RISTORANTE MACELLERIA MAXELà  22

RISTORANTE MACELLERIA MAXELà 50

RISTORANTE MONTALLEGRO 51

RISTORANTE NOVECENTO - 

  GRAND HOTEL SAVOIA 38

RISTORANTE NUOVA CINA 65

RISTORANTE OSTERIA MANIMAN 51

RISTORANTE PERICO  22

RISTORANTE PIZZERIA 58R 65

RISTORANTE PIZZERIA AI 2G 83

RISTORANTE PIZZERIA DA SEM 51

RISTORANTE PIZZERIA JR EX DA MARIO 91

RISTORANTE PIZZERIA LA TERRAZZA 91

RISTORANTE PIZZERIA MAZZINI  33

RISTORANTE PIZZERIA SAN PIETRO 75

RISTORANTE PIZZERIA TRIESTE  23

RISTORANTE SAINT CYR 51

RISTORANTE SAN GIORGIO 51

RISTORANTE SAVIO 68

RISTORANTE SCALVINI 68
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RISTORANTE SORAYA 92

RISTORANTE SOTTOSOPRA  23

RISTORANTE TAGGIOU  33

RISTORANTE TERESA 

  “SAPERE DI SAPORI” 69

RISTORANTE THE COOK 86

RISTORANTE TRATTORIA DA PINO 92

RISTORANTE TRATTORIA MIRO 69

RISTORANTE YUAN 51

RODIZIO BRASILEIRO 2  10

SA PESTA  23

SAILS & BAGPIPES 65

SAKER SUSHI RISTORANTE 92

SAN MATTEO RISTORANTE MIGONE  23

SAPORI DI CASA  23

SAPORI E...  11

SCIUSCIà E SCIORBÌ 65

SENZA TANTE MUSSE 76

SIRENELLA 76

SOHO  11

SOHO FISH BAR E RISTORANTE 52

SOPRANIS RISTORANTE  23 

SUSHI INSIDE 52

SYNTHESY  24

TAKASHI SUSHI RESTAURANT 52

TARAMASCHI 83

THERMOPOLIUM 92

TIFLIS  24

TORO SUSHI & RESTAURANT  24

TORRE ANTICA 76

TRATTORIA “A CA DO DRIA” 83

TRATTORIA “DA MUNSÙ” 77

TRATTORIA A NEUA CASETTA 52

TRATTORIA AGNESE 76

TRATTORIA AL BIVACCO 65

TRATTORIA ALLE DUE TORRI  24

TRATTORIA ANDREA 52

TRATTORIA ANTICO GALEONE  25

TRATTORIA ANTOLA 52

TRATTORIA ARCHIVOLTO MONGIARDINO  11

TRATTORIA ARVIGO 77

TRATTORIA BEDIN 53

TRATTORIA CRISTA 92

TRATTORIA DA FEDE  25

TRATTORIA DA FRANCO 77

TRATTORIA DA GIANNA 83

TRATTORIA DA GIULIA  33 

TRATTORIA DA LUCIANA 84

TRATTORIA DA MARIA 65

TRATTORIA DA NANNI 77

TRATTORIA DA PAULIN 53

TRATTORIA DA RINA  11

TRATTORIA DA RITA 84

TRATTORIA DA TRIGLIETTA 66

TRATTORIA DEANNA  34

TRATTORIA DEL LIBERALE 93

TRATTORIA DELLA RAIBETTA  25

TRATTORIA DELLE ERBE 25

TRATTORIA DETTA 

  DEL BRUXABOSCHI 1862 92

TRATTORIA DI ALE 84

TRATTORIA DU RUSCIN 87

TRATTORIA EMMA  25

TRATTORIA FRANCA   25 

TRATTORIA GESINO 54

TRATTORIA IL GALEONE  26 

TRATTORIA IL GALLETTO 84

TRATTORIA IL LEUDO  26

TRATTORIA IL PANDA 77

TRATTORIA L’OSTE UBRIACO  26

TRATTORIA LA BARACHETTA 77

TRATTORIA LA LANTERNA 78

TRATTORIA LA RUOTA 93

TRATTORIA LA SANTA  26

TRATTORIA LA SOSTA 54

TRATTORIA LE MERLE 69

TRATTORIA LOMBARDA 54

TRATTORIA LUNGOMARE 78

TRATTORIA PIZZERIA DRIA 54

TRATTORIA PIZZERIA LA CROCERA 84
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TRATTORIA REBECHECCO 54

TRATTORIA ROSMARINO  26

TRATTORIA SAN CARLO  26  

TRATTORIA SCACCIAPENSIERI  27

TRATTORIA SERRA 69

TRATTORIA THARROS 78

TRATTORIA UGO  34

TRATTORIA UGO IL PIRATA 66

TRATTORIA VEGIA TERRALBA 66

TRIANON 78

TRISTANO E ISOTTA  27

TURNA U POLI 93

UGO E UGA 54

UNO DI NOI 78

VEGIA OSTAJA DE PRA 84

VEGIA OSTAJA I PILOIN 66

VEGIA ZENA  27

VEXIMÁ 78

VITTORIO AL MARE 38

VOLTALACARTA 38

ZEFFIRINO 38

ZEN RISTORANTE WO 66

ZENA ZUENA 66
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A sweet for each Saint 38

Christmas lunch 69

Easter in Genoa 22

Frisceu	co-o	zibibbo 

  (Saint Joseph fried pancakes) 41

Genoese breakfast 11

Ligurian anchiovies under sea salt 50

Preboggion 57

Sant'Olcese salami 45

The gold and silver of the Riviera 49

Wines 62

Anicini biscuits 93

Biscotti Caporali (Caporali biscuits) 20

Biscotti del Lagaccio (Lagaccio biscuits) 19

Canestrelli 58

Capponmagro 73

Cavagnetti biscuits 33

Cima (Stuffed veal breast) 27

Corzetti 88

Focaccia genovese (fügassa) 14

Frittata di carciofi (Artichoke omelette) 34

Frittelle di San Giuseppe 

  (frisceu co-o zibibbo) 41

Latte brusco 94

Lattughe ripiene in brodo

  (Stuffed lettuce in broth) 24

Pandolce (Sweetbread) 79

Pandolce basso (Flat sweetbread) 81

Pansoti Pasta 53

Pesto - The "official" recipe 8

Ravioli di carne (Meat Ravioli) 74

Sacripantina 60

Salsa di pinoli (Pine kernel sauce) 76

Salsa verde genovese

  (Genoese parsley sauce) 71

Sarsa	de	noxi (Walnut sauce) 55

Tocco (Meat in tomato sauce) 87

Torta pasqualina (Easter tart) 28
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BEFoRE lEaViNg gENoa…

No matter how long your stay has been, if you’ve been fortunate enough to discover just 

some of the innumerable treasures that Genoa has to offer, and you’ve been ensnared by 

its unique history and charm, then your departure will undoubtedly make you feel a little 

melancholic. You’re probably feeling that sensation the Genoese call magun in their dialect.

So to alleviate the nostalgia for this colourful city, the fierce red of the sunsets, the infinite 

blue of the sky and sea, its scents as you wander past its bakeries and sweet shops, the 

smell of the focaccia fresh from the oven, why not buy a few typical products to take back 

with you for your friends or family or just to enjoy yourself until you get a chance to visit 

again.

With easy shipping, as most shops are well organised for overseas deliveries, some typical 

products might provide an original alternative to the usual postcard or fridge magnet. 

You can bring a literal taste of Genoa to the people who couldn’t be there with you, and let 

them discover the flavours and aromas for themselves.

You can spoil the young ones (and not so young ones), with typical sweets, from candy to 

biscuits (like canestrelli, caporali and anicini) and, in the right season, don’t forget the typical 

Lent biscuits, the quaresimali.
For Dad, a fine bottle of wine such as Val	Polcevera or a Bianchetta Genovese with a 

delicious local salami or cured meat from Sant’Olcese might be the perfect gift.

For Mums who like to cook, why not treat her to an authentic pesto, or walnut sauce to go 

with some traditional pasta from the Polcevera valley?

If there’s nobody expecting a present back home, then you can indulge yourself and pick up 

some authentic souvenirs, as you can’t leave Genoa without taking with you a typical food 

product and a pebble from the beach… although make sure nobody sees you stealing a 

pebble!
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tourist 
information
Centres (i.a.t.)
info@visitgenoa.it

Comune di genova 
Ufficio sviluppo e promozione del turismo
Palazzo delle Torrette - Via Garibaldi, 12r
www.visitgenoa.it

iat Via garibaldi 
Via Garibaldi 12r
Ph. +39 010 55 729 03 / 55 727 51
Fax +39 010 55 724 14
(7/7 - h. 9.00 - 18.30)

iat De Ferrari
Largo Pertini 13 
Ph. +39 010 86 061 22
Fax +39 010 86 064 76
(7/7 - h. 9.00 - 13.00 / 14.30 - 18.30)

iat Caricamento
Piazza Caricamento 
Ph. +39 010 55 742 00 / 55 742 02
Fax +39 010 55 780 12
(summer time 7/7 - h. 9.30 - 19.00
winter time 7/7 - h. 9.00 - 18.30)

iat aeroporto C. Colombo (arrivals area)
Genova - Sestri Ponente
Ph. e Fax +39 010 60 152 47
(7/7 - h. 9.00 - 13.00 / 13.30 - 17.30)

guided tours of the old centre
and of the Rolli palaces, listed as a 
UNEsCo World heritage site
Every weekend you can visit the old town 
of Genoa and discover the charm of some 
of the Rolli Palaces.
Guided tours in Italian, English, Spanish, 
French and German.
For more information on prices and 
languages, contact the offices above.

Useful info:

genoa aquarium
www.acquariodigenova.it

C. Colombo airport
Ph. +39 010 60 151 - www.airport.genova.it

City sightseeing open top bus
genova intour pesci Viaggi
Ph. +39 010 56 49 36 - Mobile +39 329 90 656 86 
www.pesciviaggi.it

Hop on hop off 
Citysightseeing genova
Ph. +39 010 86 916 32
www.genova.city-sightseeing.it

genoa Museums
www.museidigenova.it - www.rolliestradenuove.it

Radio taxi
Ph. +39 010 59 66 - www.cooptaxige.it

Visit of the city with little train
trenino pippo
Ph. +39 328 69 429 44 - www.treninopippo.it

Ferrovia genova-Casella 
info Ph. +39 010 800 085 311 
www.ferroviagenovacasella.it

trains 
Ph. +39 89 20 21 - www.trenitalia.it

accessible tourism - terre di Mare 
Genoa Province information office
Ph. +39 010 54 20 98 
Mobile +39 339 13 092 49
www.terredimare.it


